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Carolyn Alessio
Editor’s Prologue: The People, Yes
In the late 1960s, the Chicago suburb where I was born and
raised demolished the former home of Carl Sandburg. While the prolific
“singing bard” and his family had only lived in that white frame house
from 1919 to 1930, it was there that Sandburg composed some of his
best-known works: The Rootabaga Stories for children; and Abraham
Lincoln: The Prairie Years, the first two volumes in his Pulitzer Prizewinning biography. After the house’s demolition, the Baptist church next
door expanded and paved over the land for a parking lot that still stands
today. Elmhurst: House-Butcher for the World—it might have been easy
to label a town that would willingly lose its link to such a major voice of
the Midwest, but fortunately, there was more to the story. I didn’t learn
the details, however, until years later, as part of a quest to understand
my own, long paved-over sense of place in Illinois and Midwestern
literature, with stops in the suburbs, city, and even an Amish town.
Growing up with no Sandburg house or even plaque to gaze
upon, I remained scandalously uninformed of his work. I didn’t truly
encounter his iconic poem “Chicago” until I was eleven and reading
a young-adult book by M.E. Kerr, in which a protagonist’s sister is
nicknamed “Chicago” after her obsession with the poem.
Another, more contemporary Illinois poet did take a prominent
place in my family’s literary life. Gwendolyn Brooks was a favorite
of my mother, who worked at the Elmhurst Public Library and had
grown up on Chicago’s west side. “We Real Cool” spoke to the city
where my mother and her immigrant family had lived; the poignant
“In the Mecca” recalled an infamous housing project where Brooks
had once worked and that my mother had heard tales of from a friend
of her father’s, who went there to read gas meters.
The work of Gwendolyn Brooks intrigued me, but I don’t think
I fully understood its resonance until years later in college at the
University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, where I heard the Poet
Laureate of Illinois read her own work at the Methodist Church.
When she recited “We Real Cool,” her commanding voice hooked on
Crab Orchard Review
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the “We” at the end of each line and paused for a purposeful, thrilling
moment. As I listened, I think I finally had a sense of each line’s
powerful, collective struggle.
In high school, I won a writing contest and was named a “Carl
Sandburg Poet,” an ironic honor. The titles alone of my poems were
unworthy; they relied too heavily on alliteration and showed an
alarming crassness—“Secret Sundays” and “The Carbide Carcasses.”
The sole redeeming point of the latter poem was my inspiration from
the 1984 industrial disaster in Bhopal, India. I remember hearing
a ghastly quip on talk radio of “One little, two little, ten dead little
Indians,” and even my teenaged, suburban consciousness knew that
wasn’t right. At least Sandburg himself might have appreciated the
source of my early poem; he was a committed Socialist who had
covered the Chicago Race Riots of 1919 and whose most popular work
was a three hundred-page 1936 volume published during the Great
Depression entitled The People, Yes.
But before high school, as a child in the 1970s, I hungered for a
sense of what I considered true Illinois writing, complete with history
and rural life. Yes, my family and I visited the capital of Springfield and
Lincoln’s former home, where, twenty-some years later, Barack Obama
famously would announce his candidacy for President of the United
States on a freezing February day. But that wasn’t enough for me as a
child, so, in desperation, I turned to books and the Little House series.
Laura Ingalls Wilder may not have lived more than briefly in Illinois,
but she wrote almost exclusively of the Midwest, of the challenges of the
unrelentingly flat land, searing winds and sun-baked summers.
The Ingalls family showed sheer resourcefulness as they made
their way as pioneers beginning in the 1870s on, from Wisconsin to
Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota and South Dakota. When Pa could not
make it to town to buy nails, he constructed his own wood pegs and
latch. When Ma had scant crops to draw upon, she fashioned a delicious
pie out of green pumpkin. Ma, Pa, and their daughters approached
the land with reverence but also resolve; they did not assume a creek
would rise and threaten their passage but they also did not admit easy
defeat, and re-homesteaded many, wearying times. The books also
show an advanced sensibility of “foreigners.” When the family nearly
perishes from malaria (called “fever n’ ague” at the time), an AfricanAmerican doctor miraculously arrives and tends them. Pa Ingalls also
reaches out to the local tribal leaders in Kansas near his home, and in
the process likely saves the family’s life.
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Despite Laura Ingalls Wilder’s emphasis on family and adherence
to solid values, the Little House books are firmly rescued from
sentimentality by the sheer demands of the terrain. Paradoxically, I
read most of the Laura Ingalls Wilder books in the suburban splitlevel where I grew up, a house with few structural secrets. During the
summer, I read while sprawled out on the family floor beneath the
ping-pong tables. Only occasionally did my world connect directly
with Laura’s, as in Chicago’s blizzard of 1979. In two days that
January, more than sixteen inches of snow fell on our city. We had
little warning, and few people were prepared.
While adults around me strained to acquire groceries and make
sure we had power, I thought only of The Long Winter, Ingalls Wilder’s
account of her family’s near-starvation in South Dakota during the
winter of 1880. Trains couldn’t make it through the plains with crucial
supplies, and most of the townspeople quickly ran through their
supplies of firewood and wheat. To survive the swirling snows, Pa and
others tied ropes from their houses to their barns so they wouldn’t get
lost and perish.
I kept my blizzard-connections with Wilder to myself, however, a
bit embarrassed of my inflated imagination and romanticism: we had
plentiful gas heat and didn’t have to grind wheat in a coffee grinder to
substitute for flour. Trains did have trouble getting through, though,
but the fallout was different—in Chicago, the next mayoral election was
decided when the current administration failed to shovel out public
transportation routes in economically struggling neighborhoods.
Not long ago, however, I learned that during that blizzard of 1979,
two hours south of us, an Amish teenager was making exactly the
same connections with Laura Ingalls Wilder’s books—and literally
using them to help his own family survive the daunting blizzard.
My friend Lamar, an Amish carpenter, lives in Atwood, Illinois.
Along with its neighboring town, Arthur, the area became home to
Amish settlers in the 1860s, around the same time that Laura Ingalls
Wilder’s family began its travels. Today, the Amish community in
central Illinois has about four thousand members. While many still
work their farms, others, like Lamar, are talented carpenters. My family
and I met Lamar several years ago when he contacted my husband, a
science writer, about an article he had written on evolution.
The blizzard of 1979 swooped down hard on Lamar’s family
farm. Their sixty acres and livestock needed endless tending; the forty
“gelts” or sows required shots and their tails trimmed and painted
Crab Orchard Review
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with iodine to avoid tail-biting. The horses and cows needed regular
feeding and tending, as well. “Horses, unlike tractors, need to be fed
all winter,” Lamar later quipped to me.
Two summers ago, when my family and I first went to visit
Lamar and his family at their farmhouse, at first I was sheepish about
bringing up the Little House series—I worried it would seem a facile,
clichéd connection, especially coming from a former suburban girl
or recovering suburbanite. But when we began to talk about reading,
which the family does voraciously despite ending their formal
education, per tradition, with eighth grade, Laura Ingalls Wilder’s
books came up almost immediately.
“My mom always read those books to us and we were always
intrigued by them,” Lamar told me at dinner in his parents’ farmhouse.
Lamar’s mother nodded, smiled. His sister added that during the
blizzard, the family all moved down to the main room to be closer to
the wood-burning stove, much like the Ingalls family had to huddle
together during the day. In between tending to the chores, Lamar’s
family listened to their mother read aloud from Laura Ingalls Wilder.
While listening, they not only relaxed and focused during the frenzy
of the storm, but also gleaned some critical ideas.
Lamar, who is the oldest child, remembered tying a rope between
the house and the barn, “so we wouldn’t get lost while we did the chores.”
He also recalled digging tunnels in the snow with his siblings, like the
one Pa had to make after storms to the outhouse. Literature became the
family’s guidebook in a way, during that historic Illinois blizzard.
The summer when I spoke to Lamar about Laura Ingalls Wilder,
I remember looking up at the gas lamp, the curvy metal, and calming
flame. Despite our vastly different upbringings and Illinois surroundings,
Lamar, his siblings, and I had savored the same literature. Lamar’s
family, I also learned, had been home-schooled in many authors—
from Shakespeare to Mark Twain, and, inevitably, Carl Sandburg.
Lamar could still quote “Fog,” he told me and recited the line about
“little cat feet.”
During my visits to Amish country, Lamar’s mother always invited
my daughter to visit a former wash house on their property that they later
turned into a playhouse. The cabin instantly captivated my daughter,
Charlotte, and me.
Pictures of children and flowers from vintage magazines covered
the rough-hewn walls. A small table stood in the middle with a miniature
tea set on it. Dolls sat in high chairs and nearby, a small wooden cradle
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painted white fit three miniature baby dolls. A clothesline, perhaps left
over from earlier days, ran across the inside of the cabin.
Ever since Lamar’s family began to wash their clothes in a separate
shed with a wringer run by air compressor, Lamar’s mother and sister
have developed the small house and filled it with clothes and accessories
from vintage and thrift stores. Walking inside is better than entering
a museum; it combines the memories of rugged living from the past
with some daintier elements. As Charlotte played happily and Lamar’s
mother hurried in with tea, still wearing her bonnet, I thought of the
Ingallses, of course. During the family’s epic, exhausting travels, Ma
Ingalls always managed to bring along her china shepherdess and
keep it intact—even after a harrowing cross of a Missouri river that
suddenly rose, nearly drowning the horses. Playing in the Amish cabin
and watching my daughter, I wondered again if, subconsciously, I had
named her after Laura Ingalls’ beloved, homemade rag doll Charlotte. I
also thought how, returning up north to the city, I was going to miss the
stillness of the small house, the candles we brought out in the evening,
and the tiny little window with curtains.
The house still remains on the family’s property, but Lamar’s
family has recently moved. The farm became too much to tend
for aging people and for a long time, hiring non-Amish help was
discouraged by the church. The last time I spoke to Lamar, though,
in a phone call to his carpentry shop, he told me, “Tell Charlotte not
to worry. We’re going to move the play house out to my parents’ new
place in town.”
One hundred eighty miles north of Atwood and Arthur sits
Elmhurst and the parking lot where Sandburg’s house once stood.
For years I have been disappointed in my homeland for levelling such
a landmark. I even dramatized it in my mind, comparing it a bit to
Mayor Daley’s controversial decision to bulldoze historic Meigs Field
under cover of darkness. What point did it make to have a large junior
high school named after Sandburg if the suburb couldn’t be bothered
to commemorate the lauded writer’s former home—the white-frame
house that had once acquired an addition of a one-room schoolhouse
itself? I fear I lumped in my resentment about the home with my
general distrust of Elmhurst—and suburbs, in general.
Not long ago, I contacted the Elmhurst Historical Society about
Sandburg, and I found out some surprising news: the town had tried
to keep the house. According to a wonderfully helpful historian at the
museum, I learned that in November 1964, the Baptist church had
Crab Orchard Review
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offered the house free of charge to anyone—as long as they moved it
from the current site. When nobody accepted, the church offered it to
the Elmhurst Historical Commission, with the same conditions. The
Commission could not afford to move the house, nor could they afford
to run another museum facility.
It’s true that moving an aged house would be a daunting task
and I’m not astonished that nobody took the challenge. I am relieved,
however, to know that the church and Elmhurst cared enough about
the writer’s home to try and reach a compromise. Meeting minutes
from the annals of the Elmhurst Historical Commission indicate
the church’s offers—perhaps not as generous as possible, but at least
offered to The People, Yes.
These days, in Chicago, I literally encounter Sandburg’s work
and vision almost every day. Five minutes from my home in the Little
Italy neighborhood, I pass Blue Island Avenue and a sprawling, active
intersection of six streets that includes a library named for a slain Latino
workers’ leader, a bilingual youth radio station, a 24-hour McDonald’s,
and a pawnshop actually called “The Amigo Loan Company.” The
intersection was the site of Sandburg’s 1922 poem, “Blue Island
Intersection”; and though the ethnicity of the neighborhood has changed
from Polish and Czech to Mexican immigrants, Sandburg’s descriptions
of the struggles of urban, working-class life remain timeless—perhaps
even prophetic:
Men with shovels, women with baskets and baby buggies.
Six ends of streets and no sleep for them all day.
The people and wagons come and go, out and in.
Triangles of banks and drug stores watch.
The policemen whistle, the trolley cars bump:
Wheels, wheels, feet, feet, all day.
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“Major Lighting Triumph,” Light, Summer 1929
In the fire my great-grandfather should have died in,
six hundred and two did. Women and children,
mostly. The interviewer doesn’t mention them,
but their pictures are in the records: formal hats
and high-necked dresses; the littler figures sober—
they do not leap or wrestle or stand on their heads:
they are dead. But he didn’t like to talk about it,
and the interviewer’s agog at 215 outlets,
at 280 lamps, at a total connected load of 8285
watts burning every day on Roscoe Major’s meter.
They make this man from the Electrical Jobber’s
practically a god. I remind myself those lights
were really fire. And a switchboard was a sun
of calcium and carbon, wheeled potentiometers
the size of a man. So stagehands crank
and drop the follow spots or crank and hold
the blue gels on the moonlight scene—
which is how the disaster began, at 4000 degrees
of concentrated heat and, because the records
differ, either “a tiny serpentine tongue of flame”
or just “a peculiar sputtering” along the wire.
Even before that they called it a firetrap,
from the pulpits declared, “we are going almost mad
in our desire to be amused.” The papers agreed
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that Mr. Bluebeard was trash: pretty chorines
with pretty ankles, “flashing dashing, entrancing
girls girls girls” in scanty dresses dancing
with good-looking gentlemen and sweet Nellie
the aerialist on her wire where nobody thought
to save her. The elephant suit, too, was lost.
By evening, from the well-dressed holiday-making
patrons, all the muffs and gloves and jewels
were gone. The man from the Electrical Jobber’s
is not there, not there, not there in the records
at all, though my grandfather’s crabbed capitals
inside another Firetrap or Tinder Box insist:
one hundred years ago, Roscoe Emerson Major
was at this tragic fire. I am reading the records
again and none of them will ever confess
that at seventeen, too young for his carbon arc
follow spot, my great-grandfather got paid off
for escaping alone down the fire escape
and away down the alley, while every other body
threw itself down on a cushion of bodies—
he headed downstate to wait out the inquest.
It could have been his fault, though McMullen
took the fall. And then the asbestos curtain
wouldn’t drop. Some exit doors swung in.
Some exit doors were locked. And by 1929,
he’d lit the Circle, the Norshore, the Granada,
the Tivoli, the Chicago, the Paradise. Safer
lights. By 1929, you could find “Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe E. Major at home, 2600 Wilson, Chicago.”
With a flourish—remote—a Spanish interior
lights itself in movie-palace style: torchieres
in corners, statuettes spotlit in pale green light.
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Then he will think you have seen enough
“to get up a little squib for your magazine,”
will not mention the Iroquois fire. It’s nowhere
in the records, but to dazzle is to blind.
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Anemone Beaulier
Flood Plain
1. A Job in Rockford
We took a house on a hill: our lot,
then corn to the horizon, leaves like ribbons
in the hot wind, the sky broad
as imagination. We stood in the sunlight
and squinted at this new land
as blackbirds, hearts on their wings,
swooped above the field and along the river
that wound dark and quick among the man-high stalks.

2. Your Check Was Not Enough, I Couldn’t Find Work
Hours of rain. Days. We woke to watery fields—only our hill
and the banked road above the flood—and stood at a window
as lawn chairs,
buckets, fence posts bumped through the corn—pieces of other lives.
Our lives in pieces—unpaid bills, accusations, the plaster walls
of the farmhouse crumbling, the cold damp
of the coming season setting in….
Evenings, we’d walk to the bridge and press against
the wet rails to watch water churn a foot below the pavement,
maple leaves and pop bottles circling, circling. We looked
for blackbirds, but they
had fled. We’d return home in the watery silence, rain-chilled hands
in our pockets, watching the tasseled tops of the corn tipped
and twisting in the current: the crop had rotted,
there would be no harvest.
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3. A New Year, with Little Change
The ground, still quaggy when cold came,
set in clumps and troughs. We stumbled
across it during twilit walks
along the once-more-narrow riverbed
and spoke softly of new job postings,
loans from our parents. We heard the o-ka-lay
of a blackbird one rose-colored dusk,
though we could not see it.
But a thaw, and the river began to rise again:
melt and run-off. Ice split and caught against the bridge, damming
the hurried current. At night, we could see the stars fallen
into the black flood, bright but blurring with its tug. Then, a front:
clouds, darkness. The water froze around us, and we were left
on an island.

4. We Boxed Our Things in Preparation for Leaving
Books, lamps, pots, linens.
Wedding china wrapped in newsprint,
our fingers ink-blackened. We would pause,
cup or saucer in hand, to watch water pooling
in the furrowed fields again, the river black and spilling across
the bare land. A record season, you read, for precipitation….
You crumpled the page around a platter,
placed it in a box. We crossed the bridge
the next morning, the current foaming high about its pilings, rain still
falling, and turned south, toward new
jobs at a small college. You whistled
with the radio as we flew
along the interstate, toward hills
and then mountains.
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Reprieve
The days stretch like bolts of gray flannel,
the nights are black and brittle. We tire
of dank wool and the heft
of boots, the long evenings half-lived
in the TV’s flicker. We speak of bare ground
and wind like breath on our skin as if
we don’t quite believe in them.
You buy another fern,
a pineapple. I cry over lilacs
broken by snow. It’s a form of crazy,
so we fly south from Rockford’s stark March
to palmy summer. Hand-in-hand,
we sink ourselves in blue. The sand grinds
under our heels. Split by cold nights
and damp gloves, our fingers burn as saltwater
seeps into hangnails and slit knuckles.
Our legs, white as crocus buds, grow
pink in the brazen sun.
But it’s nothing, nothing,
the twinge of limbs waking.
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Donny & Minnie on the 66 Bus
Some of the best things in Chicago
seem almost mythic in existence.
The Water Tower surviving cow & flame,
the steely limbs of Picasso’s sculpture
allowing humans to sit at its feet,
the blues clubs still stuffed with juke,
smoke, slow grind & knife fight, even
Donny Hathaway & Minnie Riperton’s
voices on rainy days ring in headphones,
pulsing stars from happier nights. You are
on the 66 bus again, east from K-town—
Karlov, Kedvale, Keeler, Keystone, Kilbourn,
Kildare, Kolmar, Kostner, Kilpatrick—avenues
with reputations fit to kill, but still all history.
You think of George’s Music Room, how
the owner once touched the throat that sung
“Loving You,” the throat clenched by deadly
cells that possessed the flesh of Minnie’s notes.
You think of applejack hats, how Donny’s voice
kept telling you we’ll all be free, your anthem so
you and your brothers could shake-a-hand-shakea-hand every Christmas, and this Christmas too.
As the buildings outside the bus windows blur
from speed, drops & fog steaming the windows.
You wonder if the ghetto made Donny try flying
more than depression swelling into that fatal leap.
When you count the breaths to your stop, wondering
why you love the route & find yourself silently pleading
to stay. You lean deep into your seat, press repeat since
nostalgia becomes a contradiction of armor & comfort.
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Who You Want to See
My cousin’s slight freckles
are no camouflage against
our likeness. Her husband
relishes the same samples
of bass & steam release
loops in hip-hop chorus
recited by women named
after kitchen spice shakers.
We banter on Ellison & Brooks
then we discuss Chicago, home
that kisses me hard every day,
and we laugh about my fellow
poet-writer-scholar-friends, all
dipped in the dyes that compel
us to Howard’s green campus
steeped in Brown, Clifton,
Morrison, and Baraka. This is
lineage too. They were all there,
except me.
My cousin shares drinks with them,
sees them as my kin in varied sepias,
says you must know her, meaning me.
They ask my name, stand silent, cock heads
like question marks trapped in their quiet
ellipses. My cousin, closer to paper’s tone
than ink’s, recounts all. She asks me,
Have they seen you? I want to fill
my pause with an answer I know well.
People see what they want, not tangled
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bloodlines that tell on all of us often.
Instead of guessing an appropriate no,
they don’t see me sometimes.
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Catching Rain
Chicago claimed more than a decade from me.
It never again showed me rain like that night.
Warm insistent blur pinging the windows
and smudging yellow streetlights’ eye shadow
on the night’s many open lids weary and anxious.
This was rain that I wanted to greet with you.
States between us, I caught what I could.
I salvaged a clean green wine bottle, christened
it with gathered tears from God’s wife, packed
in the snug corner of a bag, constant on my hip,
to press a ridged round punt clean in the creased
brunt of your palm. Air that blew that glass to life,
could have been a chance, every drop a birth begun
in my backyard. You discarded a gesture that could
not keep a man any better than summer rain’s full
flush beating through the dark, evaporating soon.
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Drive
The night you drove your car into the ditch,
			
the steering wheel into your face,
the night the farmer found you
			
in his front yard,
					
I drove
to a hospital on the other side of the state from Chicago
		
past Pontiac and the truck stop in LaSalle-Peru—
the seatbelt gone slack
		
against your sleeping body. You were
working two jobs, trying for school, went
		
to the party anyway. You declined
		
the couch, said you’d be fine.
I keep picturing the girl in the magazine, the editorial
on accidents, the scar
a diagonal that ran
		
from breast to belly where the stitches
and her stomach had been. What the surgeons found: a mash of organs
strangled and pale—
				
how to define the line
between good tissue and bad, between what to sacrifice and
					
			 what to hope for?
I am there: your face raw, your eyes swollen nearly shut
in the purple meat of your face. I cannot tell
						
bruise from dried blood.
The man in the neighboring bed is coughing.
					 I grab the nearest chair.
You said the odds of dying playing football were better
				
than getting busted up on the racetrack,
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your face lit by dust and late sun in the stands
as you turned to watch
a pro 5.0 gun it down the dragway. Tomorrow
the surgeon will cut along the top of each eyebrow,
peel back your forehead
					
for the metal plate, fill
the channels of your sinuses with plaster, shore up
						
all the breaks.
When they’re finished and the swelling goes down,
you’ll have a scar
		
no bigger than a straight pin
					
across the bridge of your nose.
I don’t ask what you were thinking. Even the doctors
who work on your fractured skull,
			
tie up their neat sutures, can’t say.
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Lake Argyle State Park
Colchester, Illinois
Take the uphill drive through skinny trees
that cross each other ad infinitum
		
into the dark core of the forest.
Already the orange barricades are out,
though not yet in place.
		
In a few weeks, the road will close
for winter, the only access
a lane to and from the boat dock
		
where the one boathouse
lashed forever to the shore
rocks on the lap of the lake. But not now,
		
not yet. Park in the gravel pull-out
at the crest of the hill, look for a break
in the tree line. Cross through,
		
but watch for webs.
There are still a few, even this late
in the season. Hike to the edge
		
where the woods round out
against a farmer’s field, the corn
high and dry. This is where
		
I first saw the deer. They might
be there still, in a little troop,
the does with their almond-shaped ears.
		
This is the fragile minute
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before Sun disappears, before the boundary
between road and tree
		
turn the same purple swath,
before you hike back to your car
in the near-dark and blink,
		
but realize—yes—the car
is still there in its spot, the way out
still clear for the moment it takes you
		
to reach the door, to turn the key.
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Memories of Coal: Office Job
A blackwash of coal dust
fine as fallout belches
from the beltline’s thundered
bedlam, raspings of Jurassic
marsh layering a soft, dark
efflorescent veil over the lethargic
screen of an off-white computer,
shelved catalogs of machinery’s
intrigue and the archives
of supreme production,
sparkling, glistening in false sun,
this extorted nebula spinning,
swirling all the way to my lungs.
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Red Cedar Trail, Night Run
Sleepers, you’re missing so much:
the cautious way a scrap of planet drifts,
tosses its casual splash of light
over Indian Creek and the old cemetery,
the frogs’ shrill chorus like a thumb’s
unceasing flick along the teeth of a comb,
this rugged path beside the sandstone cliffs
rising to a forest aching to take us back.
Tonight we heard the soft sighs of two deer lying
like chiseled cameos on a terrace of bleached shale.
We paused when the breeze hummed loneliness
through shaggy pitch pine branches and
in our hearts a flicker of memory flashed
like an ember not quite consumed. There is
something so allusive, so profound, in
the doe’s implicit gesture, raising her head
slightly, lifting languid, moonlit eyes to watch
us pass; there is holiness in the scribble of water
trickling its transparent doxology down Wildcat
Bluff’s weathered face; there is rebirth in the foxfire
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glowing from septic marsh ferns and silkweed.
Here in the shadows we see so much clearer.
We run till dawn with the full moon circling
what it loves and the secret turns in us like a key.
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The Truth of Matin County, Illinois
There is no speech, nor are there words; their voice is not heard;
yet their voice goes out through all the earth, and their words
to the end of the world.
					
—Psalms 19:3

Maybe truth is in the land: the soft rolling prairie, smooth
and glaciated, coming to the exact point where the ice stopped its slow
descent from the top of the world; the hazy blue hills that lay against
the sky like the curve of a lover’s hip; the slow wide river that courses
alongside the town, forever south to the sea; the smell of the dirt,
freshly plowed in spring, that falls on your face like the sweet breath
before a kiss.
Maybe it can be read in the layers of sandstone torn bare by strip
mining, and can be heard in the underground mine’s song, the notes of
the continuous miners and roof bolters and ramcars sounding through
the hollow shafts, along the beltline, to the tall gray silos where the raw
coal is cleansed and treated and loaded onto train cars that shudder and
quake as they lurch forward one by one beneath the tipple. Maybe it
floats in the pillars of vapor above the power plant, smokestacks rising
above the floodplain, a landlocked steamship that never moves.
Or is it in the vacant storefronts on Market Street, plate glass
windows hung with For Lease signs, dark brick, crumbling mortar.
In the houses, beautiful and rotting, on the bluff overlooking the
river. In the convenience store where old men sit drinking coffee and
telling stories which are replaced by more stories. In churches, filled
every week with people searching for it in the hymns of work and
toil and waiting for death to bring relief from this life. Listening as
the preachers stand in pulpits—some pounding fists, shaking bibles,
quoting the word of God with faces like brimstone; others weeping,
asking the pianist for another verse of “Softly and Tenderly” because
there may be one lost soul awaiting God’s call—speaking of forgiven
sins and hearts at peace. But peace is not truth.
Can it be found in the few remnants of the old town—the factory
empty above its weedy parking lot, surrounded by a rusty chain-link
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that keeps no one out; the abandoned operating house for the old cable
ferry across the river, its concrete tower complete with battlements, as
if it were some medieval stronghold, now a place for teenage sex and
homeless men; the mound of bricks that was the two room schoolhouse
on the edge of town, built the year the county was founded, torn down
because demolition is cheaper than restoration; the old river bridge,
built in 1939, two years after the great flood, when the Mississippi,
Ohio, and Wabash rivers nearly submerged the southern counties of
Illinois: where, on the day the concrete pillars were poured into the
giant forms built into the riverbed, a black man named King David
Gates was sent to retrieve a dropped hammer, and as he ascended the
ladder, Jasper Moody, foreman and klan leader, leaned over the edge,
smiled at him, then gave the all clear, and now those bones still hang
frozen, unseen beneath the steel girders and moving cars, arms crossed
above the skull, in the same posture as the ashen corpses of Pompeii.
Down and down, through these ruins built upon the ruins built
by an ancestor who came long ago, not searching for a place to live,
but a place to rest on the long march toward Vincennes and the British
fort guarding the old Northwest. They camped on the river bluff for
its high ground, a defense against their human enemies and against
the spring flooded prairies crosscut by a hundred streams and creeks
emptying into the river.
There, a young man named Garrett Mattingly, who’d joined
General George Rogers Clark’s expedition in Pennsylvania, drew the
morning watch on that first night of encampment, and when the sun
broke above the hardwood on the opposite bank, it set the river afire,
and he stood staring into the dawn until the sun shrank and the sky
blued, hearing only the sounds of the woods and the murmuring of
morning prayers from an old French priest who’d come with them
from Kaskaskia. He would always remember that moment as the most
peaceful of his life.
Before they took up the march, he asked the priest what he’d been
reading. The old man opened a small leatherbound book and pointed
to the words on the page: Où étais-tu quand j’ai fondé la terre, Quand
les étoiles du matin chantaient ensemble, et que tous les fils de Dieu
éclataient de joie, translating each word carefully as he read. “Where
wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth; when the morning
stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?”
After the battle, when the British were routed, and the men of
Clark’s army were paid with the land they had conquered, Mattingly
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went back to that spot on the river and built his home there, and soon
a small village grew up around him, and it was called Matin.
But can the real truth ever be told or written on a page or found on
a brass plaque memorializing things long forgotten? Is it gathered in
low places like rainwater, running off rocks into the pale dust, seeping
into the ground like blood? Or does it only exist in stories not heard by
anyone at all, moments that drift away like ash, echoing like the words
of a lullaby sung above the cradle never to be sung again?
There is an old bum named Clarency, who lives in a mausoleum
because no one comes to visit the dead very often. Years before, the
City of Matin bought him a mobile home because a patrolling cop
found him frozen to the ground beneath the steel-girdered railroad
bridge, asleep on the gravel lane that winds through the river-levee’s
floodgate. There are no homeless shelters in Matin County because
most people fear one would bring an undesirable element to the area,
but after finding Clarency that way, the council of aldermen allotted two
thousand dollars from the city’s budget to find living quarters for him.
The city commissioner’s brother-in-law owned two trailers set in a field
on the edge of town that he rented for two-fifty a month, so he sold the
one in the poorer condition to the city and raised the rent on the other.
For six years Clarency lived there, then a letter from the VA
Hospital in Peoria arrived saying his brother was dying. He packed a
few things in a small bag and started north that very evening, guided
by a simple fold-up road map that had been printed in 1940. On it, no
thick blue stripes marked the interstates he followed, the underpasses
he slept under, only pale thin lines of blacktop and gravel through
towns and fields and woods.
In a gas station, he studied a brand new map of Illinois hung
under plexiglass near the door and saw at the bottom, where Matin
County lay, the whole area between the Mississippi and Ohio had been
designated as the Shawnee National Forest. On his own map, the forest
was much smaller, dotted with towns and cut by roads.
As he walked on, beside four lanes of concrete lined with fast
food and convenience stores and other travelers far from home, he
wondered where those people who lived there in 1940 had gone: had
the government bought them out, or had the forest crept closer and
closer until tall stands of oak and maple and cedar grew against the
sides of houses dropping leaves and limbs onto roofs, or had the map
makers simply found it easier to color the whole area green instead of
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marking every little village and hamlet and grouping of mobile homes.
Found it easier to forget that anyone lived there at all.
When he arrived at the hospital, his brother was still alive—for
some death lingers a while—and it would be seven months before he
passed on. Clarency hadn’t bothered telling anyone in Matin where he
was, and when he finally returned, his trailer had been rented to three
men from Chihuahua, Mexico, who worked for an asbestos removal
company across the river in Indiana. He waited all the next day outside
Town Hall until the city commissioner walked to his car. When he saw
Clarency, all he said was, “We thought you were dead.”
And so tonight he walks through town in his tattered clothes,
never speaking to another living person, and goes to the cemetery with
a rusty coffee can and an armload of kindling and stays in the shelter
of the old stone mausoleum, warmed by a small fire. Soon the firelight
sends strange shadows across the walls, and he talks to the bones within
them, tells them his whole life huddled there in the tomb, confesses his
sins and his loves and his pain, and his voice carries through the trees
and across the headstones, and his stories fall on the ears of the dead,
and the dead are the only ones who can hear them.
He awakes to the glare of sunshine leaking in around the copper
door. It is cold in the crypt, the fire long gone out, and he rises stiffly
and stretches, then moves to the entrance and pushes open the heavy
door, green with corrosion and disuse. The sun is bright and clear, and
a heavy frost lies over the thick grass of the cemetery. He steps back
inside and sweeps the floor with his foot, then picks up his plastic bags
full of aluminum cans and walks though the headstones toward the
road, looking back once at the mausoleum to check that the door is
pushed to all the way. He scans the letters carved above the door and
says, “So long, Mattingly,” before turning to walk toward town.
On this morning, he hopes to sell his cans, then to the grocery
for potted meat and beans and a box of crackers and coffee, and if
there’s enough left over, a bag of tobacco and rolling papers. He’s
often pondered how much the heavy copper door of the mausoleum
would bring if he could somehow get it to the salvage yard, that he
could probably retire for the rest of his life from the proceeds, but the
townspeople, who tend to go on about their days without noticing
anything, would surely notice the door missing from the tomb and
have him thrown in jail. At the very least, his sleeping quarters would
be without a door, which, on this cold February morning, seems more
valuable than money.
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He steps surely along the edge of the blacktop, searching the
ditches methodically for anything that might be of use to him. Near a
culvert that runs under the drive of the cemetery, he finds three beer
cans, unopened from where a carload of teenagers dumped them the
previous night before being pulled over by the city police. He pops one
and guzzles, the beer still cold as if kept on ice, and after he finishes it,
he throws the can in a bag, opens a second, and begins walking.
His arms begin to strain, but he pushes on, and he wonders about
the people who have thrown out the junk he collects, how over the
years he has probably picked up something that had once belonged to
every person in the town, and because of this, he is somehow tied up
in the story of their lives. He lets out a little snicker and finishes the
second beer, puts the can in the bag, and opens the third. His load
becomes heavier, and he feels like he is being weighted down by those
stories, as if every person in Matin rests on his shoulders, and then he
becomes afraid.
He remembers his mother teaching him about Jesus, how he carried
the weight of all the world’s sins when he died on the cross, and though
Clarency never really believed all that much in such things, he believes
he understands that burden. The muscles in his arms begin to burn, and
the cold air bites at his lungs, but now he is in town, and the people are
starting to move about in their cars, going to work or school or to market
or a thousand other places that people need to be, and Clarency needs to
be at the salvage yard, so he walks on and thinks of his mother.
Once, when he was young, he rode with her and an uncle down to
Kentucky to visit some relatives. Hills rose up from the flat fields, and at
first he thought they were low storm clouds, but as they moved closer,
and he could see the thick canopy of trees and the chalky-white rock
outcrops, Clarency had the feeling that, once they crossed over these
hills, he would see the ocean. They wound through narrow valleys and
over the wide river and finally came to the house of his mother’s people,
and then he realized that nothing was on the other side but more hills.
Now he moves down the riverbluff onto the floodplain where the
salvage yard sits, and his step quickens at the sight of the semitrailers
full of scrap and the piles of aluminum and copper. And then off to the
side of the road, he sees a roll of brand new copper pipe, most likely
fallen from someone’s truck, a plumber’s perhaps, and though he can’t
imagine carrying another thing, he shifts the bags so that he holds
them all in one hand, and hoists the shiny copper tubing in the other,
looping his arm through the center.
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After a few steps, he nearly falls, but he staggers upright and tells
himself that he has to set the stories aside, that he cannot bear their
weight along with this load, for truth must be sacrificed for survival
here in Matin County, and with that he begins to move down the
sloped road, carrying only objects that can be crushed and twisted
and melted down, objects that can be traded for money, objects that
are free of the stories that were once contained within them, stories
that now float above the town and out through all the earth and on to
the end of the world.
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Heart, Etc.
A tale that begins: the mother, her sister, her daughter chat

on the patio about the past: heart, hands, head, health. “What exactly
was it?” the daughter Lucy asked, looking at the 4-H patch her mother
had found in the attic.
“It was a club, a camp, a commitment, an avocation, a rural way
of life. More projects than Girl Scouts. No uniforms,” Sally, Lucy’s
mother, recited. “Now boys and girls belong to the same chapter, but in
those days there was girl’s 4-H and boy’s 4-H. Boys got to raise calves.
The girls cooked and sewed and grew and arranged flowers and put on
musical recitals. Both went to camp in Lena, Illinois.”
Sally’s sister, Margo, explained the four H’s. Giddily, she accompanied the four words with dramatic gestures learned at Dale Carnegie
and utilized in college communication classes: stretched out palms,
right palm over left breast, a knock on the noggin, a circle around the
body. “I won a public speaking contest when I demonstrated how to
make brownies at the county fair,” Margo said whirling around the patio
(her memory of the brownies put her in a whirling mood). I traveled
downstate to the state fair to give my public speech, but I knew no one
and made no friends and sat alone on the bus on the way home.”
“Grandma was our local leader,” Sally remembered, ignoring, out of
habit, Margo’s dramatic gestures and whirls. “She spent hours organizing
projects and meetings and rehearsals.”
She was dead: Mother, Grandmother, Katie. And Sally had forgotten to mention 4-H and St. Francis in the obituary. Katie had been
a volunteer: for 4-H, PTA, and St. Rita’s altar flowers. Katie had also
volunteered to spend her time with Stephen, a disabled child at St.
Francis school—a boy whom neither Sally nor Margo had ever met—a
boy with crippled legs and hands and garbled speech with whom their
mother had fallen in love. She had spent years with him. She had left
part of her small inheritance to Saint Francis, the institution that
took care of Stevie and others like him. What had happened to him?
Sally did not know, neither did Margo. They had been busy then being
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teenagers, college students. They had taken it all for granted. They had
not known their mother’s heart.
“Women had time to volunteer then,” Margo explained. “Not
because they (we) were rich. We weren’t. But it was after the War (they
called World War II, “The War”) and a lot of women did that. Stayed
home. Had babies. Washed diapers in wringer washers. Hung them
on clothes lines in back yards. Administered cod liver oil. Waxed the
floor and buffered them with buffers. Hung up curtains in the spring
and heavy drapes in the winter. Taught their daughters to make perfect
corners on bottom sheets. Stored clothes in moth balls and cedar
chests. Our mother took up archery quite unexpectedly. She had a bow
and arrow and practiced in the summer evenings.”
“Our father told us the story of Indian summer every October. It
was very romantic and very racist. We played cowboys and Indians.
We went to the Wisconsin Dells and wore War Bonnets and had our
pictures taken with our right hands raised to say ‘How.’ Margo was
bawling in that photo, that black and white photograph. That is your
heritage,” Sally elaborated.
“Why health?” Lucy, the daughter, asked. “It’s not parallel. Heads and
hands and hearts are all parts of the body. They are parallel. Health, on
the other hand, is an abstract concept. The whole idea, the name of the
organization, 4-H, that is, lacks symmetry; it lacks parallel structure.”
“It’s just a motto,” Margo said. “It’s just a four-leaf clover.”
“Maybe heel,” Sally said, would that do? Hip perhaps, or maybe hair.
“What about hymen?” Margo offered. “Would hymen aesthetically
please you?”
Imagine a perfect day: the first warm day of spring, a leisurely
stroll with someone you love. Imagine making love. As you get old,
you wonder: How many more perfect days are left me? You wonder, Is
this the last time I make love? Still, you get up in the morning, often
hopeful. Time: the way it does and undoes. What surprises you about
getting old? I will tell you: that what happened thirty years ago can
still cause you to wince or bring tears to your eyes. You remember the
unkind words of an old boyfriend, the one whom you thought you
would marry, as he left you. You remember the way he parted his hair
and swept it from his eyes as he played the banjo. Yes, you remember
the way he parted his hair, and you remember the way he parted. And
it surprises you that your parents have died, but you, an old woman,
still need their presence. Sally’s mother, Katie, had told Sally about
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parents dying before she herself died. Katie had wanted to protect her
parents because they were immigrants and could not speak English,
so she learned to speak for them, though she flunked first grade due
to language deficiencies. How can you live in a world without your
parents? How can you live in a world without your grandparents and
without your aunts? Sally’s Aunt Minnie played the accordion and
had died of a heart attack, aged forty-eight—thirty years ago now—a
certain chord, the right notes, could make both Sally’s mother and
Sally herself weep on the bed for hours. And it surprises you that
you still watch romantic movies and have no trouble at all identifying
with the beautiful heroine: So thin! So young! Such news must be
a surprise to someone young and pretty who thinks the old forget
such matters and a great surprise to Sally who once thought that
surely years diminish pain and love and longing. Tell me a riddle!
Undo a knot. Here were her mother’s choices: Have a complicated
and dangerous operation that probably will not work. Undergo
chemotherapy that may allow you to live a couple of more months
while vomiting and bald, but will not cure you. Do nothing and die.
Her mother had told her, “In high school we had a teacher whom we
all admired because she sewed her own wardrobe. And each piece
of her wardrobe coordinated with every other piece and each year
she sewed a new wardrobe and chose a different color scheme. And
then, in those days, at that time, that seemed wonderful to me and
wonderful to my friend Mary Rose, too, and worthy of admiration
and emulation. Mary Rose became a buyer. She traveled to Paris and
New York. And it surprises me that every day I think about Mary
Rose, my best friend in high school who never married until she was
in her fifties, but instead became a buyer for Stevens on State Street in
Chicago—a store that no longer exists—and stopped being my friend,
perhaps, because our lives parted irrevocably. [Partings again.] I
taught the girls to cut cloth on the bias. I taught the girls to trim seams
with pinking shears. I taught the girls to sew hems by hand. I bought
bias tape, marking chalk, a plastic tape measure, a needle threader
and colorful spools of thread. I planned projects for all of the girls in
the 4-H sewing circle. I recruited Hazel to teach cooking; I recruited
Lois to start a baking group and Mrs. Hopewell to demonstrate flower
arranging because her parents once owned a florist shop. Ruth played
the piano for the recital. The girls sang ‘Put on a Happy Face.’ Do you
remember, Sally?”
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On her left hand, Sally’s mother, Katie, wore a wedding band
and an engagement ring with a small diamond. She told Sally that
when she died, she wanted Lucy to have the engagement ring. She
said she did not mind if Lucy had the stone reset. She said she did
not mind if Lucy wore the engagement ring on a chain around her
neck. She told Sally’s father that he could bury the wedding band
in her urn. She chose cremation and saw no sense in keeping the
rings on her fingers. They buried her ashes in Calvary Cemetery in
Winnebago, Illinois, where she owned a plot next to her mother’s
burial site. Unfortunately, her father (Sally’s grandfather) was buried
in Gainesville, Missouri, where Sally’s parents had moved in their
retirement due to lower taxes and cheap land. The Catholic Church
didn’t allow cremation then. And to ship Grandpa’s body seemed
expensive and extravagant and he never asked for it, so they didn’t do
it. Still it was sad. Sally’s mother said, “Ma buried in one state, Pa in
another. But fortunately Minnie died in Missouri of a heart attack and
is buried with Pa, so he’s not all alone and also later Minnie’s husband
died and got buried there (and he was not only HER husband, but at
various times the husband of five other women, but he lay in rest next
to Minnie and Pa).” But Sally’s mother and her father were buried in
Calvary in Winnebago, Illinois—in the plot that should have been
the grandfather’s (two urns of ashes per plot, the Catholic Church
allowed that then, though they required you to buy the urns from
them and would not allow you to be buried without them and would
not allow the spreading of ashes or their mingling).
History is what would be aesthetically pleasing to Sally’s
daughter, Lucy: health, hearth, hope, and history. Lucy would
possibly become a historian. A brainy child, with good study habits,
Lucy might write a thesis on 4-H. Something about country schools
and nature leaflets and rural study groups. Something about corn
clubs and canning clubs and poultry. Something about soil testing
and vegetable plots. Something about soy beans from Winnebago,
Illinois at the Louisiana Purchase Centennial Exposition of 1903.
Something about the U. S. Department of Agriculture and landgrant colleges, the Smith-Lever Act, and the Cooperative Extension
Services. Something, then, about state fairs and then about the shift
from a rural to an urban economy. A whole story. American history
mirrored in a children’s club. Then again, perhaps not. Perhaps she
would choose another matter for her thesis: Transcendentalism and
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the 19th Century European Romantic Movement or The Abolition
Sermons of Henry Beecher or The Role of the Irish in Building the I
& M Canal. Or perhaps, she would not become a historian at all.
Perhaps those migraines that began in the eighth grade would do her
in. Do not be cavalier about health, Lucy. Aesthetics might be the
least of your problems. A spinal fluid leak. A rare infectious disease.
A malformation of the cerebellum. Health might not seem such an
abstract concept then. Be thankful to doctors and nurses and modern
medicine and that clover’s fourth H. Wear a diamond ring around
your neck for remembrance and good luck. Circle your body with
expansive and healing gestures. Take two Super Strength Excedrin.
Drink strong coffee to dull the pain. Don’t dismiss health for parallel
structure.
On the bus alone to Springfield, Sally’s sister, Margo, decided
that if she stuck with public speaking, she would find new, weightier
directions. Her brownie demonstration only had gotten her first
runner up. The blue-ribbon had gone to a girl who had made a cherry
pie and on the bus, the girls all sang, “Can she make a cherry pie, Billie
Boy, Billie Boy? Can she make a cherry pie, Charming Billie?” causing
Margo to feel existential angst. She practiced tongue twisters quietly
all the way home: “Round and round the rugged rock, the ragged
rascal ran.” She hoped to improve her diction.
Sally sat on the edge of a sand box, musing about her sister and
daughter and mother and granddaughter, swirling sand with her hands.
Sometimes hands could answer questions that a head could not answer
or even formulate. She sat there watching Lucy’s daughter slide down a
slide with her arms straight out like the wings of an airplane—and with
her own hands, Sally swirled away projects in the sand: corn projects,
soybean projects, sewing projects, speeches, flower arrangements,
theses, homemade baby shower gifts. Remembered projects, forgotten
projects, imagined projects, unimaginative projects, finished projects,
unfinished projects, 4-H projects, other people’s projects and her own.
A couple of months after her mother died, Sally had switched back to
her old answering machine because her new one had been acting up.
One message remained un-erased on the old machine: her mother’s
voice, weak with illness, said, “Sorry, Sally. It’s Mom. I didn’t realize
the machine was on,” and then the sound of hanging up. It was the only
recording she had of her mother’s voice. She replayed that old message
again and again until one day she accidentally erased it.
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And now, just yesterday, she had found an old letter from her
mother in a pile of papers she was just about ready to discard. “I wished
to name you Janice,” her mother had written. “But I confided that to
June Wagoner who was also pregnant. Then she had her baby first and
named her baby Janice. It seemed a betrayal. A stab in the back. She
lived right down the street. So I named you Sally.” Sally had forgotten
that slightly disturbing identity story. The letter’s general theme was
disapointment, betrayal. Her mother had also written about Stephen.
His guardians had just taken him away from St. Francis, had put him
in a public institution in another state. For eight years her mother had
fed him, had played with him, and had spoken with him, and he had
answered her with nonsense syllables but intelligent eyes full of light.
Her mother was in mourning as she wrote that letter to Sally, who
was at that time away at college and about to be married and not at all
interested in her mother’s losses. And so Sally (and probably Margo too)
had known all these many years something of what had happened to
little Stevie after all: had known and had forgotten. Phantom children:
Katie’s imagined daughter Janice. Katie’s lost son Stephen. Katie did
and Katie died. A tug. A mystery.
uuu

A tale that ends: Lucy does not die from her headaches. She
becomes a historian. She writes her thesis on 4-H. After trying a
number of careers, Sally settles on babysitting and dabbling in sandtray therapy. Her sister Margo, a public speaker with clear enunciation,
lectures on feminist issues for women’s organizations that she consults.
Meaning -ful or meaning -less projects (4-H’s raison d’etre) kept and
keeps them pretty busy. Time did and time undid. Time does and time
undoes. And no matter what, it has a way of smashing one’s heart to
smithereens. Sally spreads her hands in the damp grass and finds a
four-leaf clover to hand to her grandchild. The child is too young really
to understand or care or question. Instead, she blabbers and throws
her good luck to the ground. And just now Sally is not up to telling
a story or inventing a game to try to capture the child’s attention or
convince her.
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Putting Out the Fire
Six days before Eugene Williams would drown at the 29th

Street Beach, Evergreen would meet Hannibal. She wouldn’t be formally
introduced to Hannibal that day. They would merely end up standing
next to one another on a crowded street, the day the dirigible exploded.
Had she grown up in the South and been taught to read signs, she
probably would have considered the sight of a glowing fireball in the
sky an omen of some kind—but she was born and bred in Chicago,
and her grandmother and mother discouraged any behavior that
reminded them of dirt, debt, and cotton. Having been in Chicago
for at least two generations, they felt that they had an obligation to
distinguish themselves from new arrivals, who might have wanted to
escape the South but brought it with them in their accents, their food,
and their music. So, Evergreen knew the differences between German
and Polish sausage; and she and her sister, Ruby, could play a polka
and a classical march on the piano, if forced; and she could feel the
departures and arrivals of streetcars, the way some old folks could
feel the coming of rain; but she didn’t know how to be suspicious or
cautious or to protect herself from disappointments.
She, Hannibal, and maybe twenty or so others on the street had
stopped to watch the dirigible balloon float across the sky. Its silver skin
stretched over its skeleton. The frame pressed against the aluminum,
looking like the whalebone corset her grandmother still wore. The
bloated oval balloon temporarily blocked out the sun. It was the
unexpected gift of shade in July that made everyone stop and look up.
She had been standing on a street corner, waiting for an opportunity
to cross. She didn’t notice the cars coming toward her. Instead she
continued to watch the balloon, so she was one of the few who saw the
flame shoot from its center. That was when she grabbed the arm of the
stranger, next to her and whispered, “Oh, my God.”
She knew he had said something, either in response to her
unexpected touch or her shocked whisper; she never knew which it was
since it was drowned out by the sound of the explosion. Then she could
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hear nothing over the shouts and confusion on the street. The balloon
shuddered and was engulfed in flames. Four parachutes emerged from
the smoke. Three were already on fire. One hovered, for only a second,
before falling like it had been cut from an invisible string. Evergreen
stepped forward, her hands reaching out automatically, as if to catch
it. Hannibal was the one who grabbed her, pulling her back onto the
sidewalk, out of the path of a taxi.
“Don’t,” he said in her ear. “You can’t help nobody by getting killed.”
When they heard more explosions, they ran to the shelter of a
doorway, with others. He shielded her with his body. Gold buttons
and smoke was all she saw. There were more explosions, as each of
the gas bags inside the dirigible detonated one after another, ending
finally with a boom that let them know the balloon had crashed into a
building. Ashes began falling like snow all around. There was another
boom and a loud whoosh that felt like the world had sucked in its
breath. For a second, Evergreen felt that there wasn’t enough air. She
began choking.
“You need to get out of here,” he told her. She nodded and they
began running to the corner where the streetcar usually stopped but
now the streets were crowded with people evacuating buildings. Some
stood, still looking at the sky where billows of smoke were rising.
Others ran away, not certain what they were running from. Police and
firemen were fighting them, weaving their path through the streets in
the opposite direction. Streetcars had stopped, overfilled with people
and panic.
“It would be quicker to walk,” she said when she saw them. Beside
her, Hannibal nodded and grabbed her hand and kept another on the
small of her back, and they cut a staggered path away from the Loop.
They started walking toward the Southside. It took time, during which
they never spoke and never slowed—not until the air was no longer
gray and the skyscrapers turned into small buildings. Then they
stopped and looked back. Smoke still filled the sky behind them and
people were hurrying away but the air around them was clean.
“Do you need to rest?” he asked her, looking at her shoes.
Evergreen looked at Hannibal closely for the first time. She noticed that
he wasn’t a doorman or an elevator man, like she had first assumed,
but a Pullman. His face was covered with a faint layer of ashes, which
obscured his features. She could imagine what she looked like, covered
in ashes and soot. She began what she knew was a futile attempt to dust
herself off. They both turned to look back. Pieces of burnt paper and
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rubbish fluttered in the air around them. She reached up to grab one
because it appeared to wink at her but it fluttered beyond her reach,
as if to tease her. Seeing her, Hannibal reached out and grabbed it. He
whistled, “Twenty dollars.”
“Where did that come from?” Evergreen whispered once he’d shown
her the bill. It was singed around the edges and crackled in her hands.
“I don’t think I care,” he said. He took the twenty from her, folded it
and put it in his pocket and she frowned.
“They’re probably dead,” she said, as if it were a question.
“Yes, they probably are.” He told her. He turned to try to see her
face. “What did you think you were going to do? Catch him?”
“I don’t know.” She decided not to look at him. “I just didn’t want
him to fall.”
“You couldn’t save him.”
“I know that.” She paused, briefly distracted by two young white
men who appeared to follow them. “I just couldn’t stop myself.”
He frowned and tightened his grip around her waist. She walked
faster.
“Don’t worry. I’ll get you home.” He thrust his chin out, as they
both felt the young men speed up.
“I ain’t scared,” she said. She began bracing herself for confrontation
when the young men ran past them flagging down a passing car.
“Maybe you should be.”
They stopped speaking, both watching the alleyways and street
corners for groups of young men who might try to rob them or beat
them for the hell of it. They had left the border of the Loop and were
entering less populated neighborhoods with street-level groceries, tailor
shops, and laundries. Each neighborhood had its own, for its own. They
still had a way to go to get to theirs. Silently, they agreed to follow the
path of the streetcars wherever possible, hoping, sooner or later, to find
that they were running again. Ironically, when the crowds were larger
and they were hidden among white folks, she felt safer. But as they got
closer to the Southside, the crowd became thinner and they became more
conspicuous.
It seemed like a normal day except for the lack of streetcars and the
occasional debris floating around them. Another piece of paper floated
down, as if to tap Evergreen on the shoulder.
“I wonder what were they carrying in that dirigible, anyways?” She
looked into the sky, tempted to grab one of the larger scraps of paper
that hovered around her.
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He looked toward downtown. “I heard they were planning on
making it a shuttle between Grant Park and White City—that
amusement park.”
“Where’d you hear that?”
“They shipped that balloon here from Ohio about three weeks
ago. I know a porter who worked that run.”
“Why can’t white folks just take the streetcar like everybody else?”
she said, shaking her head and grabbing a piece of paper. She threw it
away when it crumbled in her hand.
“People got the right to travel in style,” he said, scratching his chin.
“Ain’t nothing wrong with that.”
“It’s foolish if you ask me,” Evergreen said, flicking one of his gold
buttons with her fingernails.
He stopped and took a long assessing look at her dress and hat,
which made her aware of her appearance.
“Seems to me like you do all right,” he said so slowly she thought
she’d hear cornmeal grinding in his drawl.
“I do at that, porter,” she said. Not certain if he was complimenting
her, she refused to imagine herself as he might see her and refused to
question if her dress and shoes were inappropriate or unbecoming.
“But I believe in making the best of what you have.”
“Really?” He fell in step beside her. “You ain’t never wanted
something, something you couldn’t have?”
“Of course. Who hasn’t?” she told him. “It just seems to me that
most folks spend a lot of time wanting, when what they got will
probably do just fine.”
“That’s just another way of telling people to make do,” he told her.
“Easy to say but I don’t believe you are.”
“What does that mean?” Evergreen stepped away from him.
Hannibal turned. “I just notice your dress—”
“What about my dress?”
“That ain’t no make-do dress.”
Before she could respond, they both noticed a young white man
sweeping the steps of a house. He paused and stared them down.
Without speaking, she and Hannibal crossed the street.
“You ever been to White City?” Hannibal asked, while he looked
over his shoulder.
“Back when I was young.” Evergreen glanced at Hannibal and
frowned. “My father took me and my sister. We didn’t stay long. They
had this carny game called African Dip, where they threw these balls
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at a black man and if they hit him, he fell into this tank of water.
They yelled things. Some of them even tried to hit him in the head on
purpose. The worst part was they weren’t even white men in blackface;
they were real colored men up there. They had their faces dusted with
charcoal, like some ridiculous minstrel show.”
“Like you do now,” Hannibal said, brushing his fingers across her
cheek. He showed her the thick layer of soot that lay on her face and
smiled, but stopped when she didn’t return it.
“My father was more disgusted with him than with the white
folks. Soon as he saw it, he couldn’t get us out of there fast enough.”
She brushed her fingers across his cheek and showed them to him.
“Some things just ain’t worth the price you pay for them.”
Evergreen shrugged and continued walking. They continued,
for over an hour, walking in silence until they reached the border of
Douglass and Grand, where she finally smiled. Hannibal insisted on
walking her to her door. By the time they got there, she was limping
and leaning on his arm. She thanked him before lowering herself
down onto the steps with a deep sigh.
“Okay,” she reassured him. “You can give me my money now.”
He shook his head. “Your money?”
“The twenty.” She took off one shoe and examined the heel.
“How you figure?”
“I saw it flying around in the air.” She stood up and, before he
could react, she reached into his jacket and pulled out the twenty.
“Now I need a new pair of shoes and this will pay for it.”
“But I caught it.” He grabbed the twenty from her hands.
“Only because I saw it,” Evergreen said. “Admit it, porter. You
only grabbed it because you saw me looking at it.”
“Evergreen, is that you?” They heard a male voice that came from
inside the house. Evergreen turned toward an open window on the
second floor.
“Yes, it’s me, Mr. Strickland.” She raised her voice slightly.
“Who’s that with you?” As they peered at the window, the tip of
a rifle slid between the curtains and took aim at Hannibal, who took
several steps back.
“Hannibal. My name is Hannibal,” he whispered to Evergreen.
“He’s okay, Mr. Strickland.” Evergreen waved. “He walked me home.”
“You sure?”
“Yes, sir.” Evergreen nodded and the rifle slid from view.
“He won’t hurt you,” she told Hannibal.
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Hannibal raised his eyebrows.
“About that twenty?” He approached the steps, cautiously, glancing
at the still open window where the rifle had appeared.
“What about it?” Evergreen took one step toward him.
“Maybe we should split it,” he whispered and took a hesitant step
toward her. When she simply stared, he added, “That’s the only fair thing
and you don’t need a whole twenty to buy a pair of shoes and I need my
uniform cleaned.” He patted his shoulder and watched a cloud of dust
and ash rise. “I saved you from an exploding dirigible and a runaway
taxi and walked you all the way home, so really I earned some of that
twenty, ever-green.”
“Seemed to me, Evergreen, if the man saved you from an explosion,
he deserve more than a pat on the head,” they heard from the second
story window.
“Mr. Strickland, you ain’t supposed to listen in other folks’
conversation!” Evergreen shouted back. “What would my mother say?”
She waved her finger at Hannibal. “Fine. How are we going to find
change for that twenty now? I’m too tired to walk anymore.”
“I’ll bring you the change.”
“The next time a train brings you to Chicago? I don’t think so,
porter. What will I wear until then?”
“I live here. I’ll be back.”
“Really? You’ll be back?” she asked and he nodded. “Then, give it
back to me.”
When he hesitated, she stuck her hand out and wiggled her fingers.
Hannibal frowned but put the bill into her hand. As soon as he did, she
held the bill up to his face and then ripped it in half.
“Are you crazy, woman?” he yelled and started after her, but
stopped when he saw the curtains move.
“Now, you have to come back,” she said, slapping one ripped half
into his hand and sticking the other inside her bra. When he started
to speak, she said, “The bank has to replace the bill if you have both
halves and the serial numbers match; so, when you come back, we can
go to the bank together.”
She turned, picked up her shoe and half walked, half-limped up
to the landing. At the top, she turned and said, “So, Hannibal, I guess
I’ll meet you here on…”
He was still staring at the ripped twenty in his hands and muttering
under his breath. She cupped her ear. “Sunday,” he growled at her. “I’ll
be back Sunday, you crazy woman.”
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“One o’clock,” she waved. “I got to go to church.”
“Banks ain’t open on Sundays,” they heard Mr. Strickland shout,
which brought both Evergreen and Hannibal to a halt.
Evergreen’s mouth dropped open and she grabbed her breast.
“Monday?”
“I go back on a run to Denver on Monday morning,” Hannibal said.
“When will you be back?” she asked.
“Maybe three weeks.” He shook the ripped bill at her.
“I know a place where you could get it changed,” Mr. Strickland
said, sticking the top of his head out of the window. It lacked hair and
looked small and dark, like a raisin.
Evergreen leaned back to stare at the window. “You sure, Mr.
Strickland?”
His dark head bobbed. “You just come back here, young man.”
Hannibal nodded and walked away, still staring at the torn bill in
his hand.
That was six days before Eugene Williams would decide to go
swimming, though he wasn’t very good at it. Temperatures were
rising. In six days, it would reach about 96 degrees. That’s the reason
Eugene Williams would spend most of his time in the water, clinging
to a railroad tie—but wood can drift anywhere since wood doesn’t
recognize boundaries created by human beings.
In the meantime, Evergreen window-shopped for new shoes. Two
days before Eugene Williams would drown, Evergreen chanced upon
a window display in a department store she’d never dared to enter. It
wasn’t that colored weren’t allowed to enter because they were welcome
to spend their money anywhere in Chicago that white people did, at
least in theory. It wasn’t because her mother had openly discouraged
her and her sister from shopping at stores located downtown in the
area known as The Loop. Her mother had spent so much of her life
with her eyes downcast that it had become a permanent part of her
posture. Fortunately or unfortunately, her mother’s downtrodden
sensibility never took and she was constantly frustrated and puzzled by
her daughters, who seemed carelessly unaware of their station in life.
Evergreen had never dared enter the department store because
she didn’t want to jeopardize her reputation as a seamstress. She was
so good that she never had to work for a department store or in the
factories, where she’d be subject to the whims of white folks and why
she refused to believe that Hannibal’s casual reference had anything to
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do with the quality of her dress. She worked steadily because she was
good at replicating any design she laid her eyes on and for half the cost.
Most of her customers bought dresses at the downtown stores, showed
them once to Evergreen, and then returned them, knowing Evergreen
could recreate it within a few days. She was so good, in fact, some people
suspected her of buying the clothes and reselling them. They figured
that the department stores, who really didn’t want Negroes cluttering
up the downtown area, gave cheaper versions of the clothes to Evergreen
to sell. They, like her mother, were convinced of their inferiority and
their victimhood and consequently, looked for evidence in the world
to prove them right. So to protect her reputation, she never entered
department stores. Reputations were as delicate as antique lace; one
false stitch could cause an entire piece to unravel. She contented
herself, most of the time, reading Hollywood glamour magazines for
inspiration. But on occasion, she liked to take a streetcar downtown
and spend an afternoon, staring at window displays. That’s what she
had been doing the day the dirigible exploded.
However, that afternoon, it wasn’t a dress that caught her eye. It was
a Springfield rifle, on sale. Formerly used by the United States Army, the
sign read. Shiny and impressive, it reminded her of Hannibal. The glint of
sunshine reflecting from the gun reminded her of the gold buttons on his
uniform. In the display, the rifles were lined up in a box. The Springfield
rifle was among many souvenirs veterans had brought from the war. She
had seen guns from England, Germany, and France—most in private
collections of men who had returned from the war. Few had been in
combat. They were cooks or mechanics or laborers. Just possessing the
guns, though, seemed to fill them with pride—a pride that reminded her
of Hannibal. He wore his uniform, even covered in soot and ash, the
same way she had seen returning soldiers wear their Army dress.
The Loop seemed almost normal. Though near the bank, where
the dirigible had crashed, scorch marks still scarred the sidewalk,
along with bits of broken glass and burned paper. Armed guards
stood outside. When she’d learned that the dirigible had crashed into
a bank, Evergreen briefly imagined the twenty-dollar bill breaking
free of the flames and seeking a rescue.
It would be two more days before she saw Hannibal again. The
day she saw him would be the day that Eugene Williams would die.
The railroad tie he held onto would break free of the makeshift raft
his friends had made and leave Eugene without rescue. Young white
men, protecting their side of the beach the way they protected their
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neighborhoods, jobs, and political offices, decided to play African Dip,
by throwing rocks at Eugene until his head fell below the water. The
young man, the one who did the throwing, won a prize since the police
allowed him to go home. Witnesses protested and argued with police
until one of their own was arrested and that was what started the riots.
It started with the argument—between witnesses who had seen
the drowning and the arrest; those who heard about it and demanded
justice; and the police, who were disinclined to provide it. That was
followed by bricks from groups of white men who roamed the streets
stoning anyone who was black and alone. Then, came the knives: black
men stabbed at anything that moved—whether it was a streetcar,
automobile, or horse-drawn wagon—if it held a white person. The
police, thinking to contain the violence, cut off all the streetcars in
and out of the Southside. No one could escape or help.
Later, in the days after Evergreen came home from church and
found Hannibal out on the steps, waiting for her, the fires would start.
The rumors, which would accompany the smoke, would do more to
raise the temperature than the sun. Streets would be barred with
steel cable to prevent the fire department from entering; and, after
that, it didn’t matter because the phone lines would be cut. It would
get worse when they all—white, black, and police—started shooting
from the tops of buildings or from unguarded alleys. Bodies of the
unconscious (or dead) would lay on the streets, waiting for ambulances
that might not come. Gangs of white and black wandered the streets
looking for a fight, dragging people from streetcars and automobiles,
smashing windows and looting. Others would stay at home trying to
protect their own from harm—shooting at, throwing at, or beating
down anyone who seemed threatening. It would last for almost seven
days. Thirty-eight people would die and over five hundred would be
injured. Some one thousand people would be homeless and some
would get back on the trains that brought them to Chicago and take
their chances in the South.
But before the National Guard would be called in and four
regiments of troops mobilized and order restored, Evergreen would
find Hannibal waiting on her front steps. Without the layer of ash or
the façade of his Pullman uniform, Hannibal seemed more in need of
the twenty dollars she had deprived him of than she was. He clasped
the brim of a well-worn hat, turning it over and over again in his
hands. His suit was nice, though not overly so, while her dress was
a copy of one she’d seen in a moving picture last month. His shoes,
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while polished, had seen better days, and her shoes, while worn,
were still in good condition. Looking at him, Evergreen felt small for
tearing the twenty in half. But when Hannibal stood and smiled, she
changed her mind.
“How was church?” he asked, as she approached.
“You should go and find out for yourself.” She smiled.
“Oh, you think I’m not a God-fearing man, Evergreen?” He placed
a hand over his heart and hung his head—though she could see the
smile he hid.
“What are you afraid of, Hannibal?”
“I ain’t telling,” he whispered.
She looked him over with purpose and said, “You know what
I think. I think you ain’t scared enough of things you ought to be
scared of which means you probably too scared of things you ought
not to be scared of.”
Hannibal laughed. “What?”
“You ain’t scared of the right things. You scared of things that
don’t matter.”
She walked up the stairs and called to Mr. Strickland.
“Evergreen, you and that man ain’t going nowhere tonight.”
A large hand stretched out of the window and pointed to the sky.
When they looked up, they saw thick black smoke that seemed only a
few blocks west of them.
Hannibal looked at Evergreen and said, “Why is it that every time
I see you something catches on fire?”
She frowned at Hannibal’s raised eyebrows and said, “Mr.
Strickland, it’s just a fire.”
“It ain’t just one.”
Then Hannibal pointed to another column of smoke to the
north. They heard sirens—two, maybe three, coming from different
directions.
Then, just like the day they met, she grabbed him and whispered,
“Oh, my God.”
Hannibal put his hand on the small of her back and they rushed
inside. They entered a flat on the second floor. It was dark, the curtains
drawn over all the windows except for the one that faced the street. Next
to that window was an armchair. Against the chair leaned the rifle they
had seen days before. Evergreen rushed to the window. From there, she
could see four or five different columns of smoke crisscrossing the sky.
A man came striding toward them out of the bedroom with a
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second rifle in one hand and a revolver in the other. The top of his head
skimmed the doorway. When he leaned over to shut the door behind
them, they could see the top of his head was wrinkled and scarred.
Earl Strickland looked Hannibal over slowly before he handed
him the rifle. Strickland pointed with his gun to an ottoman, next to
the window, indicating that Hannibal should sit there.
“I don’t think this is necessary,” Hannibal said, although he took it.
“Maybe it is and maybe it ain’t,” Strickland said to him. “Wouldn’t
you rather find out it is with one of those in your hand?” He handed
the revolver to Evergreen.
“Maybe it’s just like the 1871.” Evergreen stared at the gun in her
hands.
“I ain’t old enough to know, Evergreen.” Strickland went and sat
down in his chair. “But I ain’t heard no sirens for an hour and I been
hearing gunshots and some yelling of some kind for going on two full
hours now.”
Strickland stared out the window. “Somebody, somewhere done
done something foolish and I think we all going pay for it.”
Evergreen still stood near the door.
Hannibal glanced over at her and then walked over to Strickland
and whispered, “Don’t scare her.”
“I’m not scared,” she told him. “This ain’t what scares me.”
Strickland laughed—a sound that resembled a large dog’s bark.
“That girl can handle anything. She probably stronger than you and
me put together. Most women are.”
Strickland called out, “Evergreen. Look.”
From the window, they could see more clouds of smoke and began
to smell burning wood and bricks. Slowly they began to pick out the
sounds of gunshots—some far away and others close by.
Evergreen sat on the floor, next to the ottoman, with her back on the
chair, her feet curled under her. Hannibal sat down on the ottoman, with
the rifle between his legs.
While they waited for darkness to come, Strickland talked about
being a soldier in the war and how he acquired the rifle he held in his
hands from a dead German. He said he bought the one Hannibal had
on sale.
They sat that way until darkness came. The only light was from
candles Strickland lit or from the fires that lit the sky.
Occasionally, when someone would walk or run down the street,
Strickland would slide his rifle out and take aim. If he recognized
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them as a neighbor or friend, he allowed them to pass—sometimes
calling out to them and advising them to get off the street. More often
than not, he just watched until they had passed.
While Strickland did that, Evergreen told them how she’d gotten
her nickname—only her mother called her Evelyn. She told them how
she’d come to love sewing from working in her father’s shop. “I mean to
buy that shop again one day.” Hannibal said nothing.
Once or twice a car drove by full of young black men, all holding
bricks and a few with revolvers that they shot into the air.
Strickland talked about watching the first skyscrapers being built
downtown. He remembered how deep the steel went into the ground and
the men who walked across steel beams as if on tightropes.
“I wonder if we seem like little tin ants to God, trying to carry this
heavy load so much more than what we weigh,” Strickland said. “When
we build these buildings, is it so that we can be closer to God or seem
bigger than we are?”
A group of young white men came riding down the street—
probably thirteen deep with four hanging off the sideboards. Some
had bats; others held bricks in their hands. Strickland took his rifle
and took aim, and he signaled for Hannibal to do the same. The car
appeared to slow down, and two young men riding the sideboard
hopped off. They were followed by four others who climbed out of the
car. One held a canister used for gasoline. Two of them approached the
building. Evergreen could see the lighter in one of the men’s hands.
Before they could reach the building, Hannibal fired off a shot that
knocked the canister out of the young man’s hands. The others ran for
the car. Strickland fired another round into the air before they could
gather their courage and fire back. Strickland nodded with satisfaction.
Hannibal asked Evergreen if she remembered the houses they’d
passed on their walk from downtown. He’d never seen so many different
types of houses—the ones like little cottages with gardens in front,
others that looked like gingerbread, big frame homes with onion-like
domes and turrets like out of a storybook. He loved them all, except for
the row houses with their boxy front and military-like lines.
“Ever notice how houses in Chicago have no porches?” Hannibal
asked them. “Barely a stoop to rest your feet on. What I miss most
about the South—houses with big porches and people sitting on big
chairs, drinking and telling stories, just waiting for you to come by.
You felt welcome. Where do you go in Chicago to feel welcome?”
He turned to Evergreen and said, “My momma lives in a row
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house. She left Mississippi to come here eighteen years ago. She left
me there.”
Looking at him, Evergreen felt he was like a piece of fine cloth—
that if she were to put her hand behind his back, she’d see it.
When sunlight began creeping over the rooftops, Hannibal insisted
that he needed to leave. After giving the rifle back to Strickland,
Hannibal rose to his feet and pulled his hat down over his eyes. “I got
to be at Union Station. The City of Denver waits for no one.”
Evergreen argued, but Strickland didn’t try to stop Hannibal.
Strickland leaned backed to peer under Hannibal’s brim and stared
for a moment. “I see you got to go, don’t you?”
Hannibal tried to give his half of the twenty to her, but Evergreen
told him to hold on to it. She placed it in the palm of his hand and
squeezed it. “We’ll fix it when you get back.” She attempted a smile that
dried up before it could happen.
“Don’t worry,” he said. He hesitated before he took the bill back, as
if he were afraid of it. Then he folded the bill and put it in his pocket.
“I don’t worry,” she lied. “But it would help if you sent me a
telegram once you reached the station.”
“I can do that.” Hannibal said. Then he left.
A week after Hannibal left Evergreen, messengers began
delivering telegrams inside the boundaries of the Southside. Evergreen
and Strickland had walked for fresh food to the line established by the
military, who gave them handouts. Even after the military was gone and
normal hostilities resumed between the Southside and everywhere else
in Chicago, Evergreen waited for a telegram that never came. She was
keeping her half of the twenty in her bra, anxious to unite it with its other
half. It was a full month before she would take a streetcar downtown
to window-shop for shoes in the Loop. Looking at the window was a
reminder of the walk they took and Southern houses with porches that felt
like welcome. Scorched sidewalks had yet to be repaved in front of the
bank where the dirigible had crashed. But in Evergreen’s opinion, it would
be best if they left everything as it was.
It was when she was down there that Evergreen saw Hannibal again,
back in his uniform and escorting a woman whose fingers played his gold
buttons like piano keys. It was then Evergreen decided to go ahead and buy
new shoes. Finally, thirty days after Eugene Williams drowned on the 29th
Street Beach, Evergreen took the half of a twenty-dollar bill and tucked it
into the corner of her mirror to remind her of disappointment.
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Undone, Mother, for Only You
(with help from John Wilkes Booth’s dying words)
If I had kidnapped him outside Washington,
he would not have been shot
			
in the midst of laughter,
after Our American Cousin’s funniest line,
“you sockdologizing old man-trap…”
and I wouldn’t be here, barn walls burning down
around me
when the bullet pierces three vertebrae
and partially severs my spinal cord, unlawfully shot
in Virginia by a Sergeant nicknamed Boston.
Paralyzed on a farm porch for three hours,
I mutter, Tell my mother I died for my country.
Someone holds up my arms, my hands flaccid
in front of my face,
and there you are, Mother,
a ghost of my shame. With my last breath,
I repeat your words to me, Useless! Useless!
and wish to reverse it all, starting with the escape:
in through the back door of Ford’s Theatre,
I rearward limp across the wooden stage.
“…semper Sic” inhales from the theater air
into my lungs. I balance, arms out, bent knees.
My left fibula crunches back in place
before I reverse cat-jump to the balcony,
where America’s flag un-snags my spur.
Into the grasp of Major Rathbone’s arms,
I wrestle. My hunting knife slices up,
reseals the red meat of the finger-deep cut
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on his left elbow and shoulder.
I un-brandish the blade to its sheath, side-jump
into Lincoln’s box, aim the single-shot
inches from his left ear, and here, Mother,
here is where I would freeze everything
for you and pluck the .44 caliber slug
from midair, sucking the thin cloud
of gunpowder back into the derringer.
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Allerton
winter
On a map of this state, you show me
where once a blanket of green covered
the land, stretched from where we are
to the plains in the middle, then west
toward the mountains. Now a black dot
is all that remains of that prairie, a bird
moving into the sun, heavy with distance.
Before this country was drained, I learn
Audubon walked from Ste. Genevieve
to Henderson, 165 miles through tallgrass,
swamp forest. He traveled with dogs,
a gun on his back, an assistant who painted
magnolia, catalpa, and beech. Imagine
thrush calling out from a dogwood,
posed in the crook of a twig’s
berried finger; low bush of a dove’s nest,
eggs white and translucent; now
the pheasant or grouse that we startle
while walking: flying low, urgent
across this flat land—
it does not unsettle me the way it does some.
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[white paper #40]
The Illinois town where my parents met was not an all-white “sundown”
town, although such towns, including the county seat, were all
around them.
There, the year before they were born, Ruby Berkley Goodwin was born
on yes, the other side of town, but among Irish, German, and other
immigrants.
Like my father’s father, her father worked in the mines, went on strike
with the miners’ union, ran up debt in the company store.
Her family also lived in a small house with two coal stoves, knew the same
doctors, bottling company, grocers.
Like my father, Ruby’s cousin went to work in a local drugstore instead of
the mines.
Every year, in the opera house, they all saw Uncle Tom’s Cabin (on stage,
then on film), though no one ever called my mother Topsy.
And of course they went to different churches, and Ruby went to the colored
high school, whose students, my mother said, came to the white school
for science labs, which was all they ever asked for, which I know from
Ruby’s book is not true.
Nor, I think, did my parents hear stories of southern chain-gangs and other
post-reconstruction re-enslavements.
But after she had taught, worked as a journalist, finished college, served as
Hattie McDaniel’s publicist (she would later act herself), and published
poems,
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Ruby wrote It’s Good to Be Black, about growing up in Du Quoin,
and mentioned my mother’s father, who printed in his newspaper only the
nice things that happened among the Negroes,
giving me a connection to the other side of the town
where my parents lived in not-quite-all-whiteness.
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[white paper #37]
In a place where things occurred they keep occurring.
In Cairo, for instance, in southern Illinois.
from an arch with a clothesline rope 1909
from a wire mesh ceiling 1967
with his shoelaces 2005
arrested jailed not white
lynching reported thousands
suicide declared in view of
the current turmoil despite evidence
suicide declared despite confusion regarding
two pairs of shoes and the city attorney’s opinion that
this was not a suicide or a homicide. There are things in between.
As in the mind, where things that occurred keep occurring.
As in the state of, as in the United States.
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January
for Ruby
On the softened quilt at gravesite, the last quilt you made him,
O.D. engraved in Verdana script on
surface of sterling-silver flask full
of sipping whiskey, one of the last
places those brown lips touched,
made a connection, you are talking
too fast for him to take in all the life
he’s fought for. Your mouth keeps
spewing Obama this, Obama that,
and how what Truth, what Black
Moses, what Lincoln, what Malcolm,
what Martin and what LBJ put into
play has taken on a couple more baby
steps, how Chi-town ain’t hummed
like this since ’68, when Daley had
cops and folks all wired up at DNC.
Woo hoo! Wasn’t that a time, Oz?!
A cold whistle slices air—its wind
fingers with your coat’s hem, making
rivulets, small dents and creases, in
a way how rivers are made from
small inlets that bloom into a mass.
You fidget longer than you thought
you could, fidget longer than when
you’re warm, in an avocado sundress
Ossie purchased for you three years
back, in lower South Carolina, after
the last visit to a cancerous cousin.
After all the years of fussing and
fighting and loving, he still craved
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your body. You smile. Ole fool
shoots out your mouth—sad ghost
scaring nothing, just roaming all
around what world it knows best.
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Flux
I’ve got one sin left
and I know where to find him:
in the sleepy house
along the river road
where our currents become
fresh water.
The familiar smell
of wood smoke and peat moss
as my nose takes hold of the loam
reminds me of those mad hours
when we first took root
in each other.
Spumy blooms bubble
and bust along the breakwaters;
I know we are only momentary
and there is nothing left to grieve
as I return inland
dirt-dressed, barefoot, plump full.
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Wintering in West Alton
Ask me about my memories of you
I’ll talk of starched winters
on the river’s edge, of sedges
		
etched in charcoal
where the water lipped
		
back
			
and toes curled
upon slick grass, of smoked
mesquite in our lungs
			
on cold glass.
Mornings, we’d draw on the windowpanes, sit naked
			
on the porch
swing, coat ourselves
		
in Vaseline
to keep our skin from chafing.
At first, I couldn’t take the cold,
		
the air so thin, wind
stringing fingers
round my neck,
the cinder from my cheeks
			
subdued.
I wanted to crawl inside the belly
			
of an oven.
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But I never could resist the smell
		
of your hair
			
when dirty
or the way your feet
		
were hearts on fire
and most days
		
you’d lotion my elbows,
gather inconspicuous flowers,
			
place them
on our pillows,
		
bracteal and sweet,
so the scent pervaded our dreams
		
the way
your absence
powders the air inside
this house where I think
of the things I’ve eaten
				
today
and wonder if you
		
can still taste me.
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Big Muddy Baptism
Perhaps this morning, when I passed seven white cranes
stiff in the marsh, the meaning of lost
meant as much as the flag pole
standing in front of the local high school,
bare as those white cranes’ necks, the flags
folded and locked in the senior hall trophy case
with the 28–1 Boys Basketball State Championship Trophy.
I have had enough of April.
Tornado sirens whine across the hill.
The floods have ruined my neighbor’s winter wheat,
and to think that in a week,
the forecast calls for snow.
The paint on my Chrysler rusts to primer.
I once called this car a purple jukebox
on wheels, wailing AC/DC
through the Badlands on a road trip.
A scrawny-ass boy, I’d stop at a biker bar
just to pick a fight. It was okay to be lost
back then, when military ego
pumped enough testosterone to keep me lit,
and I believed there was a god, Zeus,
maybe, watching my travels.
But these poor senior boys play Regionals tonight,
and they will lose, even with their star seven-footer
who is sure to break his ankle in the first year
of his scholarship to a Division-I school,
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and those cranes, stiff as the stuffed ducks mounted
on the walls of Mississippi Flyway Bar & Grill,
will just as surely snap from stillness, throw
open their wings and lift up out of that marsh
for Canada, leaving the blue heron,
whose feathers, in old age have plumed to gray.
I will drive this heap of a car down the Big Muddy
and wait for the New Madrid to shake this earth
free of what the First Baptist Church
just off Giant City Road calls: lost passengers.
			
And I am among them, passing through
America’s 21st century Heartland, home
to the earthquake of 1811, an event regional
folklore insists, for a moment, turned the Mississippi
back on itself. Decided to swallow whole forests,
submerge small islands. And here lies
southern Illinois: flooded marshlands
collapsing under the recent 5.4 earthquake
rippling from the other side of Illinois—
and to the south, the caves of Kentucky
cobwebbed and trembling.
The old man envelops Lincoln’s road,
and outside my window, rows of crop-dusted
cornfields slip by my clay-reddened windows.		
Pharaoh’s floating bricks lost, drifting
backwards down the wrong river.
Moses did not part these waters,
where the fried chicken tastes like butter
married to Christ. Neunert. Stag in a can.
My river baptism and the cotton flowering.
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Garden of the Gods
Shawnee National Forest
We were newlyweds, so we used the words
love and time and forever.
We climbed Devil’s Chimney,
a thirty-foot smokestack leaning against a cliff face,
and we let snow catch in the low-lying places
—even the tips of our tongues,
as if I had picked the day two months
beforehand and set every stone.
As if we were gods commissioning a myth.
We wanted to slip into the chasm we crossed
—chain ourselves to the rock.
But we were too young to understand this—
we lost patience
waiting for the next world to form,
our winter picnic ending early.
It was too cold. The garden
we drove so far to see was not big enough,
not wondrous enough for metaphor.
We left the rocks to change.				
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Pertinent Dope
The genial moon-faced Channel 9 weatherman had assured

Chicagoland viewers the day would turn sunny by noon. Elaine appealed
to the Goddess of Easy Days, beseeching her to render him infallible.
When the rain stops, I’ll drive them to the library. Fifty degrees in
February, how strange! Ask Gil and he’ll say Al Gore was right—
“chunks of ice breaking off, big as Rhode Island.”
Gil loves to bring up what he calls “shared knowledge,” essential
information he claims every educated person ought to know. With nary
a trace of irony, Gil says he can’t understand why the History Channel
doesn’t “stimulate” her. Where was her intellectual curiosity? Of late he’s
been going on and on about the seven deadly sins. He says remembering
them keeps the mind sharp, not that he’s any big moralist. He doesn’t
even pray; used to be an altar boy but now never goes to church. It makes
good sense in the business world, he says, to have a first-rate memory
because the black man in America needs to stay one-step ahead in the
game. Barack camped in the White House won’t change that.
Elaine has to think for a moment before she can remember five or
six sins. No particular order Gil says, but easier if you start with sloth.
To her, this sounds creepy and doesn’t work. Who uses such a word?
When she can’t recall sloth and envy, two out of seven for heavens
sakes, Gil does his annoying little laugh as if she were some new brand
of idiot. Criticizing her, she thought, because she had dropped out of
college after one year and now wasn’t interested in going back—as if
they could afford it.
Okay, so you have a master’s, I had your child. We’re even.
She climbed the stairs, in no hurry, one palm-desert-Californiashag-carpet step at a time, intending to roust the giggling pair of
eleven-year-olds for breakfast. The phone was ringing. She hesitated and
turned around, but only two rings, so she continued up.
“Good morning Jillian, Sissy. Whatever is so funny?” She hoped
her tone conveyed suitable detachment, a loving parent with no
inclination to meddle.
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“OMG, Mom,” Jillian squealed, “we’re confabulating.”
Light rain ticked the pink-curtained bedroom windows. Posters
decked the walls—Shakira, Beyoncé, Shrek, Hannah Montana,
Jonas brothers, Derek Jeter. President’s Day. No school in this halfcharming wooded suburb forty miles west of Chicago and divided by
the underwhelming caramel-colored Fox River. Out here, unchecked
street crime appeared far away—the senseless shootings every night
on WGN News at Nine. If it bleeds, it leads.
Sissy, Jillian’s BFF, had slept over, both still in pajamas, taking
their sweet time greeting the new day. Far from the push, pull, and
pollution of the city where legions of midnight children sprout up
with unguarded vision below the volcano. Knowing too much too
soon, hiding behind startled eyes.
Jillian’s devilish grin cued Sissy. Sissy in turn eyed Jillian. Heads
bobbing with glee, messaging each other via prepubescent telepathy
unfathomable to grownups. In their sprightly gazes, undimmed by
damaging experiences, innocent delight shimmered like crystallized
diamonds in the snow. Apropos of nothing, the girls began a chant:
Ching-Ching Chinaman sitting on a fence trying to make a dollar out of
fifteen cents. Pixilated and breathless, tuckered out from the rigors of a
pre-breakfast performance, they collapsed on the bed, two bundles of
wriggling mirth.
“You two bunnies get dressed,” Elaine said. Where on earth did
they learn this? “Making fun of people because they’re different is not
something nice girls do.”
The phone was ringing again so she left for the master bedroom.
She’s a giving person perplexed by the cruelty of others, caring of
the less fortunate, the homeless, babies having babies. Voted twice for
Clinton and was still unhappy over the shameful way he carried on
with that woman.
I know President Obama won’t ever embarrass us.
A male voice, young and unsettling, said, “Put Jillian on the phone.”
Raw silence. Her stomach started acting up.
“What…what do you want?”
“Goddamn it Mrs. Warren, I said put Jillian on the phone.”
“Where did you get her name, my daughter’s name? She’s a child.
I’m her mother, what’s this about? Who are you?”
Squeaky closet doors swinging, banging shut. More giggling.
“You wanna know who I am? I’m someone who likes curly brown
hair and tiny titties already starting to pop. I checked Jillian out opening
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Christmas presents, had on this Mickey Mouse T-shirt, juicy little nips
poking out.”
Talking fast, he must be on something.
“Yeah, under the tree by the window next to a big-ass wooden
thing, a loom, right? You like to weave, Mrs. Warren?”
The shaky voice, uncertain, as though someone were daring him
to speak evil. Rain’s letting up. She held on, blinking, rubbing the back
of her neck. This cannot be real.
“How did you get this information, you’ve been in my house? Oh
my God.” She extended the phone out and away like a grotty sock, the
odor seeping through the earpiece.
“Get Jillian, I said, don’t piss me off old lady or somebody’ll get hurt.”
“I told you she’s—”
“And I told you I know, didn’t I? Hell, she looks fuckin’ hot. I
wanna see her naked or do you prefer nude?” He let out an ugly snortlaugh. “Looking like a tiny Mariah Carey. But you’re all lily-white,
right? So she’s mixed, Jillian ain’t all white is she, Mrs. Warren?”
“What? Who are you?” Elaine felt frown lines twitching near the
corners of her mouth. Slamming the receiver down, she drop-sat onto
the bed, willing the damn thing not to ring, biting her bottom lip.
When it happened, she gave the phone a quick shove under a pillow
and rushed into the bathroom. She listened through the closed door
while the girls foraged in the kitchen downstairs wondering how her
ears were picking up the slightest sounds—the refrigerator opening and
swooshing shut, crackling foil inside a Frosted Flakes box, the rustling
of paper napkins. She wished she were hearing only the joyful sounds
of tweeners confabulating and not the voice of the sneering caller
echoing in her head. She opened the drawer below the sink and stored
the blue hard-plastic case holding her mouth guard.
Put on make-up, she urged herself. Call the police. No. No. Wait till
Gil comes home.
Elaine dabbed a vitamin E stick to the puffs beneath pale blue
eyes, craning her neck to pat the skin under her chin. A Scandinavian
blonde with a modest overbite, good strong teeth, peachy complexion
and small upright breasts, she had a forlorn smile lit from inside that
she wears when outwardly happy. Usually the tallest girl in class, she’s
essentially a good-natured person whom others warmed to. Heaven
made her with hips to seize, Gil liked to say, all milk and blood, a
reluctant virgin at twenty. He was a Ball State senior discharged from
the Marines; she was a Muncie, Indiana, motel clerk.
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Since quitting her most recent temp job in the hospital billing
department, Elaine has been suffering nagging guilt pangs. And last
month, after receiving the letter from the State unemployment office
dismissing her appeal, she started eating. Because she had quit work
voluntarily without good cause, she would not receive unemployment
benefits. The “appellant failed to make herself able and available for
work,” a faceless bureaucrat wrote. Now she suspects Gil views her in
the same dull light in the bedroom—not able and available for love.
“Where would we be,” Gil said, “if I stayed home because somebody
yelled at me? And believe me, I’ve had my share of butthead bosses. We
should be pulling in a check, maybe $300 a week for twenty-six weeks.”
He went off like metal in a microwave, arms flailing, sucking air from the
room and leaving her no space. “Good money down the toilet.”
Like a dog on a bone, he wouldn’t let it go. “You should have stayed
till they fired you. Never quit. Jesus! I thought everybody knew that.
Always make ’em fire you. Never gamble with scared money, baby.”
I never gamble period, and I don’t know a thing about scared
money, she told him silently.
Now she pushed her limp shag cut this way and that way until
it looked presentable, gummed her lips though she wears no lipstick,
remembering Gil’s reaction last week when she proposed cutting
her hair off. Using trusty Hamburger Helper, she had prepared beef
stroganoff, which he especially liked. Patiently she waited until after
dinner to spring the newspaper ad on him—her new idea on how to
help make ends meet.
WOULD YOU SHAVE your head for $500? Wanted: female
18–30 willing to shave or buzz cut her hair for alternative hair
styling video. Call 773-183-9245.
Gil read the ad then shoved it back across the table, eyes blazing
like a huffy African dictator rejecting an inadequate bribe. Number
one, he said, she was thirty-four. Number two, he didn’t want his wife
baldheaded like French women in those war movies who had fooled
around with German soldiers.
“Well, it’s only hair and it’ll grow back,” she said.
Jillian was busy tracking down and spearing mushrooms,
exiling them to the side of her plate. “Why’re you selling your hair,
Mommy?”
“She’s not,” Gil said.
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“For a hair-styling video, sugar.”
“A video. Cool! Mom rocks!”
Gil dropped his arm down and slyly goosed Jillian’s unsuspecting
rib cage.
“Okay then how about a simple buzz cut?” Elaine said, her eyes
pleading.
“Daddy, do we need more money? Are we poor?”
“We aren’t, but you are kiddo. That’s why I’m letting you eat my
food, sleep in my house.”
Jillian was wound up, full of play.
“Daddy, Daddy, wanna hear a riddle?” She paused and Gil’s face
morphed into a model of heartfelt attentiveness, as if a riddle put the
cap on a fine dining experience now that he’d quit smoking.
“Two ladies. One has a million dollars the other has eleven
children. How are they different?” Words tumbled out. Repeated, slow,
singsong, to make sure he got it.
“Different?”
“Yeah, how?”
“I give up, doodle-bug, how?”
“One lady definitely doesn’t want any more!”
Gil pulled his squealing daughter on his lap and let out an
oversized laugh.
“Okay, now I’ve got one for you—Able was I ere I saw Elba.”
“Daddy. That’s not a riddle.”
“It’s a palindrome, sweetie, ask your mother.”
Elaine understood this was his way of shutting her out. She began
clearing dishes, giving Jillian an eye-rolling look that said don’t listen
to your teasing father.
He enjoys putting me on the spot.
Now she moved quickly down the hall, trying to think, wishing
she had something to take for her nerves. How does this creep know
anything about Jillian?
In the bedroom, she gazed with high-hearted regard at the two
pieces she cherished most, a fluted hand-carved cherry armoire and
her late grandmother Alice’s cedar chest. A vibrator, the cylindrical
object of her affection (who would never break her heart) waiting
good-naturedly inside the chest. She had named the device, Neighbor
Carl, and kept it tucked ever so discretely beneath flannel sheets. Gil
dislikes sleeping on flannel, too scratchy he says, so he had no reason
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to go snooping. Suppose he discovers Neighbor Carl? So what. Wasn’t
he the one complaining of things going stale? How she hated this
word! What am I, some day-old bundt cake?
Her feet padded along the carpeted hall and down the stairs.
Later she wouldn’t recall the movement. “Mustn’t frighten the girls,”
she cautioned herself, settling in across the kitchen table, tiny needles
prickling her flesh. She understood the warning; she needed toast and
coffee to get her blood sugar up.
“Why is this happening?” Elaine asked herself, aware she had
done nothing to exhibit Jillian the way they had showcased little
JonBenét, the poor dead child, painted and tarted up like a six-yearold lapdancer. When she remembered the phone was still under the
pillow, she pushed away from the table and rushed upstairs. Call Sissy’s
mom. Get them out of the house.
That evening, Elaine could feel Gil’s eyes reading her face, worry
lines latticing her old-lady brow. When he asked, she said, “Honey, we
can talk after Jillian goes up.”
Later, he asked, “Is he white or black?”
“Honey, I only heard the voice.”
“But you can tell—don’t tell me you can’t.” He seemed more
exasperated than angry.
“In that case, he didn’t sound black.”
Usually she gives in when Gil’s making a point or planning a
course of action; he can decide whether to call the police.
“If he’s just an obscene phonecaller,” Gil said, “cops have more
important things to worry about—like busting some brother upside the
head.” Still, his face registered annoyance, realizing his daughter’s name
had rolled around on some pervert’s tongue.
They brainstormed, trying to recall everyone who’d recently been
in the house.
“A peeping Tom, or worse, a stalker. We need a gun, something
that barks right here but bites over there,” he said, growing more
agitated.
She folded and unfolded her napkin, hands fluttering. “Oh, God
no. Please, honey, no guns in our house.” Her eyes darted toward the
stairs, hoping Jillian had fallen asleep. How can she tell him their
daughter had picked up some hurtful chant, verse, whatever, when
he’s talking about guns? Our little beige angel mocking others. How
did it go? Tried to remember. Chinese…on a fence. Fifteen cents. Elaine
wanted none of this.
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“Not for sure, but I’m thinking,” he said.
Which object was more worrisome, she asked herself, a gun in the
house or sleek Neighbor Carl, her shiny secret companion biding his
time upstairs in the cedar chest?
Elaine wistfully recalled the days when she’d break a Valium
tab in half to swallow with a smidgen of Baileys Irish Cream. Soon,
she’d find herself dreamy and contented, a white feather afloat on a
cloud, and never did she worry about dancing as fast as she could, like
the pitiful woman in that TV movie. A little treat now and again. For
goodness sakes she assured herself, you can’t get strung out on that.
“Forget it,” she counseled herself; we’re fresh out of happy pills.
Time to get some work done. Jillian’s in school and Gil’s in the city
doing his best to move up from senior claims adjuster to assistant
chief of claims, wearing as usual a button-down collar (rebelliously
unbuttoned) and striped tie. He says a man with a mind of his own
doesn’t need to follow the crowd “wooly-nilly.” If anyone commented,
he’d say, “It’s my collar, not my fly.” Yesterday, Gil filed a police report.
“Suppose something happens of a criminal nature,” he said. “We’d be
S.O.L. with the insurance company if we didn’t report this.”
“Don’t sit, get moving,” she said, channeling Oprah.
Last summer, while Jillian was away at Camp Tu-Endie-Wei,
they drove to toney Highland Park for a Ravinia concert under the
stars. About thirty minutes north of the Loop on the Edens Expressway
if you hit traffic right. Michael Jordan once owned a mansion in
Highland Park—otherwise, she might never have persuaded Gil
to come along. Sarah Chang, a sixteen-year-old Korean prodigy
performed Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto.
For the occasion, Elaine prepared a thoughtful picnic basket. In
the cooler, she packed nitrite-free Black Forest ham and sourdough
bread—which she baked—, smoked Gouda and Monterey jack cheese,
good tomatoes, red leaf lettuce, and homemade oatmeal-raisin cookies
that Gil loves, though oatmeal gives him gas at night. She packed
flatware and napkins and remembered to bring a fat red citronella
candle for bugs and atmosphere. Gil helped her spread a bedsheet on
the lawn and opened a $12.00 Australian Chardonnay.
Elaine sat contentedly under a canopy of bounteous stars, a soft and
slight midsummer breeze dancing in her hair. Joyously alive, exhilarated
by the magnificently talented pianist, not much older than Jillian. For
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protection against mosquitoes, she wore a coral and white floral print
maxi-length sundress and carried a white cotton sweater for her arms.
Gil was sitting close, their thighs touching. She hoped the nearness meant
something, not that his leg just happened to end up where it did.
She recalled a steamy Spanish-language movie they had watched
before Jillian was born. In a lovemaking scene, a thin, saucer-eyed
blonde allowed her lover to tie her up. “You can tie me up too,” Elaine
said, as if offering a slice of homemade apple pie. But he said he didn’t
want to do anything that would make her less mobile. Said it nicely,
but still he said it, and it hurt.
After the Ravinia concert, they turtled along with the musically
delivered throng toward the parking lot. A small boy (awake far past
his bedtime) broke away from his mother and ran to Gil. Zeroed
in on him like a heat-seeking missile. The child’s mother hurriedly
corralled the moppet and excitedly explained he had mistaken Gil for
her neighbor, Carl.
Gil peered over his right shoulder and threw the car in reverse,
pausing to glance at Elaine. “That woman was probably some rich
bitch from Kenilworth, riding some brother’s soul pole,” he said. “And
the boy thought I was the one backdooring his daddy.”
“Gil, honey, do you want me to drive? I can drive if you want.”
Silence, welcome silence.
At times, how his mind worked baffled Elaine. She thought more
likely a real neighbor Carl existed or perhaps the child had seen someone
on TV, maybe Will Smith or Denzel Washington. Maybe he thought
Gil was the President of the United States. In his cynical worldview, “it’s
a black thing” which, presumably, she could never understand. “I’ll
bet Barack Obama doesn’t think that way,” she had wanted to say, but
for the sake of peace did not. Even so, when Elaine made playtime for
herself she granted the rich bitch and her hush-hush Mandingo safe
harbor in the port of her amatory imagination, inviting dependable
Neighbor Carl on board to lend a hand in whipping up hot baked goods
that never turned stale.
Three days passed without another nasty call, but she remained
apprehensive, jumping whenever the phone rang.
Again and again, she played the Bach F minor Concerto CD
purchased after watching Hannah and Her Sisters. She stayed busy
moving things around in her sewing room and dusting. Then she
scrubbed both bathrooms using instant super rust-out on the toilets,
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which they needed. Removed all the books from the bookcases and
polished them with lemon oil. Hours later, she returned the books
(mostly his) hopefully to the same spot. Didn’t browse like some
intellectually curious wife. She just worked.
When the phone rang in the afternoon, Elaine’s throat tightened.
She knew it would happen. Knew it wasn’t over. She grabbed the remote
and lowered the volume on the soothing harpsichord, the lilting strings.
Two rings. On the next one, the machine would pick up. Gil had placed
a coach’s whistle by the phone. If he calls again, don’t say anything, blast
as hard as you can into that shithead’s ear, he’d said. But now her mind
whirled with indecisiveness. Whistle in hand, she rolled her neck just
before the phone moved up to her ear. Ungodly slow, hoping to ward off,
at least not hasten what she feared.
Will the noise scare him off or enrage him?
“Mrs. Warren, Chicago police.”
Who does he sound like? It’s coming to her. Big nose, yes. Streetcar
Named Desire. Karl Malden on TCM last week—didn’t he die not long
ago? Karl’s on the phone and Neighbor Carl’s upstairs, she thinks in a
moment of lightheaded free association.
“My name is Sergeant Trollson,” he continued. “Your husband
reported a suspected home intrusion, no sign of forcible entry—is
this right, ma’am?”
“Yes, that’s correct but—but you said Chicago police. We live—”
“Relax ma’am, let us handle the jurisdictional stuff, okay? First off,
nobody broke into your house—you know, like that Robin Williams
movie. We’ve got a screwed up nineteen-year-old in custody. Recently,
you had some pictures developed, right?”
She squeezed the cordless phone, pacing, encouraged by the news
though not getting the reference to a movie she hadn’t seen. “Yes, the
Christmas photos and some birthday shots.”
“I know. We got a full confession. You got the pictures handy Mrs.
Warren?”
She moved past the window. “What? Yes, I’m getting them now.”
Near the loom, she paused, cradling the phone, taking up a green
leather-bound album from the built-in bookshelf. Refracted sunlight
glinting off acetate pages made her squint. She wondered if Botox was
safe. In the news, a woman in California had received Botox injections
worth $2000, then went to her car for her checkbook and never
returned. Ketchup too! They found mercury in ketchup for heaven’s
sakes. Why’s he talking about the pictures?
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“We collared the mope, Cody Ray Woods, you familiar with him?”
“No, no, I…I don’t.”
She could make out radio traffic in the background, static,
laughter. A male voice said, “son-of-a-bitch,” as if someone from his
past had strolled in and surprised him. Elaine recalled a TV show her
grandmother used to watch called This is Your Life.
“Works here in the city at Oskar’s photo lab, where he got the
pertinent dope on your daughter.”
“Dope. What dope? Whatever are you talking about?”
“You took pictures to Oskar’s to be processed. That’s how the perp,
Woods, got your daughter’s description, what she was wearing. Look
there at the birthday pictures. Your daughter’s name is on the cake,
right?”
“That’s right. My husband took them in a couple of weeks ago. Oh,
how awful.”
Elaine realized she sounded judgmental, but didn’t care—it’s my
child.
She blotted a tear with the back of her hand, gazing at Jillian
in the Mickey Mouse T-shirt, under the tree, smiling beatifically.
Didn’t understand how an occasion for fun and loving memories
could bring into her home such disturbing nastiness from a complete
stranger.
I wish we’d never taken these stupid pictures.
“Ma’am, we got us an obscene phone caller. A twisted lad excited
over little girls, making foul-mouth calls around the city, the western
burbs. Caller ID finally tripped him up. You’d think they’d get
smarter. And because he fits our child-porn profile, we’ll get a search
warrant, snatch his computer.”
“Is there anything I should do? Sergeant…”
“Trollson. No, just hang onto the pictures. Unless we find kiddie
porn on him, first offense, he’ll probably get counseling. I wouldn’t
worry. Anyway, you can bet some lawyer will claim it all started when
he was abused as a child. Abused! Even Michael Jackson was abused.
Everybody, everybody was abused. Ha ha ha.”
“Well, anyway, thank you Sergeant for the good news.” She told
herself to get off the phone, the man was so crude, but still she kept
talking. “Now I feel ten times safer. Maybe this is God’s way of stopping
my husband from rushing out to buy a gun, he—”
“A gun—” Trollson said. “Lady, lady, you’re telling me way more
than I need to know. Hey, buy a digital camera instead. Okay?”
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She blushed. “Sergeant, this man he’s—he’s not black, is he?”
“Oh, he’s white, ma’am. See, the others—them of the darker
persuasion—gangbangers, they’re mainly out here doing your violent
street crimes.”
She pictured stiff gray-black hairs springing from fleshy ears.
“You know, robberies, shooting each other over crack money and
so forth,” he said, sending a shudder down her back.
“I see,” she replied, through cold teeth. “Thank you. Thanks for
calling.”
After the call, she gazed at the phone, belatedly thinking
of a comeback, something snappy that a non-wimp might have said.
Then, relieved it was all over, she decided the girls and the Sergeant
needed a good talking to.
As if she’d flipped a switch, Marlon Brando surfaced, a presence
she could no longer ignore. The swaggering hunk from Streetcar had
been lingering for days in the corner of her fervid imagination, barely
below consciousness. How gorgeous he used to be. Heat frissons sizzled
crazily behind her knees. And it’s still early.
She climbed the stairs and glided down the hall to the bedroom,
stopping at the cedar chest, but not opening it—made no move to
reacquaint with Neighbor Carl, waiting in silence. Her fingers walked
along the aged grain. She paused, and then lowered herself, both legs
together, reverently, as if a schoolgirl granted an audience with the Pope.
There was no escaping the troubling notion flooding her mind.
By concealing this eight-inch object of delight, she was shamefully
tarnishing her late grandmother’s memory. “I’m using Grammy to
cheat on Gil,” she confessed to the indifferent air.
Inside, a reproachful voice was stirring her to contemplate why
these thoughts chose this inconvenient moment to barge in. Dimly
focused, one hand rushed up flying wildly through her hair. Can she
dissociate her intended secret pleasures from the lewd actions of Cody
Ray Woods? Suppose his lustful yearning was merely the flipside of
hers, the needling voice asked—Elaine and Cody Ray Woods tarred
with the same brush. Could she accept it?
Again, she heard something. The garage door opening? The
basement water softener recycling? Had Gil come home early? Soon
she’d hear him, calling out for her. With one thing on his mind, he’d
race up the stairs aiming to seize her hips. And though he might not say
it, she’d understand he was sorry for the hurtful things he’d said.
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She pictured herself, later, in the afterglow of lovemaking, lying
blissfully in his arms, feeling beloved, abuzz with delicious thoughts.
Wanting to sing.
She’d name the deadly sins, testing the sharpness of her laughable
memory, using seven fingers to keep track. Remembering.
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The Search for Charmed Particles
Particles containing a charm quark…have only a fleeting
existence before decaying into more conventional particles.
							
—Frederick A. Harris

Abhijat accepted the position at the National Accelerator

Research Lab with great pride. The offer itself was the realization
of his greatest dream, now made concrete by the desk he would
sit behind, the name plate on his door, the drive, every morning
through the gates, where he would present his pass to the security
guard who would, after a matter of weeks, begin to wave him
through, recognizing Abhijat as one of the parade of scientists he’d
been waving through those gates for years, and on that day, Abhijat
would feel, at last, like he belonged.
He had written to Sarala with the news that he had been offered
a position at the premier particle accelerator and research facility in
the United States, some argued in the world. He would begin the
job at the end of the semester, after he had fulfilled his academic
commitments to the university.
At night, he took the short, quiet walk from his office on
campus to the small set of rooms he rented in the house of an
emeritus professor of philosophy with whom he sometimes enjoyed
an evening game of chess before returning to his desk to pore over
his work.
As he walked—snow falling quietly around him as was common
on those dark midwinter nights—he often caught himself peering
into the lit-up windows of the houses he passed, imagining the life
he and Sarala would make for themselves.
Lately, Sarala had been complaining that he neglected to
respond to the questions in her letters, and so, in the next letter he
posted, he included the following chart:
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Letter
Number

Question

Answer

3

Are you making progress Yes.
with your research?

4

Are the Americans friendly? Not overmuch.

5

Do you think I will like it I am unable to answer this.
there, in the United States Any response would be pure
with you?
speculation, an area I prefer
to avoid.

To which Sarala had replied:
Yes, but if I understand your work, you are doing precisely this—
speculating—in making predictions about the possible existence of new
particles before they have been detected.
To which Abhijat had responded (keeping to himself his delight
at Sarala’s pluck, as well as at her surprisingly accurate grasp of his
research project):
You are correct. I will here attempt a prediction: I believe it is likely
that you will be happy here and with me, but that you will at times
experience some degree of homesickness, as I have.
Abhijat had been working at a university in the U.S. since
leaving Cambridge, where he had done his training, and where he had
emerged from the group of young theoretical physicists as a quiet,
serious student, one whom his professors had decided possessed a
great deal of promise.
And all that time, back in Mumbai, his mother had been on the
hunt for a suitable wife. Sarala had emerged as the foremost contender.
The wedding had taken place on his last trip home, and once he
had completed the semester, Sarala would join him, flying to Chicago
to house hunt, as the realtor had called it when he had phoned to make
an appointment.
Sarala had studied biology at university, but the sum total
of her knowledge of American history had been gleaned from a castoff sixth-grade textbook titled Our Colonial Forefathers Abhijat’s
mother had found in an English-language bookstore in Mumbai, and
which she had bought and presented to Sarala, hoping to help smooth
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the way for her new daughter-in-law in this land of foreigners. Sarala
had studied it carefully on the plane.
From the airport, Sarala and Abhijat drove the bright maze of
interstates to the place where Abhijat had been staying since arriving.
Executive housing, they called it—the outside of the building looked
like a hotel, but inside, the rooms included small kitchenettes that
looked out over neatly-made double beds.
The realtor had arranged to pick them up at the hotel. Her
car was a plush champagne-colored Cadillac. Abhijat sat in the front
seat, and Sarala, in the back, leaned forward to hear them speaking.
“The good thing is, whatever neighborhood you settle on, the
schools will be great. District 220 schools are all top of the line. Some
of the best in the state.”
Abhijat made a note in the spiral notebook he kept in the breast
pocket of his blazer and nodded.
The realtor had a pleasant voice, Sarala thought, noting also her
delicate perfume, hair the color of straw, sculpted and set, flipping up
at the collar of the shirt she wore under her muted, neutral suit. Sarala
ran her hand over the smooth beige velour of the seat as they drove,
the realtor pointing out here and there the benefits and drawbacks of
each of the neighborhoods of Nicolet.
Sarala had spent her first week acclimating to the time change
and taking in everything she could. Abhijat left early in the morning
for the lab, and Sarala did what she could to make their small room a
suitable home for them.
In the halls on her way to the washing machines, Sarala passed
only men. Divorce apartments, she had heard the clerk at the front
desk call them.
Walking the halls, she had, now and then, caught a familiar smell
among all the smells of nothingness. Puri bhaji one night, coming from
room 219. Dalimbi usal, she guessed, the next evening, from 256. But
overwhelmingly, the smell of America, she had decided, was the smell
of nothing. Carpet, cardboard, wallpaper, framed paintings of lakes and
animals, bedspreads with bright floral patterns. Even the small slivers of
soap, wrapped in paper in the bathroom seemed to lack a smell.
“Well, of course, you’ll want to be close to the lab,” the realtor
continued from the front seat, “which makes Eagle’s Crest an excellent
choice. Just across route 12, and one of the most exclusive neighborhoods
in the community.”
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Back at the hotel, Sarala arranged herself on the foamy
couch, which gave the sensation of being at once both soft and hard,
and read carefully through the brochures and orientation packet the
lab had provided for Abhijat, and which he had presented to her. They
were so glossy and pristine that she wondered whether he had even
opened them before handing them to her.
In the photos, the lab’s facilities were green and sunlit. The cover
featured a large, tall building that stuck out over the flat expanse of
grass. A photo of a white-coated man standing inside a large room:
The Collision Hall, the caption read.
The lab sat on a piece of fertile land which had once been farmland, and which had before that been undisturbed prairie. Now, the lab’s
expansive campus was ringed with a series of tunnels that made up the
particle accelerator, in which cutting-edge experiments in high-energy
particle physics were being conducted.
Abhijat and the other theoretical physicists had offices on the sixth
floor of the twenty-story Research Tower, which looked out over the
Illinois landscape, the tallest building for miles. He had been hired to study
the lifetimes of charmed particles, to help interpret the findings of the
experimental physicists on his research team, the ones who interacted daily
with the accelerator. Sarala looked at the image of the Research Tower on the
brochure, and tried to imagine what Abhijat’s office might look like.
In the center of the brochure was a section titled “Living and Working
at the Lab,” which included tips on opening a bank account in the U.S.,
how to obtain a driver’s license. But what Sarala studied most carefully
was the list of sponsored social activities and organizations:
Automobile Club				
Lab Choir					
Fitness Club					
Martial Arts Club			
Squash Club					
Model Airplanes Club		

Badminton Club
Dancing Club
Jazz Club
Photo Club
Amateur Radio Club
Theater Club

There were language classes for the spouses of foreign scientists, but
her English was good. With a pen, she carefully underlined Dancing
Club, Photo Club, Lab Choir.
By the second day in the realtor’s car, Sarala was certain
they had been inside every home for sale in Nicolet. And how strange
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it had seemed to her, to be allowed to walk right into the homes of
these strangers, to wander through their rooms, imagining their own
furniture here, her clothes hanging in the closet.
At the first house, Sarala and Abhijat had stood uncomfortably in
the foyer, even as the realtor strode off into the living room, assuming
they would follow. Finding herself alone in the room, and looking
back to find Abhijat and Sarala still standing, rooted in the entry, she
had had to explain to them: “It’s okay to come in and look around.”
Sarala knew she was supposed to be imagining her own life in
each one of the houses the realtor pulled up to, fiddling with the lockbox on the front door, then letting them in and leading them through
the rooms one by one. She knew she was meant to imagine her life
there in each house, each a different possible small world for her and
Abhijat together, but she found herself distracted, again and again,
by trying to piece together the clues left out—family photos, a child’s
drawing on the refrigerator—trying to imagine the lives of the people
who lived there, for now at least. In some houses, she had the feeling
that no one really lived there—pristine bathroom counters, kitchen
sinks that gleamed with polishing. In others, it seemed that the owners
had dashed out only moments before they had arrived, something of
their movement that still hung in the air around them.
“And over to your left we have Heritage Village,” announced the
realtor, turning her head a little in acknowledgement of Sarala, who
had begun to feel a bit like a child in the back seat. The realtor’s voice
sounded like the women hosts on the shopping channel Sarala had
watched the night before, hoping to learn a bit about American fashion.
“It’s one of the most notable living history museums in the area,” the
realtor continued. Sarala looked out the window as they passed. Women
in long skirts and bright kerchiefs walked among rustic buildings. In
front of a low shed, a man in a leather apron tended a blazing fire.
What Sarala had liked about Nicolet: Heritage Village. It
had been what decided her as she weighed their options: school systems,
property taxes, expanses of wide green lawns, and subdivisions whose
streets turned in on themselves like mazes. Riding in the realtor’s car,
Sarala had sometimes forgotten entirely which suburb of Chicago she
was in.
When she’d seen Heritage Village, she’d known this was the town
for them. Here was America. Here was where they would raise Meena,
the baby Sarala could already feel growing within her, though Meena
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was months from being conceived. The America Sarala had read about:
a place of pastures, animals grazing, frontiers. Here was Paul Revere
Road circling around, branching off at Independence Drive. Here was a
worried Martha Washington waiting for George to cross the Delaware,
Betsy Ross on her porch sewing the first American flag. Log cabins
from which each morning these pilgrims might set out to discover,
each day, a newer America.
Back at the hotel that night, Abhijat sat at the desk beside the
television making a list of pros and cons for each of the houses they
had considered. On the other side of the half wall, Sarala folded the
dishtowel and draped it over the faucet of the sink.
Eagle’s Crest subdivision. Sarala wanted a house there. She loved
the sound of it. A fountain in the middle of the lake. Around the lake,
the grass undulating in rolling hills, flat plains where the grass was cut
shorter. “Every house has its own putting green,” the realtor had pointed
out after showing them the neighborhood where each house had its
own airplane hangar. Sarala liked the way Eagle’s Crest separated the
two parts of the town—the lab, whose research tower loomed over the
prairie—and on the other side of the neighborhood, Heritage Village,
where the living history reenactors bent low over kettles, settling day after
day this new country—the neighborhood itself like a literal threshold
in time, holding apart the past and the future.
Abhijat had cleared the desk and had taken out a long legal pad on
which he began to draw an elaborate decision-making matrix for each
of the houses under consideration. But Sarala had already decided. She
held her tongue, and waited for him to finish.
They made an offer on the only house available in Eagle’s Crest.
A gray two-story—four bedrooms, a study, three bathrooms, and a
finished basement. When their offer was accepted, they celebrated with
a modest dinner Sarala prepared in the kitchenette and which they ate,
on trays balanced on their knees while watching Wheel of Fortune on
the television. The woman who stood before the letters turning them
as they lit up reminded her of the realtor, all hairspray and makeup and
hands gesturing. On the day of the closing, Sarala signed her name over
and over again to pieces of paper she hadn’t even read. Each time, she
looked to Abhijat, who had already read them over carefully, totaling
the figures in his head, and he would nod, yes and yes and yes, it’s okay.
Note: The idea for the chart on page 76 comes from The Strangest Man: The
Hidden Life of Paul Dirac, Mystic of the Atom by Graham Farmelo.
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Movement
This morning Flora is wearing a black sleeveless T, khaki

cargo Capris, and sandals made of real leather she bought at a stall
in Cozumel. She has tied a red bandanna around her neck and
cuffed a surgical mask to her bicep. On her forearm, she has written
the telephone number of the Lawyers Guild in green ballpoint. In
her pocket she carries a wedge of lemon in a baggie, four packets of
Saltines, and three packets of travel wipes. She is going to protest.
It’s such a glorious morning that Flora has walked out of her way
to pick up the Blue Line at the Damen Avenue stop, which is elevated,
rather than to the nearer, subterranean Division station. This is something
she likes to do on pretty days, something her husband Walter teases
her about, but she believes he likes the gloom of the subway. She seeks
out the one bench that is not shaded in morning shadow. As the platform
becomes crowded, she looks for others who share her destination. The
morning rush has subsided and most of her fellow travelers are dressed
for a ball game. There is one woman, with flowing gray hair and an anklelength, embroidered denim skirt, whom Flora makes for a sympathetic
soul, but she doesn’t approach her. Instead she closes her eyes and lets the
sun warm her face. She is concentrating on not thinking about anything
when she becomes aware of an unpleasant odor.
Flora recognizes the smell as one of rotting fruit and opens one eye
to see a nearby garbage can. Faced with the choice of moving into the
shade or tolerating the smell, she decides that the smell is not strong and
remains where she is. But when she closes her eyes again she finds that
she can think about nothing else and suddenly feels nauseated. She looks
left and then right to see if anyone will notice if she throws up. There are
three teenaged girls huddled nearby and beyond them a man gazing in
her direction over the top of his newspaper. She picks up a discarded
waxed bag that lies at her feet, thinking if she is sick, she can throw up in
that, but the bag once held donuts and the lingering smell of powdered
sugar makes her even sicker. So she does what she has been doing during
these bouts of nausea, which is to flex her toes and to pinch the bridge of
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her nose with her fingertips, and by the time the train squeals to a halt
in front of her, the churning in her stomach has stilled.
Just the same, when Flora steps on the car she looks for a forwardfacing seat—anything else and she most certainly will be sick—and
finds the last one, having to step swiftly in front of a baggy teenager.
The gray-haired woman from the platform is not in her car, but she
sees here and there people young and old wearing sun hats and tiedyed tank-tops, balancing furled banners between their knees, and
she feels cheered by the private sense of shared undertaking.
The train jerks to a stop in the dark tunnel. Flora’s stomach
roils. Her sense of well-being leaves her again, and she finds herself
wondering if she will be able to transfer to a careening 55 bus. She
has yet to be sick in public, but worries about it a lot. She is one who,
despite the day’s destination, does not like to call attention to herself,
does not like to give the impression that she needs help from anyone.
Thankfully, the rest of her ride is free of sudden stops or reckless
acceleration, and Flora feels the cold sweat on the back of her neck
dry and, with it, the persistent sense of doubt she’s felt all morning
dissipates, as well. After leaving the damp subway and a short wait on
a sunny corner, she boards an agreeably empty bus, feeling as though
she has overcome an obstacle she will not have to face again.
The address on a flyer leads her to a block of warehouses west of the
Loop. Flora doesn’t know the neighborhood but locates the Welcome
Center by the unmarked squad car across the street. Thinking the
shabbiness of the building and the presence of the police render the word
welcome suspect, Flora walks through the door of what had once been
an industrial cleaners to find a room clamoring with brash activity.
Already, crisis. The SWAT team has surrounded the building in
which the papier-maché puppets that were to be carried along above
the heads of the marchers are being constructed. The police have
quarantined them, saying they could be used as weapons. “Weapons
of truth,” replied a negotiator from the Wildlife Defense Fund, which
strikes Flora as a tad glib, but hell. Negotiations are continuing to
secure their release. The archbishop has been summoned.
Signs and posters cluster like bark on the walls, all of them torn so
consistently ragged that Flora thinks the method intentional, a dash of
constructivist theater: “Comrades, witness this scrawled message that
I have torn from a larger piece of paper and taped to a wall!”
Here, garment workers from inland Carolina towns huddle with
clergy from Calcutta slums to talk cotton. Over there, ragged guitarists
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from Oregon suburbs distribute tracts, warm from the photocopier,
among student officers of the Ivy League. Amid this polyglot of
grievance, pledged association, and promised response, Flora is looking
for the representatives of the Women’s Reproductive Consortium, who,
according to their mission statement, are “an ad hoc response team of
health, social, and political professionals dedicated to issues of women’s
personal, social, and political wellness,” and of whom Flora, before
receiving an email less than a week earlier, had not heard. But then Flora
hears of new groups nearly every day. This movement, like the others
here, is a movement among many movements. Most relate to the others
only vaguely. Some even oppose each other in their goals, and it is only
at times like these that they are all united. Like the chromosomes on the
flip chart in the office of the geneticist that Flora and Walter had consulted
when they decided to have a child—because Flora was getting to the age
where she had to worry.
She thought it impossible—as they watched their virtuallypubescent genetic counselor Kimberley lay one transparency on top of
the other—for all those variously twisted scraps of thread to converge
without distraction or incident.
It was a young profession, genetic counseling, Flora reasoned,
as she considered Kimberley’s green age. Nevertheless, the woman’s
youth didn’t make Flora feel any better about the fact that even though
she was herself young by any reasonable standard, she was already
risking Down’s syndrome or worse simply by conceiving. “We don’t
think there’s any reason to worry,” Flora said, “but—”
“You’re knowledge seekers,” Kimberley replied, with a tilt of her
head that indicated that she found this particular species adorable.
What draws together such elements as are inclined to repel?
Flora wonders of the people in the room. Tyranny? Too strong? No, not
if the word is directed at a condition and not a person: the tyranny of
strength over weakness, of selfishness and ignorance over fundamental
human rights. Yes, that sounded right. It is immodest, Flora feels, to
think oneself right about everything, but there are some things she
just knows: the rich will thrive without anyone’s help; war begets war;
Jesus was for the poor, not the priests in the temple. These assertions
are truths, beyond dispute. She and her compatriots are mocked as
naïve for their optimism and dedication to justice, sure, because if
she and her cohort are sincere or, worse, right, then everybody else
would have to admit his own greed and apathy. Listen to yourself, she
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thinks, hormones. But, no, she hates it when people say that, even other
women, especially other women, especially other pregnant women.
Don’t listen to me, it’s just the hormones talking. Flora thinks, There’s
truth in hormones.
She finds her group sitting beneath the international woman
symbol splashed on butcher paper in green poster paint. Among the
women gathered there is a reliable mix of pant-suited, middle-aged,
not-for-profit program directors sitting on folding chairs, CentralAmerican agricultural dissidents in native costume standing along the
wall, and queer rights agitators seated cross-legged on the floor with
silver rings looping through their lips like spiral-bound notebooks. To
enter this circle you have to bring something. And mostly what people
want people to bring these days is more people. “How many people can
you bring?” is always the question. How many bodies. It is a numbers
reality as crude as medieval warfare. What Flora brings is the sanction
of the Progressive Parent Union, 501(c)3. She knows that PPU like all
NFPs are both hated for their mainstream instincts and necessary
for legitimacy they lend to the cause. No matter how much anybody
here might admire the anarchists for their willingness to get their
skulls cracked, nobody wants one standing in front of a camera with a
microphone. The hypocrisy was truly annoying, but Flora understands
both sides of the issue. She often understands both sides of a dispute. It
is both a blessing and a curse.
She knows some of the circle by sight, others by their nametags,
and still others not at all. The talk is about past actions, panels, and
plans for future meetings, while phones trill perpetually in pockets
and purses. There is little talk of the coming march because everyone
knows her role. They are there to be seen, to be photographed and
filmed by hostile and dismissive media. They are there, above all, to be
there, to be a number—each three will be counted as two by the police,
as four by the organizers, and as one by the television news. Officially,
the foundation Flora represents has not issued a position in support
or in opposition of the day’s action. Flora is there merely to provide
a presence, in the language of the movement. To be one of thousands
in opposition to—oh God, what? Flora forgets. No, it’s the FAWW,
she remembers now, though is not sure what those letters stand for,
just another miniature alphabet in the acronymic drift that marks the
evolution of regulatory bodies for global trade. It is a war of acronyms:
ATTAC against GATT, the concrete potential for violence lying in the
initials, while the rest of the world becomes obscure and abstract.
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Nedra of the Chicago Global Project, a dependably familiar face,
stands and, after failing in two attempts to silence a dozen conversations,
shouts, “If you can hear me clap once.” A spatter of claps drifts though the
room, the last from the back insincere, people clapping because others
have clapped. “If you can hear me clap twice,” Nedra calls louder. The
response of double claps is quicker and more robust than the singles had
been. “If you’re FBI clap three times.” This time the sound of one person
clapping, a bitter boy in his late teens in black T-shirt and black jeans.
“What’s the name and affiliation?” Nedra asks.
“Kenny,” the boy says.
Flora rolls her eyes so keenly she gets dizzy. The anarchists only
ever give their first names and never those of their groups. Kenny is
skinny, with a yellowed complexion that Flora guesses comes from
months of living like a raccoon in abandoned buildings and eating out
of dumpsters.
“Does everyone have the number of a contact person in case
of arrest?” Arms are raised. All have done as Flora has done. “Does
everyone have a copy of the action statement?“
A hand rises in the back. “Were those points adopted at the plenary?
I thought there was some dispute about one and three.”
Nedra stands on her toes to address the questioner. “What I
understand is that we are not describing this document as an adopted
platform. We are presenting these points as opportunities to address
the media on topics of concerns to the global community, particularly
those of the Global South.”
The Global South. From Nedra’s verbal wallpaper, Flora snatches
another phrase that comforts her, the Global South. The words give her
a sense that the objectives of social justice are clear and contained.
“We are getting word,” Nedra says, “that the police will not allow
us to continue the march beyond Michigan Avenue. As we’ve agreed
those planning direct action may want to move to the front by around
State Street.”
As Nedra says this, Flora glances at Kenny. Direct action is a
metaphor for acting sufficiently violent to get a nightstick in the ribs.
But Kenny betrays no reaction. Likely he and his friends know when
their time will come.
“All right,” Nedra says, “Let’s go.”
A South Side minister calls for a prayer. This is another thing
Flora loves, the prayer. As a faithful, lapsed Catholic she has no desire
to pray, and there are many in the crowd who are Muslims or Jews or
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more avid atheists than she. Yet they all bow their heads and clasp
hands and don’t expel so much as a chuckle, as the voice booms, “Oh
heavenly father.”
As they emerge from the Welcome Center, Flora squints at the
police vans parked across the street that have joined the one car she
saw on her way in. The officers, in riot gear, stand arms folded in front
of their vehicles and watch as the building empties. Even a couple of
years ago, such a show of force would have been unthinkable. Now
they are commonplace. What’s worse, it seems to Flora, no citizen
outside of her marches cares. They have broken no laws, they are
blocks from the parade route, and yet the police have come solely as a
way of announcing to those assembled, “We are watching you.”
The afternoon is sunny and dry and Flora allows herself to be
carried away by sensation. The fear that she will throw up has passed.
She falls in among three young women in a sort of uniform of bright
skirts and white kerchiefs. Each of them carries a white lacquer box
and wears a white armband sporting a red cross etched emphatically
in magic marker. Flora smiles at them and nods and thinks she detects
a nod in reply from the nearest girl, but can’t be sure, and in any case
it is nothing more than that.
At the end of the block, she looks to her right and then her left
and sees crowds of a like size to the one she is in moving eastward on
parallel streets, north and south. Banners reflect off the glass of the
office buildings, making windows glitter like French sculpture. The
girl medics are silent, unsmiling, walking it seems to Flora with their
noses in the air. How old are they? She isn’t a good judge, anymore.
Twenty, maybe a little older. In any case ten years younger than Flora.
Had she ever been like these girls? Perhaps exactly so, though with no
such seriousness of purpose.
Her family had not been political, unless you count her father,
who, according to her mother, wept only twice in his life—once when
Kennedy was shot and once when Nixon flashed his final V from
the steps of his helicopter. Otherwise, the more pressing matters of
a household of five children getting by on an autoworker’s salary
elbowed out more distant abstractions of politics and the general
predicaments of the world, as far as Flora remembered. Yet from her
first demonstration (in solidarity with undocumented cleaning staff
at her school) she had felt a sense of comfort and elation, such as she
imagined must come naturally to musicians the first time they pick up
the instrument that had been intended for them by some miraculous
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genetic accident. She loved the banners and the songs, and she loved
the chant: “The people, united, will never be defeated.” The sentiment
struck her as beautiful and, she thought, impossible to argue with. And
yet most people do argue. To speak up for the rights of the majority
against the rich and the powerful was to be despised by the majority
and by the rich alike. This realization had come to Flora young, as
she listened to the indifference with which the plight of the campus
workers was met among her friends at school. The disdain those same
friends had, as well, for those who would stand beside the poor, filled
her with a mix of confusion, regret, and self-satisfaction.
Whatever Flora was asked to bring, she brought. What she brought
above all was working-class street credibility, something she understood
right away was a kind of currency, something that secured for her, when
she was only a sophomore, a graduate student for a boyfriend. She lived
with him—breaking her mother’s heart—in a farmhouse, miles from
campus. In the evenings, she cooked dinner, and they sat by the fire and
read from his philosophy books and drank the sour wine he’d made in
the bathtub. At the end of the night, he’d fall asleep on the couch and
she’d do the dishes. Eventually—not too late—she realized that she was
living her mother’s life for college credit.
Down Randolph Street they march toward the Haymarket, the
obligatory step-off for any march worth its convictions. She has
walked these streets before—for reproductive rights, against Panama,
for Mandela, against Grenada, for gun control, and now in darkening
days, against global corporate hegemony and unending war.
Out of the corner of her eye, Flora glimpses one of the massive
puppets, free of bondage, bobbing eastward on a parallel course and
thrills at the sight. At the next intersection, she watches as it and three
more execute an awkward, slapstick change of course, wheeling left
and heading straight for her. She looks to the south and sees a third
cohort of marchers, as the two groups join the procession. Those who
first see the puppets begin to cheer, a cheer that grows as the great
lumbering heads become visible to more and more of the marchers,
until the point at which they execute a second bumbling turn in the
direction of the march.
The march contracts like an accordion as they reach Haymarket
Square, marked now by a memorial to the policemen killed—no
mention of the liberty that died on this spot more than a century earlier.
Flora is grateful for this place, for the sense of the struggle against the
demoralizing indifference of the rich and powerful. There are speeches.
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There are always speeches, and then the march will continue. Flora
doesn’t like this part. It’s hot and her back hurts. Even under the best of
circumstances she feels the speeches go on too long. Sub-Commandante
Marcos says this is the battle of the punch-clock versus the hourglass.
If this is true then Flora finds herself smack-dab in the middle of the
hourglass faction and catches herself looking over her shoulder at
the fringes of the crowd, watching the less committed drift away and
wishing she could herd them back in place and tell them, Be patient,
soon the talkers will stop talking and then we will march.
All the different groups: dolphin protectors, labor unions, women’s
groups, antiwar groups, anti-tariff groups, pro-tariff groups, East
Indian dam-resisters, lettuce-pickers, peach-pickers, salmon fishermen,
salmon cannery hands wave their placards and banners each time
their particular cause is addressed from the rostrum. Dozens, scores,
of non-governmental entities each with its own agenda, all of them
singing together, just as those wriggling aquanauts of human code had
come together inside her. There was an ultrasound, confirming the
good news, a slim, vain doctor lubricating the nurse with approbation,
narrating every narrow step. Walter sat quietly beside Flora, a nonentity, a germ in a sterile room. The nurse manipulated a toggle on
the console and the cursor darted across the black-and-gray screen,
stopping at a peninsula of blue amid the black, “There,” the doctor
said, “a fist. It’s moving.”
Moving. They are walking again, as they get closer to the lake,
Flora feels a breeze drying the sweat under her arms and on the back
of her neck, and does not feel sick to her stomach, cannot remember,
even, what it was like to feel sick. Someone nearby sings “We Shall Not
Be Moved,” and Flora sings along, the words coming to her lips by
habit, her mind somewhere else. She’s thinking about a baby girl she
has yet to meet but already knows. The marchers sing a new verse, one
she’s never heard before.
North and South together
We shall not be moved.
Just like a tree that’s standing by the water
We shall not be moved
And now Flora is thinking of an actual tree, beside an actual river, and
she’s sitting on the grass beneath its leaves with a baby. She does not
see Walter, but she knows he is not far away.
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She’s jolted from this reverie by a sharp wolf-whistle from a man
standing at the curb. Though a goal of the march is to draw a crowd,
Flora dreads bystanders because people, especially men in suits, can be
rude and yell things that hurt. But on this day, perhaps because of the
nice weather and the color of the banners and puppets, those who bother
to look their way seem to appreciate what they see. Here and there the
Teamsters get honks and fist pumps from idle construction workers.
As they cross Dearborn Street, they pass in front of the FFA
building, where her husband works. As it happens, she doesn’t know
Walter works there, nor would she ever imagine that he is watching the
march from the window nearest his cubicle on the 27th floor. Walter is
an adjunct professor who does temporary work in the summers. Flora
doesn’t always know where. He’s mentioned FFA, maybe, but she’d
never associate him with their bland, gleaming headquarters.
Like an Eisenstein montage, police in Star Wars stormtrooper dress
draw their batons, lower their helmet visors with robotic precision, and
begin marching toward the head of the procession. As Nedra predicted at
the morning meeting, the police mean to bar them from marching along
the path they have been permitted for. It is a tactic they are using these
days to force a response. Flora has heard of this happening in Madrid
and Genoa and in Kuala Lumpur. The police chiefs of the world’s great
cities attend seminars at which such measures are conjured to control
and demoralize their citizens. It’s this arbitrary application of force that
Flora sees as injustice, because these men—and women—in their armor
neither know nor care why they march. All that matters is that the police
make certain that the freedom to dissent the marchers are chanting for
remains—in any real sense—an illusion.
A disturbance Flora cannot see, a churning in the crowd, erupts
just in front of the people in front of her. They’re hitting people. The
boy who identified himself as Kenny and two other of his comrades
in black jeans, push past her, moving forward, as beside her the girl
medics quicken their pace, their fingers moving to unsnap their firstaid kits.
Then what sounds like gunfire, and Flora’s heart leaps. “Rubber
bullets,” someone says. The crowd in front of her that had been growing
denser as the marchers’ progress was slowed has turned solid. Then
comes the gas, first a canister directly in front of her, then one to
her right and a third to her left. Her skin turns cold with panic, and
she yanks the surgical mask off of her arm, noticing as she does the
phone number written above her wrist, the sight of which—its sudden
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malevolent permanence—fills her with a dread worse than the gas and
the gathering billy clubs.
Now the direction of the crowd reverses, as the mass in front of her
begins to retreat from the violence ahead. First she sees the frightened,
then the injured, a man limping, clutching his thigh, a woman holding
her stomach, many people covering their faces with rags, with them
comes the smell of gas, which Flora had first found merely unpleasant.
Now it is oppressive. She has to fight to keep her eyes open. The running
figures around her dissolve into a blur. Then her breath is nearly knocked
out of her by human collision, someone rushing to get to the rear of
the procession has run into her. Flora sees a man through tears and the
thickening cloud of gas. When he removes his hand from his bloody
face to push her out of the way, she sees that it is Kenny. His face is an
Expressionist mask of pain, and she realizes in horror that his right eye
is either gone or so covered in blood as to be invisible. Before she can
speak to him, he has pushed his way by and is gone, leaving a bloody
handprint on her shoulder. No sooner is Kenny past than Flora feels
impelled forward by some crush of bodies behind her. She can’t guess
what has possessed this movement in the direction of danger any more
than she can resist it. She doesn’t try. She presses forward fast enough to
stay ahead of those coming up from behind, moving as one, toward the
helmeted police and their weapons.
With his forehead pressed to the cool glass of the 27th floor,
Flora’s husband Walter watches the gray of the street disappear
beneath an advancing kaleidoscope of color. From this height he can
make out the presence of banners but not the words, the presence
of the puppets but not the likenesses of whom they are depicting.
He doesn’t know that his wife is among the crowd, although she’d
told him more than once she would be. He doesn’t remember her
mentioning it. Anyway, there are so many of them, these marches,
more and more these days. It wouldn’t surprise him to hear that she
is down there, but he doesn’t immediately think of her as the first
explosions of gas begin flowering upward toward him.
A two-toned chime from the speakers located in the artificial
ceiling above him indicates a voice announcement will be coming
over the intercom. Given the company’s extensive use of blast email,
the voice announcement regime is an anachronism. But Walter likes
the voice. It is young but not immature, cheerful but not chirpy, and is
intended, Walter presumes, to impose an impression of omnipresence
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and omnipotence that mass email simply cannot convey. In the electrical
instant of anticipation between the chime and the announcement,
Walter wonders what the directive will be, at this instant of siege
and uncertainty, surrender? evacuation? “Attention,” the voice softly
demands, “locks are being changed on all entrances to the 12th- and
18th-floor health clubs. Those wishing new keys must return new-key
vouchers, initialed by your supervisor, to human resources by 12:00 p.m.
Friday. This announcement will not be repeated.”
As a temporary employee, Walter is not eligible for a key to the gym
and so stops listening as soon as he hears the topic of the announcement.
Instead, he presses closer to the glass to watch the ragged, black line
of police swell and contract against the impulse of rage, amid the gas
that settles along the ground like morning fog. From a height of twentyseven floors, he can’t tell who holds the advantage but knows it’s only
a matter of time before one of the three individuals—in positions of
parallel yet intersecting authority over his temporary presence—who
have piled him with tasks over the course of the morning will coax him
from the window. In the meantime, he contemplates the struggle below,
already a fact of the landscape.
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DuPage County Fair
after Horace
And if you see her by the Ferris wheel
or arm-in-arm with girlfriends, casually
circling this or that booth or rusted flatbed,
don’t you dare mention that you saw me here.
I came for the funnel cake. Just hanging out.
I told her I don’t care, and that’s the truth.
I’m mainly here to meet some friends, to feel
the July air deep in my lungs. I thought, why not?
Mark my word, we’ll be joking till things close.
Sure, I know what you heard, and you’re surprised
to see me, I get it. But I love this time of year,
and from here you can laugh at everybody.
Keep me posted, ok? And don’t forget
what I said. And if by chance you manage
to catch her, breathless on the Tilt-a-Whirl
or whispering to someone in her group,
leaning in and looking on, and so on.
Well, feel free to walk back here and say so.
Tell me what she’s wearing, or whatever.
Tell me about her hair, if it’s like at school
or better. Let me know if you notice
her sandals and which color. I bet white.
Just a guess. No, I mean it, don’t say a word.
Unless you’re standing there alone with her,
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or bored, or if she asks you if you’ve seen me.
Or even if she seems a bit distracted,
glancing now and then over her shoulder.
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Wildfire in Central Illinois
The blackened Morrow Plots,
experimental corn, never having
known shade. The Undergraduate Library
built underground so as not to cast
a shadow, this burial
of books, this shovel
of young minds looking
everything up—ichthyology,
perspicacious, sex as social
construct, the origin of the skirt.
Who, now, will boil us our dinner,
slather it with butter and salt?
Yesterday, a woman found
Chevreuil in the stacks, mistook him
for a pearl. As later reported, this
is a common thing with French chemists.
He was the first to boil water,
to write, the first time you made love
to a woman named Margaret….
Yesterday, three boys took
off their clothes, ran through
the sacred fields, cutting themselves
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on the silks. They thought, in our blood
is a National Historic Landmark, a blow
to crop science. Today, they are in jail,
a pair of red boxer shorts still tied
like a flag to the stalk. An oyster
to the Parisian….
The pirates are buried with the hooks
and books, their teeth having fallen
to corn. They blame the fire
on a six-year-old boy whose mother
insists it was an accident, his first time
playing with matches. She remembers
the day the Dewey Decimal System
died, her grandmother praying for corn
and a mortar, for a book
of matches to clutch her
in its skinny hand. This literary coffin:
she wonders if it can still
be eaten, studied. She prays for….
Winter is coming and things are burnt,
a polyp for the kernel,
a mouth for us all.
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Seasonal
I.
Each fall, the hum of combines
went like God’s hands.
Fingers whirled over the ripened land
ravenous for completion.
He was willing to shred us to bits
to make us whole and
Only God knows
how all your days fit together
sang that old song.
In the years after the flood,
the groan of feet on metal.
An aluminum lookout over the floodplain,
as if to memory—
to fallow days of dried-out husks
and cicada wings, looking for a larger gesture,
		
someplace new.

II.
Middle Illinois: life of flatness
and summer heat,
the unbroken wave
		
to the sensual horizon.
Cornfield to the east of us,
soy haze to the west.
Hundred-year poppies on a wilted stump.
Train coming, train going,
through the mile-green sky.
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Come to your loam-mother and lay down.
Bury yourself in the milkweed earth.
In spring, resurrect your cornstalk tombs
against the aging sky.
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If You Were Chicago
Secret trip into the fat helium of O’Hare
the chiming death-bell rainbow tunnel of Concourse C
depart here and land here
you would be home now
		
if you were Chicago
					 & you are Chicago
a bright keyed fog with a rose on the watertower
On the flat mountain-lack of Chicago
Miriam danced her girls around & tossed their silver bangles into pyre
who is the buckle on the belt of the bible Midwest
Illinois word that collapses
			
state that falls down
flat into acreage of dark birds and Gods big & little too
This is to Find Out About Something
The you is over in an ocean or icecap, frenetic
Where is the moon and its mama
it is calling to its mama
behind a building there
			
that’s scraped the stars off
It is dirty but not dirty as some
It is noisy but maybe noisier than some (less honking)
It hath greater potential for owls
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*
Wearing the Chicago coat, something freezy & friezed
in the moon of an Arctic bean, wedding cake’d bridge
forlorn its lining
& bones as yet disintegrate
Butcher		

forlorn blown

flapped

Movie of the butcher and knife

Blow-hole to ship’s prow

something happening the Lake

Cite it down
		
God-acre
		
Forty acre
God it down silver moving skyscrape straightedge blade
joust the sky of this deep coat
End now where thoust began: in a pocket
with the snowball gone to a holywater spot
here’s a cause (& effect): the babies
Go glue ribbons on the backs of your eyes for them
over Thanksgiving
Be a peach in this frozen metal cage
Be a Michigan or a cherry with its stone still in
the burst of grace congealed in a pin-drop
and that is how a baby is borned
Do not end with the wind or gray
that is the name Chicago
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I Want Bernadette Mayer to Come to Chicago
I do not want to be the girl hanging on with skinny angled fingers
to her cigarette half-smoked the whole train ride
from Berwyn down to Jackson slouched in her skinny pants
under a halo of blasé bleached-out electrical hair
holding her dear cigarette I do not want
and that’s okey-doke
the trouble part is I do not want you
to be the mad-on cigarette girl too cool girl either
I want us both to be more present than that
I want our yearning to be clean (and only dirty if it’s healthy)
I want to pull that dumb heroine
Lay her out in a heap on shabby carpets
I want hand-stitched bedding and everything tender
I want to get away from it all by rushing toward the center
and open, and hopeless, and slogans for breakfast
I want the organic, the tactile, the natural fever
breaking in waves over my womanly sphere (can you believe it?)
I want to surround myself with actual grown-ups
actual kids who work real hard and don’t complain
I do not want to complain either. I want to want honestly
like Senam’s niece: “I like your jacket.
Let me have it.” Please. I’d like a Viking range,
the roller coaster at Coney Island in the wild sun of summer.
Most of what I want is very bourgeois.
I want to be bourgeois, too, and not ashamed
because not complacent—grateful!
I want to be the thankful girl riding the Red Line
happy with Lake Michigan having seen the Pacific.
Boundless adulation girl disengaged from nothing, urban, a little gentrified
like all simple creatures at play in the first sweet songs of spring.
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The Body Divided
I felt more profoundly impressed than ever with the mystery
of that unknown something which may be named ‘vital spark’
as well as anything else, whose absence or presence makes all
the immeasurable difference between an inert mass of matter
owning obedience to no laws but those covering the physical and
chemical forces of the universe, and on the other hand, a living
brain by whose silent, subtle machinery a world may be ruled.
—Dr. Edward Curtis, Army Surgeon, reporting on
the autopsy of Abraham Lincoln
A single gunshot wound
pierced the occipital bone
close to the median line.
“The brain weight was not above the ordinary for a man of Lincoln’s size,”
I wrote, my pen scratching silence away from paper.
The bullet,
crushed
in the same way
any bullet is crushed
on impact.
Twice, it sounded its shout—
once for the nation
in Ford’s Theatre,
once for us
when it fell from the brain
into the basin below.
The brain lay still
for the first time.
The left half
and the right
torn apart by lead and velocity.
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The matter binding them
as fragile as the union between the states
and the steel track
tightening across the nation’s belly.
During the Presidency, I had heard rumors
that it was David Derickson,
a bucktail soldier,
who shared Lincoln’s bed
when Mary Todd was away
and provided company
on long carriage rides.
Dr. Woodward reminded me
to resist embroidery: A body
is a collection of facts, he said.
But when I placed my hand upon the still arm,
I heard the things he could barely say. In a letter
to Joshua Speed, his hand was filled with passion,
but he could only speak
the language of politics,
discussing the nation—by which he meant
himself.
During the autopsy,
Mary Todd sent a messenger
requesting a lock of hair,
but it was Speed who came to
arrange the memorial service,
mourning the loss of his first
other half.
In response to gossip
in the White House,
Lincoln replied,
Let us judge not,
that we be not judged.
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His was a body
divided. Aching
for two things,
night and day.
I stitched the cuts I had made.
The prayers of both
could not be answered.
That of neither has been answered fully.

Note: In quotation marks: from a letter by Dr. Edward Curtis to his mother.
In italics: from Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address.
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Lincoln in Purgatory
He practices aloud, pacing the halls:
Neither party expected for the war
the magnitude or the duration
which it has already attained.
Some of them only boys, he hears their voices,
soldiers who died of starvation,
infection, gangrene, influenza,
winter. Only boys.
Neither anticipated that the cause of the conflict might cease…
I find him at the basin scrubbing
away invisible blood
until his own
comes to the surface.
…before the conflict itself should cease.
Nights, he wakes fighting
for breath,
scrabbling under the sheets to see
if his limbs are still there. Fighting for breath,
Each looked for an easier triumph…
he hears gunshots
in a slamming door,
a dropping glass.
Expects bayonets
when he opens the wardrobe
to put on his tie. He hears gunshots.
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…and a result less fundamental and astounding.
The play stops
when we enter, then goes on.
He takes my hand—
I guess I know enough to turn you inside out
He takes my hand—
He is as easy to kill as any man.
now, when I think what I’ve thrown away…
I’m apt to call myself some awful hard names
He takes my hand—
Through blood,
he sees ghosts
calling him to the other world.
—holds on for life. Whispers
in my ear—
His heart
did not shirk duty
until the following morning.
Whispers in my ear,
The judgments of the Lord
are true and righteous altogether.

Note: Quotations taken from Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address and from
Our American Cousin, by Tom Taylor, the play Lincoln was attending when he
was assassinated. The shot occurred between the quoted lines from the play.
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1169 Chatfield Road
Because he rose before her, and dressed,
and breakfasted nearly in the dark,
one dim light on above the stove,
then rode the train into the city for work,
she’d set out vitamins the night before
in two small, aquamarine salt bowls.
Some pills glowed in their little dish,
others were dull and chalky. Perhaps
they did a little good, though not for long enough.
Out of their house I carried a spoon,
a few books, a rug, and those two bowls
cupped in one hand. There is no explaining
what we need. The house was sold,
and sold again, and torn down.
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Clark and Belmont
I should be feeling something for the boy who,
because he can’t steal the bike locked
to the chainlink fence, kicks the frame
then backs away to run and stomp
on the front wheel again and again
until it is bent nearly in an L, and then
he saunters off as if his legs were heavy,
his pockets weighted down with sand.
But today is not the day where I have
compassion for this boy full of rage
at an object he can’t take for himself,
not the day where I have insights
into what it means to desire something
and then destroy the object of desire
but not the desire. No. Today I watched a boy
destroy a bike. And then I looked away.
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Shoeless Joe in Hell
We turned our backs on the raging valley, though the baseball
owners’ angry words still rang in my ears. As we climbed up the
embankment, my Guide rebuked me for listening so intently to the
owners’ attack on the players.
“The owners blame the players for ruining baseball, but they’ll
never escape the harm they did to the game. They still think they can
talk their way out of here, but they’re damned forever by their greed.”
When we gained the top of the embankment, I asked my Guide if
we were finally coming to the end of our journey. He bitterly replied,
“We still haven’t reached the final circle.”
“And remember,” he added, “the souls in each circle have already
been judged and condemned for what they did to the game. Not one of
them, no matter what he argues or pleads, deserves a drop of mercy.”
I was stung into silence by my Guide’s warning, but I couldn’t help
wondering about the tormented souls waiting in the final circle. After
listening to so many stories of malice and greed, it was hard to imagine that
we still hadn’t encountered those responsible for baseball’s darkest stain.
I followed my Guide along a winding, downward path leading
toward the final circle. As we walked along, the air became increasingly
darker and colder.
After traveling a short distance, I could see, even in the gloom,
that we were heading toward a towering glacier. As we move closer
and closer, the mountain of ice gradually took on the spiky shape of a
frozen cathedral, long abandoned and forgotten by its worshippers.
Once we reached the cathedral’s entrance, I could make out
strange carvings in its facade of mammoth figures frozen in the act of
hurling boulders.
When I turned to my Guide for an explanation, he sighed and
replied, “This is the entrance to the final circle.”
He looked up at the facade and said, “The figures are Titans,
frozen in the act of destroying those who threatened their rule. They’re
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a reminder that lurking just below baseball’s innocence and grace is a
violent legacy.
“The first ballplayers, the ones we’ve fashioned into larger-thanlife heroes, would do anything to win a game. The worst of them, the
most hateful, became baseball furies, hell-bent on winning no matter
if it meant maiming or destroying another player. As you’ve already
witnessed, the Cobbs and McGraws have earned their own circle in
this inferno for their acts of cruelty, both on and off the field.
“But,” he reminded me, “you’ve already listened to their wails and
curses. It’s time to enter the final circle.”
Once we went through the icy portal, we were consumed by
utter darkness. My Guide held my arm and kept urging me forward
until we came to a dimly lit opening, where we encountered a blast of
bitterly cold air. I could also hear the blare of an amplified voice, but
the sound was so twisted by the howling wind that the words seemed
nothing more than a maddening Babel.
Once through the opening, we stood at the top step of row after
row of wooden seats, encased in ice, leading down into a pit covered
over with frost and a rising mist. As we moved down the steps toward
the bottom of the pit, I could see motionless figures in the seats. They
were terrible to look at, completely frozen in ice except for their heads.
The stinging cold had twisted each face into a horrible grimace, and
their voices, directed at the pit below, produced nothing more than
snarls. Their eyes, however, seemed to glow with cunning and deceit
as if there was still some unfinished business waiting below.
My Guide said nothing until we reached the last few rows
of seats. He stopped and looked around at the souls trapped in ice. In
a voice filled with contempt, he said, “These are the gamblers who’ve
plagued baseball since its earliest days. Some of them I knew personally.
From the beginning, they bribed players and fixed everything from
the outcome of a game to a single time at bat.”
We went down to the first row where a huge figure, his arms
extended, stood glaring out at the surface of the pit. Clinging to each
side of him were smaller figures, their faces so close to the massive
body in between them that together they seemed like a single creature
with three heads.
“Those three have earned their special seating,” my Guide said.
“In the center, with his arms frozen in a greedy embrace, is Arnold
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Rothstein, the gambler who fixed the 1919 World Series, and the lord
of this hellish domain. Rothstein always wanted to be known as the
King of the Gamblers and now he has his wish. When he was alive,
he liked to mingle with society’s best, but this throng better suits his
character and cravings. Rothstein once said there wasn’t a thing he
couldn’t fix, but he’ll never bribe his way out of this circle.
“On each side of Rothstein,” my Guide pointed out, “frozen in the act
of fawning over their master, are Sport Sullivan and Abe Atell, both smalltime hoods. Sullivan was the one who talked Rothstein into bankrolling
the 1919 World Series fix. He wasn’t satisfied with being a bookmaker.
He wanted to be a gambling kingpin, just like Rothstein. So there he
sits on the left side of his lord and master, pouring his latest scheme into
Rothstein’s ear, all the while still lusting for Rothstein’s throne.
“The pug-nosed fellow hanging on to the other side of Rothstein,” he
went on, “is Abe Atell, the former featherweight champion of the world.
He had a reputation for being on the take with gamblers while he was in
the ring, and when he quit he went on Rothstein’s payroll. When he heard
about the World Series fix, he wanted to make his own bundle, so he tried
to double-cross the players and his boss. That’s him planting a kiss on
Rothstein’s cheek as an expression of his undying loyalty.
“So there they are,” he bitterly concluded, “frozen together as if
they were one diabolic creature. The Unholy Three who fixed the World
Series. A gambling king who didn’t need the money, an ambitious
bookie who wanted to be a kingpin, and a greedy ex-pug who tried to
make his own killing.”
I wanted to talk to Rothstein, but my Guide held up his hand
in warning. “Rothstein and his pals would love to tell you their side of
the story,” he said, “but their jaws are frozen. The desire to fix games
still burns in their souls, but all they can do now is stare out at the
game they nearly destroyed and snarl muted curses at the ballplayers
they bribed and ruined.”
When my Guide mentioned the game and its players, I realized
that the frozen pit below us was a hollowed-out playing surface. As
we got closer, I could see the ghostly shapes of players moving about,
getting ready to start a game despite the burning frost and rising
mist. The amplified voice I’d heard earlier seemed to be giving out the
starting line-ups, but the names were so twisted by the howling wind
that it was impossible to make them out. Finally, nine ballplayers
trotted stiffly and slowly out to their positions and began to go
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through a futile attempt at loosening up in the biting cold before the
game’s first pitch.
I could barely make out the outfielders as they took their positions
in the mist, but the infielders were close enough for me to make out
their uniforms. Their pants legs were shredded and the exposed flesh
was lacerated with spike wounds. Their shirts and caps were filthy
and threadbare and offered little protection from the bitter wind and
penetrating cold. The faces and arms of the infielders glowed with
frostbite, and their fingers and hands were so stiff and inflamed they
were barely able to grip the ball. Their throws across the diamond made
a dead, leaden sound when they smacked into the first baseman’s glove.
With a great weariness in his voice, my Guide said, “We’ve come
to the end of our journey. This is baseball’s field of dread and that’s the
home team out there, a dishonor well deserved because they conspired
as teammates to fix the World Series and were banished together for
selling the game.
“There were only eight Black Sox in on the World Series fix,” he
added, “one short of fielding a team, but finding another player isn’t a
problem because there are enough players in this circle who consorted
with gamblers and fixed games to form their own league.
“I’m sure you know the names of the Black Sox,” he said. “That’s
the great Eddie Cicotte on the mound, the starting pitcher in the 1919
World Series. Sore-armed Eddie and his shine ball won 29 games in
1919, but the pitch that damned him forever was the one that hit the
Reds’ lead-off hitter Maurice Rath in the back as a signal to Rothstein
that the World Series fix was on.
“Hang-dog Buck Weaver’s at third base,” he pointed out, “and fiery
Swede Risberg’s the shortstop. They were great ballplayers in their day,
the best left side of an infield that money could buy. Weaver still claims,
even down here, that he didn’t take any money and wasn’t in on the fix,
but he knew all about it and did nothing to stop it. Risberg was in on it
from the very beginning, and so was his roommate, Fred McMullin.
He’s out there next to Risberg at second base. McMullin was nothing
more than a utility man during his playing days, but he earned a regular
spot on this team when he overheard Risberg talking about the fix and
wanted in on it.
“The tough-looking character taking throws at first base is Chick
Gandil, by far the worst of the bunch. Tough as they come and rotten
to the core. After a career of tipping off gamblers, he came up with
the idea of fixing the World Series as his final tribute to baseball. He
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was the ringleader, the one who talked the others into it. First Cicotte
and Riesberg, then the rest fell into line for $10,000 each. Cicotte got
his money in advance because he was pitching the first game, and
Gandil’s roommate Riesberg ended up with more than his share, but
Gandil fleeced the rest of his teammates and kept the lion’s share of
the bribe for himself. He never played ball after the 1919 World Series,
but he was set for life with the money he got for selling out baseball
and double-crossing his teammates.
“It’s hard to make out the outfielders from here, but that’s Lefty
Williams in right field, Happy Felsch in center, and the great Shoeless
Joe Jackson in left. Lefty pitched the last game in the World Series, and
took the final dive after gamblers threatened his wife. He’s no outfielder
by trade, but he’s better off out there where he can keep a distance from
Rothstein and his snarling bunch. Happy was like a big kid when he
played baseball, but he was gullible enough to go along with the fix. They
said that nothing could ever wipe the smile from Happy’s face as long as
he was playing centerfield, but nobody ever laughs or smiles on this field.
“They all have their hard-luck stories. Weaver will tell you he
wasn’t in on it, and Felsch will say he just went along with the boys.
Cicotte will tell you he needed the money, and Williams will claim he
was just scared. McMullin will say it was easy money, and Riesberg
and Gandil will tell you to go screw yourself. And they’ll all to a player
damn Comiskey for being a miser, though they don’t have to because
Comiskey’s hypocrisy and avarice have earned him his own special
circle in hell with the rest of the owners.
“But of all the Black Sox, Joe Jackson’s the one, I assume, you know
best. He’s become quite the cause among writers and fans since his
passing into this region. Poor gullible, illiterate Shoeless Joe, they say,
he just didn’t know what he was getting into. And a baseball natural,
with or without shoes. The best hitter Walter Johnson ever faced. With
his pure talent and country innocence, he’s worthy of baseball’s mercy
and forgiveness and shouldn’t be down here with the rest of the Black
Sox, or so they say.
“But, we’ll let ‘Say It Ain’t So, Joe’ tell his own story. Meanwhile, cold
as it is, we’ve got a ball game to watch.”
When the catcher threw the ball down to second base to start
the game, I asked my Guide for the identity of the ninth Black Sox. “That’s
Billy Maharg catching,” he said. “Billy was a ballplayer and even a prize
fighter before he became a small-time hood. He earned his spot on the
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Black Sox by approaching Rothstein after he found out that Gandil was
spreading the word about fixing the World Series for the right money.
“The story about Billy is that his real name was Graham, and that
Maharg is just Graham spelled backwards. Rumor also has it that he
was really “Peaches” Graham, a big-league catcher for about ten years,
though Billy always denied it, even under oath. But Graham or Maharg,
he’s now a catcher for the Black Sox. He was a pimp for Gandil and,
when the scandal broke, he was a baseball Judas willing to sell what he
knew about the fix to the highest bidder.
As Cicotte got ready to throw his first pitch, I asked why there
were no umpires on the field and no coaches in the boxes. “This field,”
he said, “belongs to the players who sold out the game and lost their
souls in the bargain. No one else ever sets foot on its surface. The Black
Sox deserve to be the home team, but the team coming to bat has its
own all-star line up.”
With no name or number on the back of his tattered baseball shirt,
it was impossible to make out the identity of the leadoff hitter, but my
Guide was as good as a scorecard. “That’s Hal Chase coming up to bat,”
he said. “If Chase had been a catcher, he’d have been perfect for the
Black Sox. He was called Prince Hal because he played first base with
such grace and elegance, but he threw so many games during his career
that down here he’s more the Prince of Darkness, the perfect lead-off
hitter for a team of players banned or shunned by baseball.”
I watched Chase step into the batter’s box and motion at Cicotte to
throw the ball. Cicotte stared in at the signal from Maharg, went into
his wind up, and drilled Chase in the back with his first pitch. Chase just
stood at home plate with a bitter smile on his face, then, never taking his
eyes off Cicotte, jogged down to first base.
“That’s the way the game always starts,” my Guide said. “For
Cicotte, old habits are hard to break. The next batter is Chase’s buddy,
Heine Zimmerman. ‘The Great Zim’ was a lousy third baseman, but a
terrific hitter, good enough to lead the National League in batting and
home runs. But once he and Chase became teammates with the Giants,
the two of them hung out with gamblers and did their damnedest to fix
games. When Zimmerman was caught trying to bribe his own starting
pitcher in the last game of the 1919 season, even McGraw had enough
and threw him off the team. He and Chase are perfect teammates, both
banned from baseball for consorting with gamblers and selling games.”
I watched Zimmerman step back from Cicotte’s first pitch. He
nodded at Chase leading off first base, and, on the next pitch, bunted
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the ball down the first baseline. When Cicotte came off the mound,
Zimmerman veered from the base path and deliberately bowled Cicotte
over as he tried to field the ball. Out of the corner of my eye, I could also
see Chase trying to spike Riesberg as he slid into second base.
As the infield erupted into a cacophony of curses and a riot of
tangled bodies and thrown punches, my Guide smiled bitterly.
“Welcome to dead ball played with a vengeance,” he said. “These are
great players, skilled in the art of the game, but they’re so riddled with
pain and misery that they’re hell-bent on blaming and maiming each
other.”
Once the game resumed, I watched inning after inning of ruthless,
desperate baseball. When the Black Sox came to bat, they faced Carl
Mays, who threw the submarine pitch that killed poor Ray Chapman.
Dodging bean balls, they bunted and chopped their way on base. Facing
razor-sharp spikes and body blocks, they used the hit-and-run, stole
bases, and scored run after run in between raging arguments and fistfights. When they returned to the field, the Black Sox faced the same
ferocious play, as every player abandoned by baseball, from the infamous
Louisville Four to players who knew about and made money from
the 1919 World Series fix, fought to get on base and cross home plate,
though no one bothered to keep score. There were even a few shadowy
figures, distant from the rest of the players, who looked on at the game,
but were reluctant to expose themselves as fit company for baseball’s
base betrayers.
When the game finally dissolved into a chaotic swirl of violence
and the players disappeared into the thickening icy mist, a figure
emerged, jogged over to where we were standing, and saluted my
Guide with his glove hand. “I promised you Joe Jackson,” my Guide
said, “and here he is. Joe, say hello to my latest fan. He needs to talk to
you before we move on.”
The Joe Jackson that stood before us was still tall, but his shoulders
were stooped and his once powerful body seemed emaciated. His
complexion, once swarthy from his ball playing youth under burning
South Carolina skies, was now so pale that the scar on Jackson’s
forehead had become a fiery red. His eyes, once hawk-like in their
pursuit of a baseball, now seemed haunted by guilt and pain.
“I ain’t much for words,” Jackson said, “but I guess I kin speak
well enough for me and the boys. So, whatcha think of the game? We
put on a helluva show out there, don’t we? ”
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Before I could say anything Jackson turned to my Guide. “I suppose
he’s gonna ask the usual questions. Do ya belong down here, Joe? Ain’t
it true, ya jist didn’t know what ya was gettin’ into? Wasn’t it Gandil
kinda talked yall all into it?
“And Joe, even if you’re stuck down here, ain’t it great yall still
playin’ ball? What’s that expression I keep hearin’? Oh yea, playin’ ball
down here’s like makin’ a heaven outta hell. Ain’t that right, Ring.
“Well look around, kid. This ain’t no field of dreams. Playin’ ball
was heaven on earth, but down here, they’ve made a hell outta heaven.
The joy and the fun’s gone. All we got left is the regret for what we done
and the misery and pain of playin’ on this goddam field.
“And it ain’t just the physical pain, though there’s plenty of that for
a Southern boy in this ice and cold. I’m talkin’ about the soul. That’s the
worst of it. We played so hard to get to the big leagues, and when we made
it, it was like a dream, the good times, the fans, the games. We was treated
like heroes for playin’ the game we loved and we throwed it all away.
Judas ain’t got nothin’ on us. The only difference is, Judas got his thirty
pieces of silver, but some of us never even got what we was promised.
“You think I give a shit ’bout gettin’ into the Hall of Fame? You
think somethin’ like the White Sox winnin’ another World Series, was
gonna redeem me and the boys? Ain’t nothin’ gonna change what we
did, and all the writers who think different, maybe somebody ought to
tell them there’s a place down here for hypocrites and flatterers.
“I gotta go, but you’re in good company. Old Ring there, he don’t
deserve to be down here watchin’ us, but we done it to him. We ruined
baseball for him, and he can’t escape the bitterness in his heart. Ain’t that
right, Ring?”
My Guide said nothing as Joe Jackson tipped his hat, and slowly
jogged his way back into the mist, but I could tell from the pain in
Lardner’s eyes that Jackson was right. My Guide had the freedom to
move from circle to circle, but his love for baseball and his unforgiving
bitterness at its betrayal had also doomed him. I understood now why
he said that all of them had earned their fate and none of them deserved
forgiveness, not even Ring Lardner.
As we walked along the road leading away from the icy prison, I
noticed that we had begun to move uphill and that the air seemed to
be getting brighter and warmer. When the ice began to melt and stars
appeared in the sky, my Guide stopped and motioned toward a clearing.
“This is as far as I go. If you just stay on the road and head for the clearing,
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you’ll come to another river and a Guide who will lead you out of here.
You’ll recognize him, but just don’t ask him about Pete Rose.”
I told my Guide I thought it was a shame that he couldn’t go back
with me. He had written so many wonderful things about baseball
that, despite his own bitterness, the laughter of his readers should have
redeemed him.
“I tried to hide my bitterness with humor,” my Guide said, “but
you can’t deny what’s in the heart’s core. It’s some comfort to know
that people enjoy the ‘You Know Me, Al’ stuff, but I really belong down
here with Joe and the rest of this wretched bunch. After all, it was my
generation that betrayed the game and destroyed the dream for millions,
and I was witness to it all. I guess that’s why I’m the perfect guide for
anyone who dreams his way into this underworld maze.
“You’ve seen it all,” he added, “from the forgotten women and blacks
in Limbo who never had the chance to follow their baseball dreams, to
the players who betrayed the dream by selling out the game to gamblers.
“Now it’s your turn,” he said, “to decide whether or not it’s a game
that still deserves your faith. And I can promise you this. Your pen will
feel a hell of a lot heavier when you get back. For me, it all just became
too much of a burden and I stopped writing. For you, well, there’s still
some things for you to see on your way back that may help, but I can’t do
anything more for you.”
As my Guide turned and headed back down the road, I wondered if
deep in his soul, he still retained some measure of the humor that stood
him in good grace until he gave in to his growing bitterness. As if in
answer, I heard him break into song as he disappeared into the mist:
I’m forever blowing ball games,
Pretty ball games in the air.
I come from Chi
I hardly try
Just go to bat and fade and die…
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The Chicago Brother
—December 30, 1899. Chicago, Illinois—

Sitting on the cold stoop as snow flurried around him, Jozef

felt as useless as a third boot. Upstairs, his wife was huddled deep in
Ludwika’s bed, in the front room with the window. When any of them
were sick, that’s where they lay to get better or to die: little Janka with
the fever was the last one, and she had passed on after a long, terrible
week; mass was being said at St. Casimir’s in two Sundays. Now his
wife, Krystyna—not sick, but with a baby that had been coming for
too many hours, so it was her turn in Ludwika’s bed, her turn to lie in
the front room.
He had resisted, wanting her to stay in the second room; yes, it
was on the airshaft, dark and dank, crowded with the beds for the little
girls, but wasn’t it better for Krystyna to be in a place she knew—the
faded wallpaper with the roses, the cracks in the ceiling zigzagging
like summer lightning?—“she’ll be fine back here,” he had said, but the
women ignored him, lifting Krystyna, pulling her, prodding her into
the front, into the bed where people died. How Ludwika could sleep
with those ghosts, but she did.
“Go,” they told him. “We’ll take care of her.”
“But…”
“Go,” and he was nudged out the front door, and one of them even
stood there, arms folded like a sentry, watching him clump down the
four flights of stairs to be sure he was gone.
He walked to the saloon on the corner, had a beer and a pickle,
played cards, complained about the ward boss, didn’t mention the
baby. No one sent for him. At midnight, he walked the two blocks back,
thinking of nothing except the sound of his footsteps, the flickers of
light in the streetlamps and how different their dance was from the way
flames twisted off handmade candles on the table in Poland. That smell
of sputtering wax, a single drip sliding inexorably downward unless
he blocked it with his thumb to send it another direction. Thoughts he
wouldn’t usually allow in his mind.
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Upstairs, the women were swirling around, pouring water from
a pitcher, soaking rags, fanning Krystyna’s damp face, stroking back
her heavy hair, rubbing her wrists. There was a dark, indescribable
smell seeping throughout the rooms, and he sensed something
lingering, waiting to settle in: he couldn’t describe what exactly he
was smelling, or he didn’t want to, but it was as if the air had turned
itself inside out.
He couldn’t sleep: the children were restless and whimpering, the
men snoring, the air impossible to breathe. There was a hush, but no
silence, only anxiety and that odor. Not stench, but worse. The blanket
on, the blanket off. On his side, on his back. Two punches to the pillow,
three more.
Her cries, begging for her mother.
He tiptoed to the front room, and saw a swirl of new snow through
the window and felt an odd moment of panic: so many flakes…too
many, too much, more flakes than could be contained in this one
night.
Crazy thoughts. He shook his head. Just snow, same as the snow
in Poland.
Ludwika stood over Krystyna in the yellow lamplight; the others
were tucked into the dark, edged in with the shadows. “It will be fine,”
Ludwika murmured in Polish. “God will take care. You’ll see. Trust
God.”
“Trust God,” one of the others echoed.
“Of course,” Jozef said. “Trust God.” He didn’t; he couldn’t—he
understood God had stopped listening to him long ago.
“Go,” Ludwika said. “You won’t help here. Nothing to do but wait.”
He stood in the doorway for a moment. The doctor, he thought,
but it was useless. There was no doctor who would come here. The
money. What he had had to go for rent with Ludwika already behind.
Ludwika’s eyes did not waver from his, as if she drew his gaze directly
to her and held onto it for a reason.
“I have faith enough for both of us,” Ludwika said. Janka had been
her daughter, named for her mother back in Poland. In the end, Janka’s
skin had crackled like paper. In the end, two flies had sailed freely
along the ceiling, buzzing, not landing, and then another, another.
Ludwika’s sobs, choked too-tight, an animal’s cry. That smell. That
was how he knew it.
“Trust God,” someone murmured, and Jozef turned and left before
he would have to hear the words again.
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There was nowhere to go, but because he had to go, he grabbed his
coat again and trudged down the stairs to sit on the stoop, brushing
aside a light layer of snow with one hand, pulling his cap down hard
over his head.
Krystyna was seventeen and more delicate than she should be,
and of course he shouldn’t have married someone so delicate, but her
shy, crooked smile had softened his heart, her small hands that drew
pictures in the air as she spoke, how she bit her bottom lip when she
was embarrassed, how her cheeks turned pink whenever he looked
too long at her. Someone had to take care of her. The way every spring
when he saw the first ducklings on the lake, paddling fuzzy and clumsy,
unable to keep a straight line through the water, he would chase off
the hungry herons and hawks. That didn’t keep him from shooting
those same ducks come summer, bringing them home for dinner. In
the end, a man had to be practical.
Coming to Chicago had been practical. Coming to work hard
and earn money, coming to avoid being conscripted into the army…
practical, and practical. A man would go far, assessing a situation and
understanding the need to choose the practical course.
Jozef yanked his cap down harder, so the brim almost covered his
eyes. Marrying Krystyna, who was the first girl he met in America,
had not been practical. What had been his father’s last words to him,
almost two years ago before he left for America: “Don’t let yourself
think you’re in love.”
Jozef had met his father’s steady gaze, had shaken his head no. “I
won’t.” Why would he? The girls in the village were dazzling, but Jozef
knew the deadening endlessness that followed: the worrisome cycle of
either too much or not enough weather ravaging the fields; taxes always
due; stubborn, unyielding land; hunger’s bite; the hollow words of the
priest; exhausted silence; the children left to trudge the same path, and
then their children, too. No chance of escape. For proof, he could look
at his father and his third wife; Jozef’s own mother had died when he
was a baby, and the wife his father had married next had died after
about ten years. Now, this new wife, once filled with generous smiles
and a quick, pretty laugh, was two years into the marriage—with the
fussy baby and another coming along—and she might as well be any
wizened old lady grubbing with the chickens, the smiles shriveled.
“You say this,” his father had said. “But—”
“No buts,” Jozef said.
His father said, “I think I know some things.”
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“Of course, Father,” Jozef said. “But not this. I’ll listen to your
advice.” He shoved his hands in his pockets, nodded his head for
emphasis. I’m not you, he thought, though he couldn’t imagine his
father in love, whatever that meant. His father, too, was a practical
man, and to find a wife to handle the house and children and chores
was scarcely a matter of “love,” not with seven little ones running
about. So that was one thing Jozef, the oldest, had done: gotten himself
out from underfoot and come to America. Where had his father found
money for the passage? He didn’t ask. Would he see any of them again?
Something else he didn’t ask. When he boarded the ship, he hung over
the rail and looked back, wanting to wave, but his father had already
melted through the crowd. He waved anyway, as if his father were still
standing there to see him. And so he came to America.
And, foolishly, had not fallen in love, but had come as close as one
could while not.
He huffed his breath into his gloveless hands to keep them warm.
Krystyna. He stood on the step and stamped his feet several times,
then sat down again. The church would be open most likely, but he’d
choose freezing to death first.
Back when he had arrived that summer afternoon in Chicago,
the churn of people at the train platform was like the sea, heaving
and terrifying, overwhelming and endless. Trunks swinging, men
pushing, women and children linked arm in arm, strung five and
six across, fighting their way in directions opposite everyone else,
elegant men and women coming off the fancy Pullmans. Horses and
wagons plowing through the crowds, the roads rutted and confusing,
languages spinning like loose marbles and only occasionally a word that
sounded familiar, a word that was home. The sun, a mallet pounding
the breezeless air. Jozef had stood in the midst of that mess, still as a
rock in a stream, letting it flow around him as he breathed in lungfuls
of the awful, black packinghouse stench of blood and guts—breathed
it all in: pushing and shoving and jostling, the shifting swells of panic,
a shout of, “Brother!” and even with the clench of terror knotting his
stomach and throat—even with that, he relished the sensation of being
first somehow, even amidst all these others, of arriving on untamed
ground. He, Jozef Nowak, was somewhere no one else had been; he
was first. Yes, his father’s plan was to send over others when Jozef
sent the money—brothers, sisters, uncles, cousins. But being first was
perhaps the grandest thing he could expect to happen in his life: his
two feet on soil where no member of his family had been.
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Where he had come from there was a feeling of oldness, of tiredness
in the same meal of potatoes and bread night after night. Or his father’s
shirt that would eventually be made over for him, and then made over
for the baby, and then be made over into rags, so that the same scrap
of cloth existed for years—becoming the landscape, same as any tall
tree or immoveable hill, something that had always been there. “You
think too much,” his father would say. You don’t think enough, but Jozef
would not dare speak the words. Many words there—most?—remained
unspoken, so that what was said was like that piece of fabric: cycled
round and round, endlessly reused until bleached of all meaning, until
limp. Nothing stayed new. The new brothers and sisters grew to look like
the brothers and sisters he already had. The pretty girls in the village
became their hunched, sour mothers. The sun, the night, the hot, the
cold, and all of it around again. Eventually everything—people, words,
thoughts—everything got ground down, into the dust under your boots.
That was the future: becoming the dust under someone else’s boots.
But here, America, Chicago, was fresh, was new. The land hadn’t
been used up; the land had barely been touched. There was so much of it,
endless. Like the sky. And here he stood exactly in the middle of it all.
Then she knocked into him, shoved by someone else who kept
moving, a burly man with hamfists swinging at his side, back as wide as
a stable. Jozef righted her, trying not to notice the sensation of his hand
on her sleeve, the warmth of her body radiating into his. He folded his
arms across his chest, tried to focus his eyes only on the scrap of torn
paper pinned to her shoulder: Chicago. One word he recognized.
“Sorry,” she mumbled in Polish. “Excuse me, please.” Her voice
was shy but when she looked at him, there was something lively in her
blue eyes, as if she knew what it was to be always thinking thoughts
that the others told her to forget. She smiled. “I’m afraid I’ve lost my
brother,” she said. “He told me to wait, but how can anyone stand
still in this crowd?” Then she slid her eyes away from his face, as if
surprised she had said so much to a stranger, and the smile was gone.
He wanted it back. No one had smiled at him…since when? It had
been a long time since someone had looked at him with such kindness.
So Jozef spoke quickly, “We can find him. What does he look like? Like
you?” This was the excuse to study her face for a moment: those far-apart
blue eyes; firm, high cheekbones, like stone; a sweep of wheat-colored
hair peeking from her dark scarf; her skin unlined, unfurrowed, looking
soft and cool, despite the hot day. It would be a relief to rest a hand on her
cheek. She wasn’t pretty, but because she was the first person who had
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spoken specifically to him in Chicago, he wanted to remember her, so
he stared harder, memorizing her features. Sun freckles across her nose.
Flat, brown eyebrows. A tinge of pink across both cheeks, deepening
now into a steady flush, and she ducked her head.
“I scarcely know,” she said. “He’s been away for three years, so
none of us have seen him. Indeed, I barely recognized him when he
first approached, because he was so much taller than I’d seen him last,
and dressed like a city man with such a fine hat. He’s gotten on well
here, but no one should be surprised because he was always a good
worker, and sweet, too. I’d been waiting and waiting for him; I arrived
in the morning, and he was late, or I think maybe he didn’t know me
either. When he left I was a girl, only twelve or thirteen. Following him
around the fields too much, ‘his little shadow,’ he called me.”
Her sudden chatter confused him, as if she wasn’t the shy girl he’d
painted in his mind, but someone else entirely, someone to be wary of.
And she said so much; hearing so many words was like a thirsty man
drowning in too much water. But then she bit her bottom lip hard and
shook her head as she spoke, “It’s such a world isn’t it, where the ones
you love go halfway around it?” and he understood that all this talk
was there to cover her fear, just as he slipped into silence to cover his.
He glanced about, then asked, “Where’s your trunk?”
“He took it,” she said. “Strong as ever, it was nothing for him to
sling it on his back.”
“Then he won’t be far from here,” he said. “Weighted by a trunk.”
She looked around, lifted her arms in the air in a fast shrug, and
there was that smile again. “It seems I’ve been waiting quite a long
time since then,” she said. “He went to find a wagon and said he’d
come back for me. Three years we’ve waited, so I would say this more
waiting is nothing. But you. You must be meeting someone. On your
way somewhere.”
Jozef shook his head. “I’m the oldest. I’m first in my family to come
to America.” To speak the words sounded impossibly grand; how dare
he feel so important? His face turned hot. She made him say the things
that should stay locked inside.
But she reached out and set one hand on his arm, squeezed gently.
“My brother, too. That is a lonely place, being first.”
Again, he felt the heat of her touch through his sleeve, burning
into his skin, into his bones. But he shifted so that her hand slipped
aside. “There are others from my village,” he said. He had memorized
the addresses he’d been given by his father, who had gotten them from
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the priest. At night, trapped in the tight darkness of the rocking ship,
while others snored or puked or prayed, he had recited the strange
words over and over, imagining himself understanding the odd
English someday, imagining what these streets might look like, what
the words might mean and how one day they would jump off the piece
of paper and into this new life that was his.
“He has others, too,” she said. “From the village. And then two
cousins. Now me. But to be the only one, first…I know nothing is like
family. Like blood. But I’ll never understand the things he’s known
here, what one has to…swallow, how to get by. It’s a distant place he
came to, not America, not Chicago, but a place farther than that. You
can’t return from here. You can’t, not when you’re first….you’ll….” She
trailed off. “I’m sorry. I should find him.” But she didn’t move.
To hear her talk, this journey was all so spectacular. But she
had been on the stinking boat as he had, packed in like chickens in
a coop—no, worse; chickens treated so badly wouldn’t lay—the dry
bread, the never-enough water, the air breathed out a thousand times
already. Now this: swarms of people here after the same jobs; what city
contained enough jobs for this multitude? All after the same rooms
to rent, the same bit of space to stand on the sidewalk. Coming here,
being first, was being practical. Someone had to, and as the oldest, it
had to be him. If anything terrible happened to his father, there would
be the children left behind, beggars or worse. He immediately shook
the image clear, the little ones starving. He was here, and now no one
would starve. It was what a man did—what her brother did, no doubt.
What was expected.
But she was just a woman, a girl really, her head stuffed with
nonsense. What would she know of “practical”? If she walked away, he
would feel more alone than ever, so he said, “And now you’ve come, too,
joining your brother.” He had wanted to sound friendly, but she simply
shrugged, as if she barely heard him, and he had a frantic tumbling
inside as if she might turn to leave and be swallowed up by Chicago.
“We thought it would be my brother Andrzej coming here, but
he’s not right in the head now,” she said. “He sits all day in the corner
of the barn, winding straw around his thumbs. So it was me. I can
work just as hard here, I would guess.”
He shielded his eyes from the sun with one hand. “Your other
brother. The Chicago brother. What’s his name? I can call for him.”
“Jozef,” she said.
“Why, that’s my name, too!” he said, startled. Though why would
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this be so remarkable; the name was common enough. Whatever she
said seemed unsettling, yet he wasn’t willing to see her go. He had to
help her find her brother at least. So he shouted, “Jozef.” The crowd
was large, gobbling up the sound, and he felt uneasy at the way it was
his own name that seemed to disappear. He called louder, and though
several men turned to glance at them, no one responded beyond a
prolonged, curious stare. He jumped on top of his own trunk, raising
himself above everyone’s shoulders, and bellowed, “JOZEF!”
He scanned the crowd, though he didn’t know what to watch
for. A man who looked like him? Everyone scurried, intent on their
own business, seeking out their own Chicago relatives, or trying to
shove their way through the station yard to the streets, hurrying to
memorized addresses, to streetcars and wagons, to somewhere else,
to anywhere, to the long awaited, long feared beginning of their new
lives. He belonged in that surging crowd, yet here he was, bellowing
like a bull, uselessly calling out for a stranger. He glanced down at
the girl. She had been pushed into him at random, and now he was
responsible for her. Her forehead furrowed, collecting a glistening line
of sweat. She fanned her face with one hand.
He didn’t want to admit his terrible thought, but the question
bubbled up anyway: “Is it possible—?” He snapped it off, and shouted
again, “Jozef!”
“Is what possible?” She stopped her fanning, clutched both hands
around her face and shook her head. She was too clever, figuring out
what Jozef hadn’t wanted to say. “No,” she said. “No….”
“We can find him.”
Her arms wrapped around her body and she rocked from side to
side. “I can’t even recognize that a man is not my brother,” she said.
“My blood. I was tricked by a stranger. A common thief.”
“No,” Jozef said, almost unable to believe such a thing himself.
Again, he shook his head, banishing the image of his brothers—or
his father—not recognizing him, not knowing who he was because
he had escaped to this distant place. He jumped down off his foolish
trunk, angry that he had dragged all these things here. What good
were these patchwork clothes and coats and boots, these farm tools,
the cross off the wall, his mother’s Bible; how could these things
possibly be of use to anyone here in this raw, new place? Even families
disappeared here.
He remembered standing at the rail of the boat before it sailed,
waving, waving, waving—at nothing.
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“This country,” she said. “What can become of us here?”
There was only one answer to a question like that—a question that
shouldn’t be asked. Jozef gave it: “Good,” he said. “Only good things.”
“Do you believe that?” Her whisper was a light tickle in his head,
brushing against something he had thought was hidden. Her stolen
trunk. The missing brother. But here they were, in America. One answer
only. She set her hand on his arm. Again, that sensation of warmth
burning through his sleeve.
“Yes,” he said. “I believe that.”
“God will take care of us,” she said.
“God is with us,” he said. He was afraid she might repeat her earlier
question: Do you believe that? Dare he lie? It was one thing to let actions
lie—going to mass every Sunday, confession, holy communion—but
to speak it. No. The sweat collected in his armpits. “We’ll find your
brother. Maybe his days are confused.”
She tightened her grasp on his arm. “All my clothes,” she said.
“The fur-lined cape I made from rabbit skins. My mother’s fine tea
kettle. My—” She broke off and shook her head. “Lost,” she said.
He spun out of her grasp and called wildly, “Jozef! Jozef!”
She pulled him back, clung to him. “No, no,” she said. “What can
we do now? His days are confused, or his job keeps hold of him, or…or
something. God is here, even in Chicago; God will take care of us. You
said. What can we do?” She smiled slowly; he imagined it would be hard
for her to smile, but then suddenly she laughed. “Here I am in America,
robbed already, and left with nothing!” Another laugh, and she flung
her hands upwards, surrendering, and twirled so fast her skirt flared out
like a bell, and Jozef had to laugh, too. Only here, in this place halfway
around the world, might one think it funny to be robbed so cruelly.
And, of course it wasn’t funny—not at all—but here they were, tossed
together through no rhyme or reason, and so here they were laughing as
if this were the happiest, funniest thing.
Together they made their way to one of the addresses he had
memorized. One of the women in a flat there, Ludwika, said she’d
help Krystyna get a four-dollars-a-week job sewing shirts, and she
could lodge with them, and maybe ask around and find some skirts to
borrow until she got paid. The men sent Jozef to the stockyards, with
a name to ask for and a dollar in an envelope, and he quickly got a
job cleaning the refrigerator cars at the packinghouse depot. Ludwika,
who knew everything in the neighborhood, even guided Jozef to a
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place to live with another family a couple of blocks away whose lodger
had left that morning. “Stay clear of the Irish,” she warned, “you’ll be
better off sticking to your own people.”
And that was the beginning of the new life.
But the Chicago brother never showed up, and as Jozef made his
way around the city, he found himself staring into faces, grabbing aside
likely strangers to ask if they knew this other Jozef or maybe had heard
of him. These strangers would pause, ponder briefly, then shake their
heads no, never asking questions—though Jozef felt their eyes stab
knives into his back as he hurried away, slipping into the crowd.
A few days later, he went to the address on the letter she had
tucked into her dress, not far from the addresses he had memorized
for himself, where buildings were tight against the streets, and the raw
death stench of the packinghouse twined through any open space.
They knew the brother at this address, but they hadn’t seen him for
many days, for weeks—they had rented his spot, divvied up the shirts
left behind, passed along the suspenders to the boy who was bigger
than his years to help him look old enough for a better-paying, man’s
job down at the packinghouse.
“We couldn’t say what happened,” they said. “People here just
disappear.”
“No one disappears,” Jozef had said, but they shook their heads,
let their eyes stare at a point in the distance.
“You’ll see,” they said. “People disappear. They shouldn’t, but they
do. Maybe he’s out west—maybe he hopped a train heading west.”
The cousins were no help. “We thought he went west,” they said.
“We haven’t seen him, and he stopped going to the factory. After they
found another man for his job that day, we thought he went west. He
talked about it.”
But Krystyna wouldn’t believe what Jozef reported to her. “What
would he want out west?” she said. “He knew I was coming to Chicago.
Knew I’d have to be looked after.” She shook her head, slowly at first,
then faster. “No, no, no. He’s here somewhere. In Chicago. I’m his sister,
and I feel it.”
So Jozef kept grabbing the arms of strangers speaking Polish,
scanning faces, hoping. He asked men at the stockyards; he asked men
and strangers to ask other men and more strangers. What had happened
to this Chicago brother; where was he? A man—a literal flesh and blood
man—couldn’t melt into absolutely nothing, leaving behind only shirts
and suspenders.
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There were times when he found someone who knew Jozef
Walczak, and the response was the same: “I haven’t seen him for—how
long? What happened to him? Where’s he at? Tell him he owes me
fifty cents. Tell him my wife had her baby. Tell him now they’re hiring
down at the railyard; I can put in a word. Tell him we’re playing cards
on the corner every Saturday night and his money’s still good with me.
Tell him my sister couldn’t wait so she’s getting herself married to Jan
Praski—and a shame that, because we know he isn’t half the man. Tell
Jozef Walczak that the girls are still asking about him at the dances.
Tell him I’m praying for his soul. Tell him Father Grzegorczyk wants
to know why he’s not coming regular to confession.”
Tell him, tell him. The burden of these undelivered messages made
Jozef toss and turn through many nights. It was like living a life in
reverse, piecing together the character of a man through his absence
instead of his presence: it was unnatural, confusing. Yet he couldn’t
stop himself from thinking about this other Jozef, the disappeared
Chicago brother.
As the days passed, then the weeks, Krystyna became more
distraught—covering her face with both hands as Jozef spoke, her
voice collapsing into choked whispers—until Jozef couldn’t bear to tell
her the latest message or scrap of news. Though it couldn’t make sense,
he began to doubt this brother had ever existed. Was he real, Jozef
wondered, or was he the ghost story repeated at night to the little ones
to keep them fearful and close to home, a warning that wandering the
graveyard will bring calamity?
And still he searched. There would be an answer; there would have
to be, and he would have to find it. America was that kind of practical
place where problems had solutions and questions had answers. It
was dark, so someone invented electric lights for the rich people. The
buildings were too tall, so they put in elevators.
His visits to Krystyna continued. After the moment of hearing
whatever bit of new information Jozef had about her brother, she would
take a deep breath, and then turn calm. She laughed again. She told stories
of her brother, of herself. She shared gossip about the women at the shirt
factory. He had his own stories, and sometimes he told one or two. Her
eyes brightened when she came to the door and saw him standing there.
Her cheeks flushed pink, shone like the good side of an apple.
“Shoo, shoo,” she always said to the family’s little girls who followed
her about. She had told Jozef how they liked trying on her clothes
when she was away; they used her comb and stared at themselves
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in her mirror; she had caught them, but they wouldn’t stop. “Such a
hurry to grow up,” she had said of them, “like little Americans.” They
chattered in a mix of Polish and English, and they were always at the
door with her when Jozef called, giggling and leaning up against each
other, hiding behind Krystyna, tugging each other’s sleeves.
After several months, one day when he arrived, wet from walking
through a sudden rain with his cuffs rolled up, she said, “Shoo,
shoo!” but the little girls only laughed, and the smallest one called,
“Chłopak Krystyna, Krystyna’s boyfriend!” and Krystyna flung out
an arm, catching the older one with a hard smack on the shoulder:
“Away! You know better. Let me talk to my chłopak by myself,” and
they clattered down the stairs to the stoop. After the sound of their
footsteps faded away, Krystyna said, “They think you’re my beau.”
She blushed more deeply.
“Well,” Jozef said, suddenly confused. He had never used such a
word with her. He was helping her look for her brother. Wasn’t that
all? This country was a hard place, and he hoped a man would help
one of his sisters if he could. He remembered his father’s words. Being
practical. He didn’t want to say more, so he bent and unrolled his pants
cuffs. They were wet nevertheless.
“Do you have good news about my brother today?” she asked.
Her smile that sometimes was shy, and sometimes bold. He knew she
was pretty; he had been wrong earlier to think she wasn’t; she was as
pretty as any of the girls he remembered from the village. When he
didn’t answer, she said, “Oh. I hope you don’t mind that I called you
my chłopak. They just have their silly, little girl ideas.”
He stepped back, to allow her to pass into the hallway where they
might have a better chance of speaking privately, since Ludwika and one
of the older girls were sitting at the table, assembling paper flowers. They
seemed fully focused on the task, their hands twisting quickly, but this
job was like any of them: the hands were busy, but the mind stayed free,
each working independently of the other. Nothing that happened in the
flat would escape Ludwika’s attention. The hall was the better bet, or the
stoop; he could give the little girls a penny to go away.
But Krystyna pressed her lips together and shook her head. She
pointed to a closed door on the other side of the hall. “That nasty old
gossip listens to everything; she’s like a newspaper, with all her stories.
We’re better inside. Just whisper. Ludwika doesn’t tell anything, even
if she does hear. The girl Danuta, too.” As Jozef opened his mouth,
she added, “Let them have the stoop. They’ll only follow us and be
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pests, and it’s wet and damp out there besides. Stupid rain. Come in,”
and so he did. She led him to the far corner of the room, next to the
cookstove, and they stood awkwardly side by side. “We didn’t see you
at mass this morning,” she said. “I was looking.”
“I went early,” he said. Maybe he was her beau. Chłopak Krystyna.
Did she want him to be? It was hard now to tell if he was or wasn’t; the
little girls seemed to know what a beau was better than either he or
she did. He stuck his hands in his pants pockets because they felt as
though they were dangling.
Ludwika’s eyes steadily watched her hands; the paper rustled as
she worked, almost like wind bending tall grass. She wasn’t going to
let on that she was listening. There was so much space in this country,
but it was all somewhere else.
“Tea?” Krystyna asked.
“Not now,” he said, though he knew it was rude to refuse.
“What?” she said. “What?” She brought her hands up to her face,
covered her mouth and cheeks so only her eyes peeked out at him. Her
words were muffled: “You do mind that I called you my beau. It was
nothing, just a game with the little girls.”
Her eyes glistened with tears, and he thought of how the sun
passed through the stained glass at St. Casimir’s. He liked to watch that
glow intensify as mass went on, as the priest’s voice faded to a murmur,
a forgettable noise like the rustling paper of Ludwika’s flowers. Not a
lie, but not the truth either, what he said next: “I don’t mind.”
She relaxed her hands, brought them to her chest and crossed
them over her breasts. “Then what?”
There was only one way, one practical way. He had been thinking
about it as he had hurried through the rain. No, he had thought then,
no, he couldn’t. But now. That word. It meant something that she used
it. So now he spoke slowly: “I have some bad news. Your brother.” His
arms felt tight and constricted in his pockets, and he couldn’t figure
out why he couldn’t simply stand; it was as if he had forgotten how.
How did a tree stay always so still? He stared at the rough wooden
floor, at the tiny droplets of water that had fallen off the bottom of
his pants. From the back room, across the airshaft, someone shouted
something in a language he didn’t understand.
“Bad news? Really?” Krystyna seemed startled, as if up until now
this had all been a fun joke, a lark. It was as if she were thinking, There
was no brother, so how could there now be bad news about a nonexistent brother? “Impossible,” she said.
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“Your brother…,” and Jozef took a deep breath, held it in for a
moment. Had he ever told such a lie? It wasn’t too late; he could turn
back. Both he and Krystyna turned to look at Ludwika. She wasn’t
listening, or that’s what they all had to pretend. Her head was bent,
concentrating on her work. The girl, too. If the flowers weren’t perfect,
they wouldn’t get paid; it was a job for the little girls, and Ludwika
shouldn’t be feeling sorry for them, filling in, letting them slip off.
Here, everyone had to work.
Jozef let out his breath in a gust, and started again: “I have some
bad news. Your brother—” and the plan he had been debating in his
head while he walked through the rain was to say, “Is out west.” But
she had called him her “beau.” He wasn’t. But if he wasn’t, why had he
been going to all this trouble for her? Traipsing the streets of Chicago
looking for this man, this other Jozef. She would have him ask every
last person in the city about this brother. Everyone needed an answer.
She needed an answer. It was America, and people disappeared here.
So in that single second of a pause, “is out west” turned into a whisper:
“is dead.”
Then he repeated the awful words, still a whisper: “Your brother is
dead.”
There was a silence.
Ludwika started another paper flower. Rustling. The pale sound
of the priest’s voice in his memory.
“Dead?” Krystyna repeated. “That can’t be.”
“He drowned,” Jozef said. “I met a man who told me. He knew
your brother.”
“Where is this man?” she said. “Where is my dear Jozef buried? I
must…I must see to this.” Her face was ashen, her posture suddenly
drained, limp.
“He drowned,” Jozef said. “There’s no body that anyone found.”
“But….”
Ludwika and the girl picked up paper for another flower at the
same time, their fingers touching. Something in the corner started
scratching, a persistent scritch-scritch. Jozef stamped his boot and the
thing stopped.
“This is best,” Jozef said. “Now you know. Now we know.”
Again, scritch-scritch, but Jozef let it go, trying to hide the pooling
silence. But the tiny noise only emphasized how awkward the room
had become, so he stamped his foot once more, and the girl’s shoulders
jumped.
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“He’s right.” Ludwika spoke suddenly, not looking up. A bright
red flower bloomed in her hand. “This is terrible, but terrible things
happen. And so now we know that he is gone.”
“The man,” Krystyna said, blinking too quickly. “Where did you
meet him?”
“In a saloon,” Jozef said.
Krystyna frowned, but she said, “Take me to him.”
Ludwika set her flower on the table and stood up, walked over
to Krystyna. “You don’t know what you’re saying,” she said, stroking
Krystyna’s cheeks. “Listen to yourself. A saloon? You think now you’re
going to saloons? Your brother was a good man who wanted you to be
here. He wanted you to come to America and seize opportunity. You
must honor him. You must.” She spoke fiercely, clasping Krystyna’s
face between her palms and staring into her eyes. Jozef knew that
Ludwika’s brother’s hand had been hacked off at the packinghouse the
second day he worked there, turning him into a street beggar, and that
her husband had only six months ago died in the packinghouse in an
accident she wouldn’t talk about. Terrible things happened. They just
happened. There, and also here.
“But…” Krystyna said. “But then I’m alone here?”
“He’s with God now.” Ludwika lowered her arms and pulled
Krystyna into a close hug. “Can we complain about that? You’re here,
you’re alive, and you have your wonderful beau to take care of you.
This is what your brother would want for you.”
She stared over Krystyna’s head and directly into Jozef’s eyes
as she said “your wonderful beau.” He didn’t look away; he couldn’t.
Ludwika’s dark eyes would have found him wherever he sent his gaze.
Ludwika understood everything. She knew he had lied.
Ludwika went on: “You will have to write home to tell them this
sad news. But now, come—we can go to the church to light a candle for
the soul of your lost brother.” She called to the girl, working on another
flower. “Danuta! Watch Janka and the baby when they wake up.”
“He’s dead,” and now Krystyna began to sob. She sagged heavily
and suddenly in Ludwika’s arms, but Ludwika was strong and held
her steady.
“Dead,” Ludwika repeated. Again she pierced her dark eyes
straight into Jozef’s. “Drowning is not such a bad way to go,” she said.
“Compared to some. Was it…where? The Chicago River?”
“The Chicago River,” Jozef said. “Yes. A dark, moonless night. An
accident. The man in the saloon was there; he tried to save Jozef, but
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he told me to tell you it wasn’t to be. Peaceful, he told me. As if God
himself simply plucked him away. He said to be sure to tell you that. As
he spoke, tears came to his eyes.” The walls of the room felt as though
they had moved closer, and Jozef’s back was drenched with sweat; it
trickled down his spine. He should be quiet. Should just let her go off
with Ludwika to mourn her brother. And he, too, could disappear,
could slip away and not return. He could “go west” or “drown.” This
was Chicago, this was America; men came here to escape. Wasn’t that
why his father had sent him, escape? Freedom? “Don’t fall in love,” his
father had warned, and he hadn’t, he hadn’t.
But here he was, with Ludwika’s coal eyes latched onto him, his
body pressed into the corner of this tight, closed, sweaty, dark room;
and boots clattered up the stairs—the little girls back already, or if not
them, it was the boy, or the aunt, or another lodger, and from the front
room, the baby’s thin wail, and Janka calling, “Mama!” There was
someone around, always; he saw there always would be, and honestly,
it might as well be her as any other. Krystyna. It would be this way no
matter what he did or where he went. He remembered how her trunk
had been stolen, and there she was in America all alone with nothing,
and how the two of them had laughed themselves silly to think of it.
He would remember that.
Jozef said, “Krystyna, I would like to come next Sunday to take
you to church. And I will add your brother to my prayers. I feel as if I
know him.” The other Jozef, is how he would always think of him, his
Chicago brother.
So, several months later, in November, he borrowed money
so that he and Krystyna could be married. Ludwika baked the cake,
and they all ate bigos and pierogi and dishes that the women brought.
Several men drank too much beer, but everyone danced for hours and
toasted them, the happy couple. He sent a wedding photograph to his
father. “Very pretty girl,” his father wrote back. “You are doing well
in Chicago to be married so soon. Bad winter here, so I hope you can
spare us something.”
Now, a year and a half after that first day, Jozef knew he was
right on both counts: the brother, the wedding. Krystyna took care of
him as much as he took care of her. This was a hard land, America.
The shirt factory had burned down, so now she was at another place,
a canning factory, and he had found a better job, digging away at the
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Chicago River—Jozef’s river—a big, important project for the city,
and though he was little more than one ant on a hill, he admired the
tremendous machinery tearing up the earth for the new canal, and
the men responsible for planning and executing such a marvel. It was
far too grand for his own puny head to absorb. When he would think
of trudging behind the plow back in Poland, one furrow at a time—
and now to see that even the gang plow he longed for then was tiny
compared to these machines of Chicago.
So between the two of them, they might get their own apartment
after the baby came, and take in some lodgers. They could find a place
where she could clean the building and not have to go to the factory.
There would be the baby, born at the beginning of a new century; that
had to mean good luck. Krystyna was a fine wife, and how else was one
to find a wife anyway? Fall in love? His father had been right.
The stoop was getting cold; he had been sitting out here,
alone, for several hours, watching the night sky finally lighten into
near-dawn, watching the flurries of snow whirl in the light of the new
streetlamps. A rat scuttled through the gutter below, and the milk
wagon rumbled by. The sludge and puddles in the gutter were frozen
darkly solid. He blew on his hands to try to feel them and wrapped
his arms around his chest. There was a silent emptiness that he was
only now noticing. Hadn’t he heard her cries earlier, faint through the
window glass? He should have found something to do, a way to help
her. Not this, sitting by with no use.
No. They would call him when she was ready, what she wanted,
too. He would hope for a son. She had picked out the name: Jozef.
Another one, he thought. American Jozef. Nothing terrible happened
to these Americans. They were lucky. Maybe they were the ones
blessed by God.
A screech of the window opening, and Ludwika’s voice from above:
“Jozef!” Her words slashed apart the new morning, and he realized he
had forgotten what birds sounded like. He shook his head as if startled
to hear her, though he had been expecting her call for hours, impatiently
waiting. As he stood up, something dark clutched his stomach—cold?
hunger?—and for a brief moment, he wished he were somewhere else
and that he would never know what she was about to say next.
But he was here. “Your son!” she cried. “Your son is born!”
That clutching thing. That smell. He walked into the tenement
building, and like that, he knew his wife was gone.
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This country, this hard place, where anyone could disappear. He
pulled in his breath, held it briefly, then let it out in an invisible gust as
he trudged up the stairs.
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American Bulldog
The

night before, her socks leached rainwater from the
carpet in the basement. The dehumidifier was running. The sump pump
still churned. Everything important—her sewing machine table, the
desk with her art supplies—was up on blocks from the previous fall,
and Anna figured it might as well all stay that way, at least for now: It
had rained for four straight days, and who knew how much water was
going to seep through the foundation walls before it stopped.
In bed, after she changed her socks and was snuggled and warm
under the covers, Anna hoped she would dream of floods—the biblical
kind, of arks and utter devastation. But she woke up a little before
five to the sound of rain against her bedroom window and with no
memory of the previous night’s dreams at all. Leslie the dog was at
attention outside her bedroom door when she opened it.
“Come on, then,” Anna said, and Leslie followed her to the threeseason room, where Anna let him out into the dark, wet backyard.
She put on a pot of coffee, and before she went to retrieve Leslie,
she lit the basement stairs and began walking down them to see what
kind of damage may have been done overnight.
Halfway down to the turn in the stairs, Anna heard water
sloshing. She heard a muffled buzzing sound that may have been the
dehumidifier but sounded like it was coming from a long way off.
When she reached the turn, Anna saw that at least three but maybe
four or five steps were submerged in water. Her basement, dimly lit,
looked like the edge of lake.
The water was still, but Anna could feel a coolness coming off
it. She rubbed her hands over her forearms and squinted her eyes. A
clear plastic tub filled with wrapping paper floated past the front of the
stairs and knocked against the wood-paneled wall.
There were things in the basement she wanted to get out of
there before they were ruined—a quilt she was sewing for one of
her adult grandchildren, a needle-point project she’d been working
on for months—but she’d heard about people being electrocuted in
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situations just like this. Those people took one step into the water and
never breathed another breath. Who knew how long it took somebody
to find them, drifting facedown among the debris of their basements,
bloated with floodwater.
Anna ascended the stairs and realized she was hiking up her
nightgown with one hand, as if it were in danger of becoming wet.
When she reached the three-season room, she saw Leslie standing
at the screen door, staring at her, waiting to be let inside. Anna opened
the door and grabbed the towel she kept on the patio table nearby.
“Come here, you,” she said, and the dog stood at her feet. Anna
draped the towel over his sides and patted him down. Leslie shook
himself once, and again, pelting Anna with sprinkles. Anna patted
him a little harder than she needed to. She hated this little ritual. She
hated being in such close contact with the dog.
She told Leslie to sit, and then she picked up each of his front paws
so she could dry them off. When she was done, the dog stood, and Anna
dried each of his back paws, too. “Get going,” Anna said, and made
a motion with her hand. The dog trotted off, and while Anna wiped
flecks of mud and leaves off her hands onto the towel, she heard Leslie’s
nails clacking on the kitchen linoleum. She thought about the body
of water in her basement—about the books down there whose pages
were becoming swollen, about the way water warps wood. The flooding
wasn’t as bad around here as it was in places like Gulfport, where the
rainwater had pushed the Mississippi beyond its banks and right into
town. All of Gulfport had been evacuated. The farmers near there were
looking out on land their families had owned for over a hundred years
and seeing nothing but river. But still, Anna was unnerved.
The coffee had finished brewing, and Anna poured herself a
cup, then stared at the open door that led down to the basement. She
brought her mug to her nose, hoping to lose herself for a moment in
its aroma and warmth, but she could hear water through the door. She
imagined more tubs floating by the stairs in the dim light, like ships
without sails on a vast sea.
And then she thought of her projects again—the things that needed
saving.
Leslie came into the kitchen and took his usual seat in front of the
refrigerator door. The linoleum was heated, and the dog settled onto
his belly and let his chin rest on the floor, enjoying the floor’s warmth
as if there weren’t anything at all wrong in the world.
Anna set her coffee cup down on the counter and walked over
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to Leslie. His eyes were closed, and already he was drooling a small
puddle of spittle onto the linoleum.
“Hey, you,” she said, nudging the dog with her foot. “Meathead.
Wake up.”
The dog looked up and tipped his head to the side, his tongue
hanging out of his mouth.
Anna and her husband Leslie had spent forty-one years of
marriage utterly pet-less and had raised two kids who begged them on
a regular basis for an animal of some kind they could take care of.
The kids at first wanted a dog, of course. But after Leslie said no
way, after he complained about how dogs just tear up the house and
then ask you to take them for a walk, the kids moved on to asking for
other animals over the years. Cats, birds, even fish, which were almost
no fun at all. Leslie had said that it was a slippery slope, that he didn’t
want anything with a beating heart inside his house except for his wife
and the children she had birthed.
Anna had felt a little sorry for the kids. She’d watched Vicky, now
married and living in Chicago and with grown kids of her own, check out
and read from cover to cover each book on dogs shelved at the Galesburg
Public Library. Vicky knew every breed’s origins, and how well it could
see and smell and hear. She knew what its tongue looked like. The girl’s
devotion, and the depth of her knowledge, broke Anna’s heart.
But Leslie would not give in, even after Michael for a while refused
to watch any television show that did not feature in some way an animal.
Even after the boy wallpapered his bedroom with pencil drawings of
schnauzers and terriers he’d traced from Vicky’s library books.
The kids’ efforts at securing a cat or a parakeet or a goldfish were
actually a little weak, Anna thought. All they ever really wanted was a
dog.
But Leslie wouldn’t have it.
That is, until right after he retired, when he returned from one of
his drives to God-knows-where with a fully-grown American Bulldog
leashed to his hand.
“What should we name him?” he asked Anna in the three-season
room.
The back of Anna’s hand drifted to her forehead. “Oh, Leslie,” she
said, not wanting the dog to step foot inside her house. It had beady
eyes and one black ear. Its tongue was a wide pink stripe.
“Yes,” Leslie said. “Ha! We’ll call him Leslie.”
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Anna turned back toward the house. “You can call him whatever
you want,” she said.
And Leslie did call him, often. He called him into Anna and Leslie’s
bed at night, where the dog slept right on top of Anna’s comforter,
draped over Leslie’s legs. He called him out to the car, and the two of
them disappeared together for hours. When Anna and Leslie drove to
church on Sunday mornings, the car smelled as if the dog were hiding
somewhere in the backseat.
Everything Anna touched seemed to smell like Bulldog. It was the
smell, Anna thought, of her husband’s retirement, and it infuriated her.
Anna had retired several years before Leslie, and while she had
enjoyed her time at home alone—mildly redecorating the place and
taking up sewing and needle-point—she had been excited about
Leslie’s retirement. About the things they might do together, like going
for walks or playing tennis. And then no sooner than he had stopped
working for Burlington Northern, her husband had brought another
beating heart into their house. Another thing to put a little distance
between his wife and him now that they could be alone together.
And then, just months after he had brought the dog home—
months of agony for Anna, who couldn’t sleep right with the dog on
the bed the way he always was in the middle of the night, and who
couldn’t buy enough air freshener to cover up the dog’s stink on the
air—Leslie her husband died of a heart attack after dinner one night
as he sat in his recliner with Leslie the dog on his lap, one hand on the
back of the dog’s head, right between his differently colored ears.
Anna walked toward the basement door now and patted herself
on the hip. She smiled at the dog. “Come on, boy,” she said, realizing as
she patted herself on the hip again that she was performing a kind of
imitation of her dead husband. How many times those past few months
he was alive had she seen him walk past her and say nothing and then
start talking to the dog and patting himself on the hip or leg or lap?
Leslie trotted over to her, panting, spritzing the floor with drool.
“We’re going down to the basement, doggie,” Anna said. She hiked
up her nightgown with one hand and began descending the stairs with
a ball of fabric in her fist. Leslie followed tentatively behind.
At the turn in the stairs, Anna waited on Leslie, who froze with
his hind legs still on the previous step when he saw the water. Anna
wondered if the dog could sense some electrical current in the water.
If he could smell danger.
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In the weeks that followed her husband’s death, Anna had
felt like she couldn’t even grieve properly. Leslie the dog always wanted
to be put outside. He was always wandering around the house, whimpering,
looking for his true owner. More than once, Anna caught the dog in
the backyard staring longingly at Leslie’s car in the driveway.
When Anna couldn’t even walk past the dog any more without
catching his scent and then thinking unkind things, unholy things,
about her dead husband, she considered trying to pawn the dog off on
Vicky or Michael, or on one of her grown grandchildren. But not one
of them even thought to bring it up. When they did mention the dog,
they had the nerve to say something about how lucky she was to have
him around to keep her company. The idiots.
For a few months, Anna drove by the Knox County Humane
Society with her window rolled down, imagining Leslie as one of the
barking dogs inside, caged and far away from her. She drove by a couple
of the city’s parks and imagined taking Leslie to them and removing
his collar, letting him run until he dropped while she drove away.
But Anna never carried out any of these plans.
It had been six months now of just her and the dog, and she loved
him no more than she had before. She wanted him around even less.
“Just a little farther,” Anna said, taking another step down.
The dog looked at her as if he was uncertain, but it was clear to Anna that
he was going to follow her, however reluctantly, if only, perhaps, because
this was the first time he had ever heard her use a kind voice with him.
Anna pitied the dog for a moment for his stupid dependence on
her attention. For his blind obedience.
She wondered if maybe she would have felt differently about the
dog if she’d known him as a puppy. If Leslie hadn’t acquired the dog
when it was already an adult. It was hard for Anna to imagine hating a
puppy, under any circumstances. If I’d known the dog as a puppy, she
thought, I probably wouldn’t do what I’m about to do.
Anna took another step down, and then another, until the water
was just a few inches below her feet. Lit by the bulb over the stairs,
the water shone a dull shade of green. Anna was certain now that she
heard the dehumidifier running. The thing had to be submerged, but
it was still buzzing out there in the dark, doing its best to take away the
moisture that was trying to drown it.
She turned, and the dog was still back on the landing, staring at
her. Anna patted her hip again. “Come here,” she said. “It’s okay.”
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The dog walked down the steps until he was just behind Anna, then
positioned himself so that he was sitting on his haunches with his front
paws out to the side. Still, he seems to want to please me, Anna thought.
When she had first begun to descend the stairs, Anna had imagined
that she was going to have to pick the dog up but she remembered now
that dogs like to swim. Dogs were always doing whatever they could to
jump into some body of water.
Anna scooted over on the stair to give the dog clearance.
“OK, buddy,” she said, her voice high and light. “Jump.”
She waved her arm over the water beneath her, but the dog only
stared at her hand, as if it might finally be offering him some kind of
treat.
Anna brought her hand back to her chest. She bent her knees and
bounced, waving her arm again. “Jump,” she said.
The dog remained upright on the stairs, balanced on his long front
legs.
Anna felt stupid doing it, but she placed her hands over her head,
as if she were a diver. “Like this,” she said, flexing her knees and leaning
out a little over the water.
The dog took one more step down the stairs. He came to her.
It was as if he were telling her that he would comply, but that he
wasn’t going to jump into the water of his own accord. She was going
to have to pick him up after all.
“OK, Leslie,” she said. She hiked up her nightgown, and maneuvered
into a firm position on the stairs, her back to the wall.
When she bent down to pick up the dog, he stretched out his head
toward her hand. He wanted her to pet him.
“All right,” Anna said. “All right.” She scratched between the dog’s
ears, and under the dog’s chin, and he pressed his face into her hand—
hard, lovingly.
Well, dog, she thought. This isn’t so bad. Maybe it wouldn’t be so
terrible if this were the beginning and not the end of our life together.
She stopped petting him and braced herself against the wall.
The sun was just coming up now, and the basement was lighter
than it had been. The things drifting in the water were taking on shape,
becoming more defined.
“It’s now or never,” Anna said.
The dog seemed to stretch his neck out toward her as if asking for
one more touch from her hand.
Anna bent and scooped her arms under Leslie. He yielded himself
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to her, was willing to let her pick him up, but still, he was heavy. Anna
had to set him back down.
She got behind him and again lifted him. He was between her legs
now, suspended in the air, and Anna began to rock him, to get some
momentum.
She counted, One, and wasn’t sure whether or not she would be
able to maintain her hold on the dog until Three.
On Two, her arms ached. She thought for a moment about
whether or not, if the dog were electrocuted, there would be a sound.
Or a smell. She wondered whom she would have to call to wade out
into the water and remove the dog from it. Her arms began to give
slightly, but by Three she had gained enough momentum, and she let
the dog go.
The splash he made broke what seemed to be an immaculate stillness.
Water splashed onto Anna’s socks and gown, and she shivered. She held
her arms to her body and rubbed them.
A moment later, Anna realized that she wasn’t looking at the dog
in the water. After he landed, she had turned and was looking back up
the stairs, afraid to see what might have happened.
She listened hard—and for what? The sound of Leslie paddling his
front paws in the water, scrabbling for the stairs? A sound like bacon
in a hot skillet? She hoped she wouldn’t hear anything like that. The
thought alone made her sick to her stomach for a moment. She gripped
her middle with both arms and burped up hot, acidy air.
Anna realized she didn’t hear anything at all except the dehumidifier
buzzing, and she gasped. “God damn it,” she breathed.
She turned around on the stair, expecting to find Leslie’s dead
dog body floating there in the water, drifting toward the plastic tub
filled with Christmas paper. She was shielding her eyes with one hand,
imagining not the dog but the wrapping paper. The wreaths of green
holly against a red background. The plain silver, shimmering.
She thought about the first Christmas she’d spent without her
husband, just a few months ago, and she realized she wanted nothing
more right then than for the dog to be alive.
Anna brought her hand away from her eyes, and there was Leslie.
He paddled silently in the water and stared up at her with a look on his
face that made Anna think he was waiting for her to tell him what to
do next. His dark ear was folded over on top of his head.
“Good boy,” Anna said. “Good boy.” She clapped her hands
and patted her thighs. She couldn’t believe how happy she felt. Her
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giddiness made her feel silly, or simple. But she patted her thighs again
and again called out to the dog.
He began to reach for the stairs with his paws, paddling like mad,
and Anna decided she couldn’t wait for him any longer. She descended
the two steps between her and the water.
A chill began in her toes and shot up into her legs, and Anna
continued to climb down into the water. She walked down into the water
until it reached her waist and Leslie put his paws up on her shoulders.
His face was right there before her own, and she realized she was still
moving forward. Clumsy and cold and wanting to hold the dog to her
until he submerged her completely. Until he pushed her down into the
freezing water and she held her breath there for a while, keeping her
eyes open. She wanted to hold her breath under the water until her lungs
burned, until she was good and ready to come screaming back to the
water’s surface, gasping for breath.
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Two Quick Scenes from the Late Sixties
			

1. Compression

Coming into Chicago, snow-scraps, street rigor
a mandatory visit before checking into the hotel
brick duplex apartment, Randy, PBR
(that yellow sweater, you Norwegian or what)
best time I ever had was in Vietnam Fortenberry
followed by odd moment, Triumph on sidewalk
Welcome to the Sheraton Blackstone, Sirs
Luggage? Wince, brown paper bag, wink
the governor’s suite, three rooms, single-rate
stocked bar and complimentary poltergeists
of Damon Runyon and Amelia Earhart
Next day, a building, University of Chicago
dope smokers wainscoting both sides of the hall
at the end, a door, English Department
institutional decor of the grayest caliber
regulation woman, no one else, excuse me ma’am
We’d like to speak with Saul Bellow
unlikely, unlikely, segue, 10 a.m. tavern life
first time on the El, lunch in Plato’s Cave
art museum, ice cream, bookstore near the Biograph
Merwin, Postwar Polish Poetry, Miller Williams
Brooks Brothers Sir, I can only offer
you might want to look in our boys’ department
shame and Old Town daiquiris, pardonnez-moi
he always orders in French, license check
whores real actual whores in the alleys
What’s your name, Fancy, that’s cold
I mean, what’s your last name, Strawberries
before a stop at a liquor store, Frost 8/80
clear white liquor, heaven on earth elixir
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drink all night, wake, and no hangover
the next day, crossing into Indiana, Gary
an hallucination, Indianapolis labyrinthine
block on block, devoid of landmarks or signage
and U.S. 31, the beeline, buzzing to a stop
in a parking lot behind a boarded-up pawnshop
where we piled out stinking to witness above us
the purple cross of the annual Easter air show
and agreed indeed that might well be a sign
it might be time to have that talk with Jesus.

			

2. The Rush

began much earlier, a party at Time’s house, people going in
and coming out, relationships changing, clever words
being spoken in every room and then at an unanticipated
moment of implosive malaise Time asked, Do you smoke a pipe
Interesting assortment there: Meerschaum, clay, Italian briar
metallic curios fashioned clandestinely in penitentiary
machine shops, tubing and thimble contraptions studded
with clock gears, costume jewelry, headshop bric-a-brac
Please don’t go to any trouble, whereon Time produced
a cabinet, the kind mechanics keep to file screws and bolts
of sundry dimensions, a number of sliding drawers
arranged vertically, in each drawer ranks and files of little
silver tins, in each tin a powder or a finely manicured
dried vegetable matter, an anthology of spices
an apothecary from which Time drew, as meticulously
as a geisha at a tea ceremony, fine leaves and pinches
and filled the bowl, the room full of us waiting then
smoking until it seemed all there was in the world
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was this wonderful naked guy playing the harp and his naked
wife crooning in the key of D Minor Tyger, Tyger in the night
Quite an accomplishment, a great blessing, thank you, absolutely
splendid before the soprano cracked and fell to bass
a tambourine went bird, beards changed faces
a flower from the carpet rose and clung to the wall
a sprinkle perhaps of phencyclidine extruding the hours
an eye inside a foot, the foot changing to a mountain,
two beautiful boys at a mirror, exchanging masks
a girl crying, repeatedly, it is never going to end
and someone said Time was to blame and someone else
said Time had disappeared and another, look at the light
though the thing is, of course, as they say, it was not the visuals
so much as the subtle changes that obtained in the philosophy
or as Alice noted, returning from the restroom, it seems as if
a hundred years have passed, and Electro said, but it is still
now it is always now, and with his hoop blew out a bubble
and now, said Time, now for a shotgun of the really dynamite stuff
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After Assassination
for Mary Todd Lincoln

I.
I remember the carriage ride, my hand in his hand
for a change, my daily outing, usually solitary,
happily imposed upon. We rode alone, unusual
for him, always in dialogue. Washington unfurled
around us on its spokes. I was easily lost, dizzied.
I kept peeking around to orient myself instead of
listening intently. I try to remember the plans we
made that day. We would see California. I wanted
to go all over Europe, to eat and shop. He wanted
to see Jerusalem most of all. I try to remember our
conversation, what I said to him that he might have
held in his thoughts, what his voice sounded like
over the hooves clippity-clopping beneath us. I
smoothed my dress with my hands, I remember.

II.
I smooth my hands over my dress still, a nervous
habit I took up in earnest the morning after, as if
I could be back in the carriage on that warm day,
before the theater, before the shot to the head,
before the doctor rushed in, before the body was
carried across the street, before our son arrived,
before the blood and the blood, which I could not
stop seeing, saying the word blood aloud in front
of everyone. My son held my wrists to stop me,
but I began again as soon as he let go: wailing
and smoothing, smoothing, smoothing my dress.
Repetition is the only thinking I can do. It seems
sudden to be in bed, my young boy at my feet, my
older son looking over, to be in Chicago, going on.
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III.
Suddenly, we are back in Chicago. My son looks
over everything. His oversight allows me to dwell
on how I will live in the wake of my losses: my
son, my husband, and now even my smarts, my
wit, the exuberance that preceded our marriage.
I have only my petulant self of migraines and
melancholy now and my trunks full of footstools,
because I never found just the right one, but
couldn’t keep myself from trying. My son is
sending me off with my footstools and curtains
stuffed in carpetbags. He’s called for a carriage to
take me to the train station in the morning. Unless
the drugstore has laudanum—shoulder pain, I’ll say.
Or I’ll go away, until I can be restored to reason.
IV.
Reason is easily restored by a few weeks in the
country and the realization that perhaps a woman
who does not know what she is doing can have
too many footstools and never enough friends, to
whom I write in hopes they will remove me from
the circumstances in which my son has unfairly
placed me. He knows better. What is he after? I
may amend my will. I take long walks, write letters,
accept guests. My friends believe that I am well and
advocate on my behalf. Surely, I can manage my
own affairs, they say. Surely, I am not a lunatic—
not even my son would publicly declare otherwise.
Where is the carriage to retrieve me, where that
large hand in which to place mine? Where, sorrow?
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Last Farmers’ Market
Peoria, Illinois, October 29th
Covered against the cold, we bump elbows
and hips, squint through early light to see
what might be left on wooden display tables.
Gone are the melons and sweet Illinois peaches.
Only the hard-skinned, tart and bitter remain—
pumpkins, apples, kale, Chinese chard.
The Garden Spot’s potatoes were pulled from the earth
this morning—red, sweet, and Yukon gold.
Blue jeans mix with saris as we shuffle through boxes,
consider dozens of pouches of pre-ground spices—
coriander, cinnamon, mustard, rosemary and thyme.
The couple from Princeville with peach preserves, jams,
pear butter, gooseberry, quince, apricot spreads,
nuts and pomegranates, and hand-packed jars
of sweet pickle rings. Their bodies twisted like peppers,
vines braided with the dark earth they farmed.
Schaer and Jacob are proud of their squash—acorn
and Hubbard, zucchini the size of caveman clubs,
radishes as big as my chin. “Not hot!” he offers
a taste, cutting a slice with a pocketknife,
one knuckle short on each of three strong fingers.
One farmer checks the frosted sky, wonders
what might have been if there had been more rain
this year, if this is finally it for him.
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“What do you do with what doesn’t sell?” I ask.
Pickle choice bits in chow chow, Lydia says.
Return the rest to earth. Begin again
in spring. Persephone tucked back underground.
The fruit and pastries resurrect hunger
for grandma’s preserves, the smell of her apple pie,
and my treasured photo of grandpa at seventy-five
in patched blue jeans, tan jacket and red hunting hat,
on break from sorting apples at Schulze’s Orchard.
In the dark American earth of my German kin,
I root myself deep into loam, find sustenance and grow
hard-working, stubborn, and unintentionally terse.
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Dawn Before Planting			
Edelstein, Illinois
Yes, field stubble glistens
with dew, and yes, the raw
breeze blows down from the north.
When will it flow east?
Last year’s drought remembered,
farmers rise, will their hearts
to trust again, weigh earth’s pledge
against the vagrant sky.
Lone men arrive at fields
around Edelstein, paw the chill
like horses at the rim of land.
Tractors greased, Ehnle seed stacked,
mist rises from thermoses, moist fields,
the smell of familiar gloves.
Light returns to warm the earth
and the dispirited.
Whip-poor-wills chirp resurrection
to the dark rot
moldering under brush.
The waiting land breaks open,
aligns in rows.
The first sweet breath of earth
inhales the sun.
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Summer ’68
for the Galesburg boys who did not return
How strong the young bulls in their summer fields;
how rare the blood-red steaks upon our plates
at backyard barbecues. For summer yields
those lingering kisses at the station gates,
where sons and brothers, heading off to war,
press promises to the ears of stoic girls,
who, red-eyed, turn away and pass through doors
that open to their safe, familiar worlds.
How sweet those worlds of elm and maple trees
that line the brick-paved streets of sleepy towns,
and march along the lanes of cemeteries’
rows of stones, bare and tortured new-turned ground.
The grass will grow, another spring will yield
fresh herds of young calves running through the fields.
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Population 200
Tank town of diminishing returns:
dusk-down bats skirring from the spire
of the old stone church—the ghosts
of those who chose to blow this place
whiz hell-bent past the on-ramp
three miles away where the four-lane
stretches lazy as a belly-filled king
snake between the rows
of cornfields and stands of soy,
ready to take those who tread upon it.
Lines of wide-eyed city cars creep through
in autumn (as if leaves change color
nowhere else) open-mouthed at
foliage and funnel cakes,
the hungry passengers having no taste
for the flavorless truth:
the liar’s bench, vacant as the bins
of the seed store it fronts, dust choking
the corners like lies in an honest man’s
throat, its old men gone now—
last summer’s flies in a January attic;
the post office where the postmistress reads
Lands’ End catalogs and purloined
Wish you were here postcards,
never turning to the far side of those
four-color glossies she pigeonholes
in the precise rectangles that are
the townspeople’s lives;
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that hulking, sullen school,
blinds narrowed at children
whisked away in bright yellow buses—
past overgrown lanes where wild grasses wave
off trespassers at the ends of mud ruts,
where only horseweeds whisper
of progress—children off to bigger schools
on wider streets, being taught daily
how to leave this town.

Note: First appeared in Stimulus Respond (UK); reprinted by permission of
the author.
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In the Cold Light
Lilacs. An unexpected smell in winter. Tom pulled at his eyes.

Since a couple surgeries before, they wouldn’t stop watering. White
gunk collected in the corners. He appeared always to be crying.
I was still trying to be a college student then. I was home for winter
break from U of I. Tom and I were in what used to be my bedroom and
where he had, since another corrective surgery that fall, the third in a
year, been spending most of his time. He was restless in the daybed; he
sat up, smacked pillows. The smell of lilacs I associated with the elderly.
He remembered them all. He had details. He knew who had given
loose change, baseball cards, candy, piggyback rides or unsupervised,
boundless time with an animal or a trampoline. He remembered the men
more than I did. “Don’t forget the lisper,” he said. “Let’s see. What did
he—yeah, that’s right. From him we got scabbards at Medieval Times.”
“And how’d we repay him?”
“‘Thugar maketh me thirthty.’ No, no, no.” Tom was holding up
his hands. He was showing me the fun he could have in conversation.
“He got into it after a while. I don’t think he minded.”
Villainy is a matter of scale. This I learned from Professor Manta
at the University of Illinois, a weepy-looking guy everyone said had a
“good sense of humor,” though I never saw it. Manta taught Ethics. What
did he know about villainy? About obfuscated motives, about ill-fitting
shoes, about the dreamwalking of evil, about banality and arcana maybe
he knew something. In an essay perhaps he’d killed a pawnbroker.
Villainy and its scale matter here because growing up our father
wasn’t large in our minds. Our father was someone Tom and I happened
to know and with whom we spent a couple weeks every summer. During
the rest of the year he was someone about whom information usually
wasn’t relayed. The main pieces we shared about him, when friends
asked, were that he lived in Ohio, worked as an assistant district attorney
and that he once met Michael Jordan at a party.
That left us with the lisper and the rest of Mom’s men. They’d walk
through our house, a modest split-level in Schaumburg, in a neighborhood
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more affluent than we were, conscious of their shoes. They’d smile. They’d
point and nod. “I love all the wicker,” they’d say. “Is that print a Gauguin?”
It wasn’t. Sometimes when they left their cologne didn’t.
“Mom’s friends stink,” my brother once said.
“They’re not her friends.”
When I was small, they approached me with confidence, asking
questions. Who was my favorite wrestler? Did I like school? What
did I want to be? When I grew older and my sheets changed from
Ninja Turtles to the Chicago Bears, they seemed interested mainly in
throwing a ball with me. Sometimes we did.
When they met Tom, most adopted a serene, faraway look. They asked
questions and overreacted: eyebrows arched, high-pitched exclamations of
“Great,” “Wonderful,” “Cool.”
“He’s not retarded,” Mom once told a guy. “He may not look it, but
his mind goes the regular speed.”
From afar on the playground, you would have noticed that my
brother was decent at kickball. On the other side of the rec room, if
you weren’t paying much attention to his features, you would have
only seen he could cheat with some success at UNO or Skip-Bo. Up
close, you’d see his face was a little smashed: his mouth crooked, ajar.
Tom had Freeman-Sheldon syndrome, or “Whistling Face.” His
muscles weren’t as strong as they should have been. Including his heart.
He tired easily. He had some plastic surgery to his hands and feet when
he was a toddler, so he could function without pain. He’d have multiple
surgeries to his nose and mouth over the years. But he always looked off.
Before the lisper was the guy I thought a policeman but Tom knew
was a paramedic. “He’s the one that gave us those battery-operated
glowworms.”
These I remembered: Puddle and Mud. The names, Mom’s suggestion.
We were the first kids in our neighborhood to have a Nintendo 64.
Thanks to whatshisface with the booming voice. Tall. Hands shook when
he brought a glass or a fork to his mouth. Never looked my brother in
the eyes.
Tom reached for a glass of water on the nightstand. “We should
have talked about this before.”
“Thought we did.”
“No, I’d remember. I’m sure of it.”
He drank and I watched the muscles in his neck shifting over each
other. The work of swallowing. “I was upset,” he said. “For a lot of it I
was upset, I guess, with how she was.”
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And it, I knew, was his life. He’d begun to separate from himself.
A bad sign.
“If she’d really wanted to,” Tom said, “why didn’t she find
somebody and remarry? She could have. I mean, it’s not like it would
have been hard for her.”
There wasn’t part of me that wanted to go back to Champaign.
But on the drive home from the late Christmas Eve service at First
Presbyterian with Mom (Aunt Janie sat home with Tom and watched
a Claymation reindeer movie), I’d asked if it wouldn’t be a good idea
for me to stick around. “Why not? I could take a semester off.”
“What for, Nathan? To help your poor mother? To come in and
act big and fix things?”
“I was thinking about Tom.”
“Oh, much better,” Mom said. “To help your poor sick brother. So
valiant.”
“That’s not what it’s about.”
“Doesn’t matter what you think it’s about. Feeling guilty about
your brother. As far as I’m concerned that’s not a good enough reason
for anything.”
Mom usually didn’t act like this, talk to me this way. But she
knew the end was near, I think, and she was perhaps driven, out of a
gathering sense of our imminent grief, to adopt attitudes that weren’t
hers. In expectation of all that was about to come, in the last days
of a long story, she was trying out different versions of herself. The
resolution, arrived at in early January: if I expected to keep getting my
tuition paid, I’d kiss her when the MLK holiday came and leave.
A few days after returning to school, Tom went in to Alexian
Brothers. Mom called to complain about the hospital. “Why do they
have to wake him up so much? I know it’s all about the tests. Resting’s
just as important, right? It’s got to be.”
I was back at school a week before returning—for good, it turned
out—to Schaumburg. Mom wanted me to eulogize my brother.
The thing itself wasn’t hard to write. I had too much. We’d
gone on a lot of trips growing up. He said funny things I could quote. It
was mainly a matter of which details to include. For these decisions I had
two days autopiloting through my classes and avoiding conversations in
the dorm, three hours on I-57 and a sleepless night at Mom’s.
And then before I could get my head together I’m dressing in the
morning’s gray light in the suit I wore to prom and then here I am,
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notebook under arm, standing dazed and detached from myself in the
anteroom of the church. My father’s second wife, Whitney, touches
me on the shoulder and says, “Nathan, do you want to say hello to
someone? Do you want to say hello to Mr. Fitzsimmons?”
Whitney’s escorted Doug, the only former boyfriend of Mom’s to
attend Tom’s funeral, across the room. Whitney behaves as if they’re
great friends, though I can’t imagine they’ve met before.
It’s not that I’m angry at seeing him. Can’t say I have any feelings
about him whatsoever. When your brother’s died and you haven’t slept
and you’re about to make some pronouncements, though that doesn’t
seem to be what needs to be done but you can’t say what does, and
everyone’s talking in a hushed way and tilting their heads when they
say whatever it is that they want to say, well, maybe it’s not easy to
have ready something genuine and comforting and full of the strength
people are looking for to say in return. So I say, “Not especially.”
Doug grins and touches the sleeve of Whitney’s blouse. The
corners of his eyes have that puckered, stretched look. That aged look.
“No problem,” he says. “Maybe back at your mother’s.”
The service is held at the First Presbyterian Church, but still there
are women, Mom’s employees from Teetering Tots some of them, who
recite the rosary. From bejeweled pouches they pull their beads. Under
a sign over a door reading Fellowship, before the service begins, they
push armchairs into a circle and go at it.
I’d like to say I don’t judge them or Doug or anyone else. I can’t.
Harmless, inoffensive Presbyterian church. A place where most anybody
could feel comfortable. And here they are, with beads, their faces smug
as they whisper.
We met Doug when I was eight years old and Tom was four.
And it started with my mother saying something like this: “I know
you don’t work here. But do you know, by chance, if they’re ever going
to carry plantains again?”
“What?” Doug said.
“You know. They used to be by the bananas. This summer.”
We were at the Jewel in Roselle. Doug was wearing cargo shorts
and hiking boots. He had a little gray in his hair. He reminded me of
those weathered male models from the J.Crew catalogue. “I’m not sure
I know what you mean.”
“Didn’t you ever take Spanish?” Mom said.
“No.”
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“These plantains are what you eat in high school Spanish. They’re fruit.”
“And they’re good?”
“Oh, you’ve got no idea.”
As was usually the case with these encounters, Doug retreated
after the initial contact. He went about his shopping.
In the bread aisle, they smiled and said hello. Soon we were in the
pasta and she was asking him if he’d ever tried this or that brand of
mostaccioli. They agreed it was better to brown your own beef and add
it to a vegetarian sauce.
“Do you mind,” Mom said, “if I ask you a question?”
Doug stepped closer, and I noticed his socks didn’t quite match.
They were plain white athletic socks, pushed down in bunches around
the tops of his boots, but one obviously would have gone to his knee if
pulled up. “Shoot,” Doug said.
“Well, and this is embarrassing, and I hate to even ask, but you
seem like such a nice guy, but I guess what I’m trying to say—”
“Don’t be embarrassed. Seriously.”
“I’m wondering if you’re attached.”
He was hooked. In the cereal aisle, he crouched next to me like
a catcher. Tom was pulling boxes, one after another, off the low shelf.
Mom, grimacing, jogged behind him.
“Check this out,” Doug said. He insisted on tracing the maze on
the back of a cereal box. After a minute or so, his legs began to shake. He
was older than most of the guys Mom fell for. But he stayed crouched
until the macaws or monkeys or whatever found their way—“With
your help!”—through a tangle of jungle to their breakfast bowls.
Mom was impressed. As they pushed their carts side by side out of
the store, Doug was invited to call her.
He was out in the suburbs, she learned later on the phone, because
of his mother who could no longer do her own shopping. Alzheimer’s.
He had an office job with Federal Express and an apartment downtown.
Of course he dated women with children. Absolutely not a problem.
No, he’d never been married.
“I’m not worried,” I overheard Mom telling Aunt Janie. “No weird
hang-ups. Never found the right woman, that’s all.”
Doug was invited to come inside after their first date. They’d been
to Maggiano’s for dinner. They’d taken a sunset paddleboat ride on
Busse Lake.
“Hey there, fellas,” he said when he and Mom walked into the rec
room.
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Aunt Janie had babysat Tom and me for the night. We’d played
Scrabble while my brother stared at reruns on Nick at Nite.
Mom squeezed Doug’s arm and said, “Bathroom.”
Once Mom was upstairs, Tom bolted from his seat at the card
table in the rec room and ran full bore at Doug.
He flinched and turned away from my brother, unsure probably of
what defense was best. Tom wrapped his arms around Doug’s leg and
stood on his foot.
“Nice to see you, too,” Doug said.
Aunt Janie shuffled over and attempted a rescue. “This boy’s about
ready for bed, I think.”
“Oh, he’s fine.”
She pinched Tom on the shoulders. He wriggled to shake her off.
She got him by the wrist, but he resisted her.
Tom sat on Doug’s shoe and hugged his leg and looked up. “Feed
me like a bird.”
Doug was invited to stay for waffles and conversation with Tom and
me the next morning. At first, he seemed embarrassed when I saw him in
the breakfast nook. But he mellowed, as most did, when he discovered I
wasn’t going to ask the kid-questions: Did you sleep in Mom’s bed? What
were you all doing in there last night? I knew too much for all that.
Before long, he became what I’d learn was his normal, confident,
hairy-armed self. He encouraged me to eat, to listen to my mother.
He offered to help clear the table, my job, which freed me to go do
whatever I wanted, alone.
After Doug took Mom out a few times, he drove us all to a
science museum for kids in Rockford. The place had a complex water
system with boats we blasted down long racing lanes. There was a
body scanner that told us, in a creepy computerized voice, exactly
how tall we were. We spent about an hour in the Tunnel of Blood, a
coronary artery made big enough to crawl through. “You’ve got to
check out the arterial plaque in here,” Doug called out to Mom. “It’s
a foot thick, at least.”
He was wedged inside the tunnel with Tom and me on either side
of him. My brother was punching him in the leg. Doug’s head was bent
sideways, his ear pressed against the ceiling of the tunnel. “I thought
there’d be some real blood in here,” he said to Tom, loud enough for
anyone in the place to hear. He was upbeat and fun. He was trying out,
I thought, for Dad.
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On the drive home, my brother slept. I looked at a book Doug
bought me, The Nuts and Bolts of Skyscrapers. Then I watched the trees,
their leaves brown and orange, rushing by at a comforting, steady clip.
“Are you all right driving?” Mom asked.
“Oh, sure.”
“This time of day just worries me.”
He reached over and put his hand on Mom’s leg, patting it twice.
I’d seen this plenty. He rubbed tiny circles. “What’s to worry about?”
Mom leaned over and peered at the gauges on the dash. “At least
you’ve got your lights on. I couldn’t tell.”
“I’ll be careful.”
“I mean, I’d rather it be the middle of the day, or even night.”
“I can see just fine.”
“You know this is when most accidents happen.”
Mom was on edge until about halfway through the trip back,
when it got fully dark. Then she sat flush against her seat.
Doug turned on the radio. He scanned through the stations and
stopped on a talk show. Men discussed world events in earnest, deep
voices.
She pulled her hair up and held it with one hand behind her head.
Doug reached over and rubbed her neck. I watched his fingers through
the space between the seat and the headrest. The way he touched her
reminded me of the way the ladies at Teetering Tots supported infants’
heads. It reminded me of the grip for a circle change-up.
“You were great today. You know, with the boys.”
As quiet as I was, I imagine she thought us both asleep in the
backseat.
Doug said, “They’re good guys.”
We were in the passing lane. Ahead a semi-truck driver flashed his
headlights to signal another trucker it was safe to move back into the
right lane. A moment later, the head trucker flashed his appreciation, I
assumed, with two beats of his taillights.
“Do you think you’d ever want kids? Your own, I mean.”
Doug’s hand floated away from Mom’s neck. He scratched above
his ear and grabbed her hand. I watched their fingers interlock. “I’m
not a pup anymore,” he said. “So, I’ve got to be realistic. But, in my
heart, absolutely.”
When he looked at her, she smiled.
Doug turned back to the road. Something Mom saw in him caused
her to unbuckle her seatbelt, lean over and put her head on his shoulder.
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In my bed that night, I thought it over and decided that Doug
had become Mom’s boyfriend. He’d most likely be going with us to
Goebbert’s in a few weeks to get our pumpkins. I imagined him at our
house, scooping out the goop, a task Mom hated. I thought of what it
would feel like when he became the thing beyond boyfriend, and with
that in my mind there was nothing I could do to fall asleep.
From another sleepless night, years later, came this:
They’d appear all at once on an evening early in the summer.
So often, for Tom and me, the day came during that first week
of summer break. We’d come home from Safety Town or day
camp or from getting Dairy Queen, and we’d see them. They’d
be twinkling on the Carpenter’s junipers; they’d appear
suspended. From a little distance you could almost follow
one, if it flashed often enough, as it rose and fell like a hot-air
balloon in the dying light.
What I wrote but, when I got to this section and looked out at
everyone in the pews, Aunt Janie holding Mom’s hand, decided to omit:
That seagreen flash of fireflies, as my mother told us, is a mating
call. Their pulsing indicates a readiness for coming together.
A few weeks after the trip to Rockford, against Mom’s tightjawed protest, Doug gave me a cap gun and a baggie full of lovely, acrid
ammunition. She didn’t like firearms, she told him. Even toy ones.
A couple days later, I asked about him. He hadn’t been around. I
couldn’t remember hearing the phone ring and it being anyone except
Aunt Janie. I asked where he’d been.
Mom was scraping our dinner dishes. “Doug’s a busy man.”
I looked at my feet. The more I looked at them the more I knew I had
to say something I didn’t really want to say. “Have you called him?”
“Yep.” She turned on the water and threw the switch for the garbage
disposal. The counter shook, rattling the dishes in the other side of the
sink.
“So he’s not coming over anymore?”
“No, I don’t think so.”
“Is it because of the gun?”
“Don’t be silly. That’s just silliness.”
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She turned off the garbage disposal and wiped her hands on a
dishtowel. I watched her for the usual signs, but I didn’t see that fogginess
in the eyes that meant she was going to cry. She didn’t squeeze her hand
into a fist, which I’d learned meant she was about to lose it.
“You’re not sad at all.”
She shook her head.
“Not even a little bit. You don’t even care.”
“I’m done with that, bub.” She shrugged in the exaggerated, upto-the-ears way of a child. “I am absolutely done with all that.”
Mom turned from me and opened the utility closet door. She was
absolutely done with all that and, for the moment, she was done with
me. I watched her rearranging things to pull out the vacuum cleaner
until, from down the hall, came POP-POP-POP-POP-POP.
I ran down the hallway to my brother’s room. Tom was sitting at
the foot of his bed. He had my cap gun. Most my supply of red, circular
caps was strewn about the floor, spent.
He put the gun to his ear.
I said, “It’s not real, dork.”
“Shut up.”
“Go ahead and do it. It doesn’t matter.”
The skin under his eyes was puffy and dark. He hadn’t been
sleeping. Down the hall the vacuum whirred.
“What’s gotten into you?”
Tom bared his teeth. His nostrils flared. This was how my brother
looked when he was trying desperately not to cry.
He took the gun from his head and pointed it shakily in my direction.
He lined me up in the way he’d learned from TV, one eye closed.
“If you’re wanting me to yell for Mom, it’s not gonna happen.” I
could hear her singing in her nasally alto over the drone of the vacuum.
Tom started to wheeze a little, hyperventilating. He fired three times
and then clicked for a while on the empty caps. He dropped the gun.
He dragged his sleeve across his face, wiping away the snot. He
extended his arm. The cap gun was a foot or so beyond his reach. I
stepped forward to help him, to get the gun for him, but then I stopped.
I let him suffer. My brother looked beaten. “He forgot,” Tom said, “to
give me one.”
After the service, Mom hosts everyone for dinner. “Why are
we feeding them?” I ask Aunt Janie. It is, she tells me, a pretty typical
thing.
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Mom makes acorn squash. There’s some pulled pork everyone
picks at. Cousins I haven’t seen in years—mostly from my father’s
side—bring macaroni salads, vegetable casseroles. Whitney, who has
forgotten to bring a dish, stands in the space between the sink and
the refrigerator, head down, maybe weeping. I can’t tell. My father
touches her on the small of her back, tells her it’s no big deal. She
bundles up in a puffy coat to make a run to Dominick’s. A half-hour
later she returns with a chocolate cream pie which nobody touches.
Almost everyone drinks coffee. Some have wine.
I’m expecting speeches. Surely someone wants to say something
about Tom’s life and what it meant. He was sixteen. His heart had
failed. We all knew it would happen eventually. Still, I can’t reconcile
myself to the understanding that it had to happen. My mother will
not stop moving, microwaving dishes, rearranging the buffet. Aunt
Janie shadows her, sometimes clutches her arm and insists on doing
something for her. Everyone else eats and talks and laughs as if it’s
Thanksgiving. Once in a while I hear someone praising Tom in a
cheerful, condescending way: The kid was such a trooper.
I decide to hide out where no one will worry about me, where
everyone can see me. I make my way to the living room couch. On
TV, a college basketball game. My cousins from Ohio lean forward,
plastic plates balanced on their knees. They seem pleased with the
acorn squash. Their mouths are drawn into pensive half-moons. This,
I gather, is a game of consequence.
Doug comes into the room. He pulls at the legs of his dress pants
and sits next to me. Besides the deepening creases in his skin and that
pulled look at the corners of his eyes, he looks the same as my memory
of him. I’m focused on the TV. He turns, and I get that feeling on my
neck that means he’s looking at me. He wants to talk.
I consider saying something about the past. Maybe bring up the
ride home from the science museum? Confess I heard everything?
Will he remember what he said? My mother’s head on his shoulder?
Gathering now is a desire I don’t understand. I want desperately to
impress him, to have his admiration. Still, most of me is hoping that
he’ll let me off easy by saying something about television, vegetable
casserole, traffic on I-90, the imminent snow.
“Sorry.” His voice erupts through a mucusy blockade. He paws
his tie. “About earlier, I mean, I’m sorry.”
“No, it was just that I wasn’t ready,” I say. “At that moment, to talk
to anyone. That’s all.”
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“I understand.”
“And it’s great of you to come and everything. You know, you
didn’t have to.”
“Right,” he says.
“So, thanks.”
“Not necessary.” Doug smiles and puts his hands behind his head
and sits back. He’s done what he sat down to do.
My cousins go back for seconds. Whitney has found an old
wicker chair in the corner where she can eat a small pile of chocolate
cream pie in peace. Aunt Janie comes into the room and turns down
the volume on the television. I hear my mother in the kitchen, cursing
at the icemaker.
Doug’s happy to exhort about the basketball game. “Oh, look at
that.” “Big shot.” “Yes.” After our talk he’s taken to slumping. There’s
something about the way his legs are crossed that tells me it will not be
long before he puts his feet on my mother’s coffee table. I am exhilarated
and terrified; that’s probably the best way to describe how I feel
imagining what my response will be—what it should be—if he does.
He says, “How you like them Illini?”
“What’s that?”
“You been to any games yet?”
“I don’t think so,” I say.
The game goes to time out. There’s a commercial with a dancing
bubble. Doug puts his hand on my thigh. “Your eulogy, Nathan.” The
pulled pork has apparently given him a dental situation. He sucks
his teeth, raises his eyes to the ceiling. “Well, let me see, how do I say
this?”
I look down at Doug’s hand, my thigh, and there must be
something in my face, or maybe some unintentional jerk of the head,
because Doug removes his hand as if my leg was a hot plate. Tumbling
in my head is something Aunt Janie said before dinner: “This is no
endurance test. Don’t listen to anyone’s bull longer than you feel
comfortable.”
I say, “Yeah?”
Doug rubs his knuckles as if my pant leg did in fact burn him. My
jaw hurts from clenching. I look at him in a way I hope communicates
that I’m not far from the edge of myself.
“Oh, it’s nothing,” he says. “I guess it seemed to me like you
were describing, though I didn’t live it, a childhood I recognized.”
Doug opens his mouth to say something else, but the commercial break
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ends and he’s distracted. There’s a shot of a smiling cheerleader shaking
a pompon and being held aloft by someone we can’t see. The shot cuts to
someone in a gorilla suit sliding across the arena floor playing air guitar.
I say, “What’s that supposed to mean?”
Doug shakes his head as if woken from a trance. “I don’t know what
you call that. The spirit of it, I guess. I just thought you should know.”
“That I should know what?”
“I heard you.” He sucks at his teeth. “That’s all. That I heard you.”
On the drive from Champaign to Schaumburg, I’d thought
about Tom and me racing down a long hotel corridor at a Howard
Johnson in Arizona. Must have been ten years before. Pool water ran
off my trunks and down my calves. Mom behind us shouting, “Be
careful. Please, please, please be careful.”
Also: Playing Speed in the waiting room of the craniofacial center
on Paulina. In my memory, the place smells of peppermint and dust.
Also: His face. I tried to imagine him smiling, happy, laughing, but
instead I kept seeing his expression when I came out of the water, our
first day on the Oregon coast during one of our vacations, and across
that squeaky beach to invite him in; he pointed at the tiny pinprick
holes in the sand, which I imagine had been made by an animal, and
looked at me as if to say, Explain these.
And then there was the night the three of us—Aunt Janie, me,
Tom—sat on the front porch. I didn’t mention at First Presbyterian
that Mom had driven off with a guy in an Audi. Or that, when I’d said
what I knew about fireflies, the bit about them flashing to indicate
desire, Aunt Janie had said, “Your mom’s told you part of the story.”
Aunt Janie told us that Mom was right about older fireflies flashing
to communicate with potential mates. But especially when they’re
young, and at times when they’re older, their lights are a warning for
other animals to keep their distance. The glow signals bad taste, a
mouthful of chemicals for any daring predator.
Instead, I began with Tom in motion:
He ran through yards on our side of the street. When a firefly
came within reach, he clutched at the air and then brought
his fist to his stomach. He’d bring his hand over, cupping
the other, and then peer inside. He was at it for a good ten
minutes, without luck. After a while, he walked in apathetic
circles in a neighbor’s yard.
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“Come on back now, baby,” Aunt Janie called to him.
“We can try again tomorrow.”
He looked up at the darkening sky and then at us. He put
both hands on his head and paced. “Why?”
I didn’t mention to everyone at First Presbyterian that I’m tired of
thinking about fireflies. I didn’t want to say anything at all. I’d rather
talk with Tom about Mom’s boyfriends and what they gave us. But I also
wanted to say everything and all at once. I wanted to tell them the truth.
I wonder about the complexity of the signal. I wonder if for some
fireflies the flashing is a beacon, a reminder and a guide, like a porch
light kept on for a spouse. For others, could it maybe work more like
Mom’s question about the plantains, a searchpiece dispatched by a
soul that’s somehow both lonesome and independent?
Aunt Janie and I finally convinced Tom they’d be out again
the next night. They weren’t going anywhere. We’d wash out a
mayonnaise jar and try to catch a few.
“No worries, Tom. These bugs are on the mate,” Aunt
Janie assured him as we walked inside. “There’ll be plenty
more chances to get a good look.”
What she didn’t know was that he already had.
As I was brushing my teeth that night, Tom came into the
bathroom. I felt his eyes on the back of my neck. “Something
bothering me,” he said.
“What’s that?”
“Their lights are so big.”
“Yeah?”
“I got close enough to see on some of them. Most of their
bodies are those lights.”
“I guess they are.”
Tom shrugged and turned and left the bathroom, dragging
his feet. I watched him go. His voice trailed off as he moved
away from me, but I believe I heard him clearly: “How’d you
like to carry that around?”
When the basketball game ends, people make their way to
the kitchen to say goodbye to my mother. Doug rises without word or
gesture to me and walks toward the stairs leading down to the front
door. I watch Aunt Janie stop him. “Wait a moment,” she says.
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He walks down the stairs and stands by the door. He puts on his
overcoat and gloves.
Whitney puts her plate of chocolate cream pie on the coffee table
and makes her way to the landing. She hugs Doug and straightens his
scarf. “It was so wonderful to meet you. Wish it had been under different
circumstances. You must promise to be careful on the interstate.”
“I’ll be fine.”
“The weather. This is not good weather for driving. You don’t know
what this means. To us all.”
Aunt Janie returns and, again, asks Doug to wait. Just a moment.
It will only be a second.
Mom emerges from the kitchen. She’s carrying a plate wrapped in
plastic. She steps softly down the half flight and offers the plate with
both hands. “Here,” she says.
Doug raises a gloved hand in protest.
“Really,” my mother says. “I insist. We’ve got more than enough.”
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Victoria
Three weeks into the summer you get fired from your job

at Nick & Tony’s Gyros for throwing a bucket of ice cubes at your
assistant manager. You don’t regret it for a second because Tracy Flores
really is, honestly, a bitch from hell, and pathetic on top—twenty-two and
still second banana in a gyros shop. One day while you’re hauling the ice
over to dump into the pop dispenser, she runs her ratty little mouth off
just a little too far and something inside of you says You know what? Fuck
it. Even without the shower of hail, her spectacular shriek, the customers’
stunned faces, it would still be worth it. The ice is a mission statement.
You’re not going to spend your summer—the summer you turn seventeen,
the summer before senior year—taking crap from people like her. You
don’t need them to tell you it’s your last day at Nick & Tony’s.
Your uncle Shane isn’t even that upset when you tell him because
he thought it was a dumb job for you to take in the first place. For him
it’s a great excuse to do what he wanted all along and give you twenty
hours a week at his auto shop. You don’t really have the option of refusing
anymore.
Shane’s garage is a block away from the apartment you share
with him, and sometimes with one of his girlfriends. Each day from
the open bay door, you watch the sun creep slowly across the face of
Motel Row. Lincoln Avenue is also Route 41, and fifty years ago people
driving across the country would pass through Chicago’s northwest
side and stay in these little two-story motor lodges: the Rio, the
Apache, the Diplomat, the Guest House, and your favorite, the O-Mi.
They were built to be like mini-resorts. Now they’re places to bring a
hooker and score some blow. Their big, bright, Vegas-style signs loom
over the neighborhood still, advertising Air-conditioned Rooms, Free
Cable, and, of course, Reasonable Rates.
The city’s been cracking down the past few years, as the
neighborhood swings up. They bulldozed the Spa Motel and put a new
police station in its place. The prostitutes don’t hang out on the corner
in front of Supercuts and American Mattress anymore. The Stars was
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just condemned, and its big-ass lighted sign is up for sale on eBay as
some kind of artifact.
Shane starts you out at the desk. At slow times he shows you how
to do an oil change, rotate tires, connect to the car’s computer to find
out why the check-engine light is on. It’s kind of cool, learning how
machines work. You’re not bad at it.
Shane’s proud of how you take to the work. He finally starts calling
you Jeph, like you asked him to over a year ago. So at last it’s adios to
Joey. You’ve never, ever felt like a Joey. You can accept having been
born Joseph, but not Joey and even less Joe. Average “Joe” is what that
says—and you are not going to be average.
This summer you’re inventing yourself. By the end of August you
could be just about anyone. That’s why you cut your hair and got contact
lenses, and why you threw that bucket of ice at Tracy Flores. It’s time to
be new, to dig out that cool and fascinating person you know is hiding
in your skin.
For instance, and you’re not sure about this, but you think you
might be gay. One reason is that both of your girlfriends so far have
been fives, sixes at best. That happens to a lot of guys, of course—law of
averages—but it seems to be significant. Because you could totally have
done better, but it didn’t really seem important. No need to go to all
the trouble of pulling someone hotter—getting good clothes, watching
your posture, pretending to be interested in what they have to say.
Carrie and Vanessa were serviceable, low-maintenance accessories.
That seems wrong. Also, you didn’t go past second base with either of
them, even though they would have done it in a heartbeat.
And then there’s Hector. He works at the shop, he’s thirty-three
and not particularly what you would call handsome, at least not as
far as you can judge—yet you’re fascinated by him. You sit behind the
counter sometimes in the slow hours of the early afternoon, and stare
into the garage to watch him working on the cars. You’re low on caffeine
and feeling heavy, your vision zones out, and everything blurs into the
background except for his hands: hands that know their purpose, that
work as fine instruments of delicate labor, manipulating tools, adjusting
gaskets, pulling hoses, connecting contacts to terminals. Not at all like
your own hands, which you know are little more than burger-holders,
keyboard-mashers, at their very best dick-jerkers. Hector’s hands
are man’s hands, with knowledge and authority. You stare at Hector
working on cars and feel humbled and unformed and incomplete. No
girl has ever made you feel that way. It’s something to ponder.
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This is also the summer that your mom comes back to town,
delivered by Greyhound from Cincinnati to the Harrison Street
terminal, her worldly possessions stowed beneath the bus in a couple
big suitcases. You aren’t there to meet her. The first you hear of it is a
week later. You’re eating dinner in the living room with Shane and
Christa—his latest blonde girlfriend, who hasn’t exactly moved in but
is around an awful lot lately. Shane answers the phone, and for the next
four minutes he sighs and rolls his eyes. When he hands it over to you,
the voice on the other end coos, “Hey, babe, guess who’s in town?”
She’s staying with her friend Callie in an apartment in Albany
Park, and that’s all she offers for now; no explanation of why she’s here,
or why she hasn’t sent you an e-mail in five months. But it’s been ages
since you’ve heard her voice, and you miss her.
You last saw your mom two years ago, when your grandparents put
up the money for a plane ticket to LA. She was sharing a loft apartment
there with two other women she’d met when they were all waitresses
at the same bar and grill. You don’t remember the roommates’ names,
but there was a nicer one and a meaner one, and the meaner one was
also the hotter one, which meant that you forgave her for being mean.
But you were only fourteen, a puppy to them. A few months later you’d
grown five inches and started shaving, and you wished that you could
go back again, because both of those girls seemed pretty free and loose
with sex and you might seriously have had a chance. But by then Mom
had moved off to Cincinnati with Derek, and anyway it would have
been weird, losing your virginity to your mom’s roommate.
Now she’s back in Chicago, and she thinks she’ll be staying
for a while. You don’t ask what happened to Derek; that’s probably
part of what Shane was rolling his eyes at, and you’ve never been
particularly interested in Mom’s boyfriends. The boyfriends are kind
of a problem for her. For one thing, they landed her with you when
she was sixteen, and while you would call that an unqualified plus, it
was understandably some time before she came around to that way of
thinking. The point is, she wants to see you.
She swings by the apartment on a Wednesday in her friend Callie’s
car, a red Pontiac Sunfire, which has a rep among the guys at the garage
as a quintessential chick car. Mom squeals at first sight of you walking
out the door. “Oh my God,” she says, “Jeph, you’re a babe!” She uses
your name, your own real name.
She’s always taking up and tossing out styles like cigarettes, but
she never really changes. Tight blue jeans, white camisole, cleavage,
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bracelets. She’s ditched her bangs and gone back to being a brunette;
looks like she’s been putting in her hours at the tanning salon, too.
“Your lucky day, doll,” she says, hustling you into the Sunfire.
“Mama’s buying you a new wardrobe.”
In between stops at the mall kiosks for hot pretzels and mocha lattés,
she plays dress-up with you, buying anything that you and she even
remotely approve of. Long shorts with lots of pockets; tight T-shirts made
of synthetic fiber; three pairs of shoes, plus some flip-flops; belts, boxers,
jeans, bowler shirts, a watch, sunglasses with broad white plastic frames.
At the Carson’s register you catch a glimpse of her credit card as she hands
it over. You can’t make out the whole name on it, but it isn’t hers.
She buys you CDs and DVDs and video games and an iPod, and
on the way back home you’re thinking how on earth are you going to
hide all this shit from Shane, because if he understands the magnitude
he will absolutely make you take it all back. And there’s a decent chance
that could get Mom arrested or something. Worse, she insists on helping
you haul your bags into the apartment. Shane’s jaw drops when he sees
everything you’re bringing in, but while he’s dealing with Mom you shove
it all into your room, shut the door, and toss the bags into the closet.
You can hear their muffled voices out in the living room, growing
steadily louder. Ear up to the door, you hear Mom say, “I’m so fucking
sick of this attitude from you, Shane.”
“Six years!” he says. “Jesus, why are you even here?”
“Listen—” She lowers her voice, but you can still hear. “I send money.”
“Sometimes.”
“When I can!” Her attitude seems to just slip out the window. “I’m
sorry, I know, you’ve done so much, you’re just.…Look, I’m trying not
to be such a fuck-up. Just give me a little credit, okay?”
They calm down, and you can’t hear anything else until the front
door closes behind her. Shane is staring at it, fists at his hips, when you
step tentatively out of your room.
You try and explain the boatload you dragged into the apartment—
just some clothes, which you need anyway, and a couple other things.
He knows how she gets carried away, right?
He looks at you sometimes in this way, and you know that the
you he’s looking at is eleven years old, standing in an empty bedroom
asking can he loan you some money to buy a suitcase so that you can
go with your mom when she moves away.
“It’s okay, buddy,” he says. “She just wants to be good to you.”
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Mom doesn’t come by the apartment again. She and Shane
haven’t talked much since she left for LA and he officially took you
in, after you’d both already been living at his place for as long as you
could remember. It wasn’t fair to him. He was twenty-four and setting
up a life for himself, when she marched her mistakes in his front door
and moved them into the second bedroom. Shane has the life that he
got stuck with; part of the deal is him never saying so to you.
Once a week you meet Mom for lunch at Hub’s, the other gyros
place on Lincoln. As you recite all you’re learning at the garage she
beams. “You’re so good, Jeph. You’re like the polar opposite of me. I’m
thirty-three and I still don’t have any useful skills.” Popping a fry in
her mouth she adds, “Well, not job skills, anyway.”
People think your mom is weird, and they think your relationship
with her is weird, too. But you don’t care what they think, and so what
if it is weird? Your mom is cool, she’s fun, and she loves you.
Christa stops coming over; Shane doesn’t say anything about it. Most
of the time he’s quiet and busy. That’s how it’s always been, but when
Christa was around you’d sometimes catch a smile or a chuckle. Does
Shane let the women down, or do they let him down? It seems like it’d be
worth knowing, because one or the other of those is the story of his life.
As the weeks go by the guys at the garage get used to you, but
there’s one person that you haven’t exchanged a single word with all
summer, and it’s Hector. It gets to the point where you don’t even nod
and smile at him in the morning when you come in, because it’s like
there’s this weird thing between you two, where he doesn’t want to
talk to you. You know this is ridiculous, but gut feelings are hard to
ignore. All afternoon when you’re at the front counter you sit and stare
back into the garage as he opens up engines. You can see, or imagine
you can see, the muscles of his wrists and forearms tightening as he
turns a wrench around a crusty metal bolt. Early in the morning when
you’re still in bed you lie there with the breeze floating through the
window over your sweat-filmed knees and think about him working
on cars, and you wonder should you jerk off thinking about this, or
would that push you over some line that you’re not yet ready to cross,
would that stamp you a faggot, when you aren’t sure if that’s really
what you are, what you’re going to be for your whole life? So usually
what you end up doing is thinking instead about Carrie or Vanessa,
or the Jordanian girl you worked with at Nick & Tony’s, or Mom’s hot
roommate from LA, and you imagine that you’re with them and you
have Hector’s hands, and their flesh is like sweaty clay you press and
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hold and pinch, and when you finish you’re relieved but confused as
all hell.
One day at Hub’s there’s a pause in the conversation while Mom
wipes some cucumber sauce off of her tank top, and you just spill your
guts—everything except the part about her ex-roommate. She looks at
you across the table with her face all crinkled up and says, “Oh, honey,
you’re not gay. You’re just really horny, that’s all.”
The next day you’re walking to 7-Eleven for an ice cream sandwich,
and you see that Nick & Tony’s is closed. A week later a big sign goes up
in the empty parking lot with a picture of the condo building that will
be standing there this time next year. Units start selling now, and no
money down is an option. This neighborhood is the new developers’
playground; the owners must have taken the opportunity to cash in.
So now Tracy Flores is out of a job, and that suits you just fine. Still, it
makes throwing that bucket of ice at her seem kind of pointless. She
has a new worst thing that happened to her this summer.
Mom wants you to call her Lisa, not Mom. “We don’t need all that
parental bullshit. I’m more like your friend anyway, right?” You tell
her it’s cool, you’re down with that, but you keep calling her Mom.
Shane starts seeing someone else, another blonde in her twenties.
Her name is Erin, and she seems dimmer than Christa, but then most
of them have been dimmer than Christa. He doesn’t have Erin over
too often, and he doesn’t talk about her much. He makes time a couple
days a week to go see her, and they both get whatever they get out of it,
and he comes home in a better mood than when he left. It helps him
get through the week.
Mom scores tickets to a concert—a six-for-the-price-of-one
festival deal with a bunch of crappy nü-metal bands, sponsored by
one of the crappy rock radio stations. Not your scene, but Mom got
you the ticket so you go. It’s the two of you and her friend Callie and
some dude with a soul patch who you assume is Callie’s boyfriend. He
doesn’t say a word to you, and that’s just fine.
The Vic Theater is packed with a couple thousand over-cologned,
muscle-bound frat boys with enough gel in their hair to stand up firm
in the unbelievable August humidity, which the theater captures like
a black-walled greenhouse. They pat you down at the door but don’t
really seem to care what you’re packing, since they completely ignore
your cell phone and camera, either of which could just as easily be a
gun for all they know. Mom gets a neon-orange wristband; you get a
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shove on the back. She offers to buy you a drink but you don’t want to
have to pee in this place.
By the time the third band comes yowling out onto the stage you
can’t remember any difference at all between the first and the second.
They’re all loud and tuneless, the drums completely obliterate the guitars,
you can’t hear the vocals at all and you’re not sure you’re supposed to. In
between sets Mom leans in close to you and says into your ear, “This is
awesome! None of these bands ever come to Cincinnati!”
Fuck it: you need a drink. Mom brings you some yellow beer in
a plastic cup, and the next three bands fly past a lot more quickly. A
rhythm begins to emerge, so you start to dance. Mom whistles and
yells, sweat rolling off her lip gloss as she pumps her arms in the air
and gyrates her hips. Some guy behind her, probably twenty-one at
the most, starts grinding up on her, and you think maybe you’re going
to have to step up and get this dude off your mom—but she’s into it,
she goes right along. He moves on to some other chick, and Mom and
Callie cackle. You all have some more drinks.
Then the show’s over and you’re standing outside the theater wearing
more sweat than clothes, and the night air is hot but the breeze feels
fantastic. Mom holds a cigarette in one hand and her cell phone in the
other. You’re standing out here with Soul Patch, waiting for Callie and her
car and someone else, but you missed the part about who and why. Mom
yells into the phone, “I’m not drunk, it’s just loud out here. Can you hear
me? No, it’s okay, I’m just going to take him back to my place tonight. Like
a sleepover, he’s tired. I’ll bring him home in the morning. Look, I said it’s
fine so it’s fine. Hey, fuck you, Shane.” She snaps the phone shut and stuffs
it back in her purse, muttering, “Jesus Christ.” To you she says, “What the
fuck is up with your uncle? You’ll come party, won’t you?”
Callie rolls up in her little Sunfire, and some dude who’s really
proud of his muscles is in the passenger seat. He runs his eyes up and
down your mom. “You know where we’re going?” she says. Apparently
he does. You and Mom and Soul Patch crowd into the back seat, and
the blocks streak by in night-black and streetlight-yellow.
It feels like an accident, but it’s just Callie pulling into a parking
lot. She turns the engine off and you all spill out of the back, and after
standing still for a second you realize you’re just a mile up Lincoln
from home, standing outside the Victoria Motel. The Victoria isn’t the
best or the worst of Motel Row. The paint is turning to cornflakes, but
all the windows and hinges are intact, the fence around the parking
lot is in good shape, and the pop and ice machines look like they work.
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Behind you, a red and white taxi cab pulls up to let out a pudgy middleaged guy and a pudgy but younger woman in a slutty outfit and cheap
perfume you can smell as soon as the cab door opens.
The stranger from the car whose eyes have memorized every inch of
your mom’s body pounds on a room door until it opens for him. Inside,
music is pounding hard and about half a dozen people are clustered
around a big cooler full of ice cubes and cans of beer. A couple more
guys and some girls. Soul Patch looks unamused and starts arguing
with Callie. They take it outside, while you and Mom show yourselves
in. She asks you to get her a beer, and at the cooler no one asks you for
any money or tries to stop you. In fact no one seems to notice much that
you’re here at all, so you just sit in the corner and watch.
When you get up to grab your second beer you turn to offer Mom
one, but she’s sitting on the muscle guy’s lap on the edge of the bed and
doesn’t see you at all. Come to think of it, Callie and her boyfriend
never came back.
A couple young guys in Caesar haircuts and spandex Ferrari
shirts show up at the door but don’t come inside. They talk in a thick
accent—Romanian, maybe; there are a lot of Romanians around this
part of town. The taller of the two glances around the room and his
eyes land on you, in the corner. You see him wonder whether you’re
any trouble, and decide that you aren’t. Your whole self, written off in
half a second by a cologne-drenched Romanian in a spandex shirt.
The newcomers take one of the other guys to the room next
door. Five minutes later the three of them come back, smiling big.
Something’s going on that you aren’t hip to. The whole scene is slipping
through your fingers. You’re sweating straight through your clothes;
the AC in this room barely works at all.
The shorter of the Ferrari twins gets beers for them both and sits
down on a chair near your spot on the floor. The taller one sits on the
bed next to Mom and the guy she’s been making out with. The guy
next to you slaps your shoulder and in his heavy accent asks, “Your
mom?” You nod, and he laughs—not mean, but jolly, like Hey, imagine
that! You turn your gaze back to the opposite wall, but he slaps you
again. “You want bump?” You’re not sure exactly what he means, but
you’re pretty confident in answering no.
Your eyes wander back over to the bed, in time to see the back of
Mom’s head as she snaps it up, sniffing and rubbing her nose. She folds
up her compact mirror and gets up from the bed, taking Muscles by
the hand. Heading for the door, she glances down at you. “You good
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for a while?” Dazed, you nod. Muscle Guy pulls toward the door but
she stops and bends down to you. “Talk to that girl over there, will
you? Have some fun!”
So now the whole party’s basically moved on, probably to the next
room but for all you know everyone might have left. It’s you and the two
Romanian coke dealers and one black-haired girl left here in the room,
with the music still blasting. The tall dude sits on the edge of the bed,
where the girl is straddling him, nibbling on his ear. He turns back, says,
“Stefan,” and trades a look with the short one, who slaps your shoulder
again and says, “Come on, outside.”
On your way out you look back and see the girl on her knees on
the floor, unzipping the Romanian’s charcoal jeans.
The one who you guess is named Stefan leads you along the
walkway, down the stairs. You walk across the parking lot and under
an overhang, a dark little corner splashed in the blue glow of a Pepsi
machine, which hums steadily along with the ice dispenser next to it.
He smirks and says something, but all you can make out is “cousin”
and “sucked off.” He chuckles and shakes his head.
He turns to you and again says, “You want bump?” This time you
know what he means but again you say no. He steps back to study you and
laughs. “Sweating like pig,” he says, along with some other stuff you don’t
understand. “Here, come here.” He goes over to the ice machine with a
couple coins in his hand. He starts to put them in, but then turns back to
you and says, “Tuck in shirt,” sticking his hands in the front of his pants
by way of demonstration. For lack of a better response, you follow along
and stuff the ends of your baggy T-shirt into the waist of your shorts. He
plunks the coins into the slot and the ice dispenser chugs to life, dropping
a pile of cubes into a metal trough. Stefan scoops a bunch up in his hands
and before you can even twist away dumps them straight down the front
of your T-shirt. You hop back and let out an embarrassingly girly squeal
as the cold tumbles down your chest and belly, landing in a pouch at your
waist. You yell out what the hell but he just laughs and approaches with
another bunch of cubes. After a second it actually feels kind of good,
and you let him dump some more down your shirt. This time you hold it
open and let him press them right up against your collarbone. He scoops
the last of the cubes out of the trough and dumps them down your shirt,
and now you’ve got a bulge of ice down by your belly. He steps up to you
and takes it in his hands, then from outside pushes the cubes back up,
rubbing them over the whole front of your body. You drop your head
back and let the cool spread over you.
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The ice melts quickly, and finally he yanks the ends of your
drenched T-shirt out of your waistband to let the slippery little chips
trickle down your legs while you shiver and laugh. He keeps his hands
on your waist and draws your eyes to his. He’s short, and has to look
up at you. He might be twenty-four, twenty-five. Maybe thirty, it’s
hard to tell. His hair is almost the same color as his skin, and with the
little curl above his forehead he looks strangely like Charlie Brown.
You’re hot and cold and drunk, heart pounding. His hands on you are
firm but nervous. You look into his eyes and he stays frozen in place,
waiting for your say-so before he does anything more. Your hands are
steady as you take hold of his wrists and push them back away from
you. “No thanks,” you say. “Thanks, but no thanks.”
Light flickers behind the smoke-stained curtains in the window
of the room your mother went into twenty minutes ago. You’re on
the walkway floor, up against the wall, neck craned back. And you’re
drunk, so everything swims around you, including the sounds from
inside—mostly music, sometimes a voice. Could be from Mom’s room;
could be from the one next door with the dealer and the girl.
Footsteps coming up the walk: Stefan’s sneakers scuffing their way
to his cousin’s door. He doesn’t glance at you, maybe doesn’t notice.
Just knocks on the door, then steps inside.
You don’t know what you’re even doing here. Your knees crack
and your legs tingle as you get up from the concrete. It’s just a cheap
glass window, thin as paper; you could give a shout and let her know
you’re taking off. But it’s Lisa in there, and you don’t want to ruin
things for her with a Hey Mom.
Lincoln is lazy at this time of night; just the occasional cab
going by as you walk the mile home. It’s close to three when you slip
in the door, trying not to make any noise. You’re better off if Shane
doesn’t see that you’re drunk. The living room is TV blue: a girl is
sitting on the couch, her feet propped up on the coffee table, watching
a late-night rerun of Oprah.
Erin. You stand and stare at her for what feels like a minute or more,
wondering if you’re busted or if she is or if Shane is. Then she brushes
some clutter off of the cushion next to her. You might as well sit down.
You say her name, a question to make sure you’ve got it right. She
nods and says, “Couldn’t sleep.” Her voice carries a hint of a southern
twang, which you hadn’t noticed before. She’s not from around here.
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“It’s a finance guy,” she says. On the screen a stocky man in a tie
and a plum-colored shirt is taking questions from the audience. “My
finances are screwed.” A few moments later she says, “Late night, huh?”
You tell her yeah, and your brain starts trying to assemble the
heavy lump of story that is tonight, if that’s what she’s looking to hear.
But she says, “You don’t have to, like, spill the beans or anything. Only
if you want to. I’m just watching TV.”
You tell her that’s alright, then. If it’s all the same you’ll just watch
for a while with her.
Sometime later you wake up and she’s removing her shoulder from
beneath your cheek. Gently, she slides a throw pillow beneath you and
eases you down, pulling your feet up off the floor and stretching your
legs down the length of the sofa. She smiles at you and creeps into
Shane’s room as your eyelids drop back down.
Shane finds you there in the morning, but all he asks is if you want
anything from Dunkin’ Donuts. You feel like complete shit, but you
ask for a fritter and a longjohn and a bottle of orange juice.
That’s about it. You take a shower, and when Shane comes back
you and he and Erin have doughnuts for breakfast.
Mom never asks what happened to you at the Victoria; in fact
you never talk about that night at all. She probably doesn’t remember
much of it. At the end of the summer she tells you she’s moving on.
She’s overstayed her welcome, and she knows someone who can get
her a job in Cleveland. You have to come and visit her there. There’s
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and everything.
Erin comes over one or two more times, then she doesn’t anymore.
You don’t hear anything more about her, and you know eventually
there’ll be another one. Maybe she went back to wherever she’s from—
Tennessee or Georgia or someplace like that. Maybe Chicago wasn’t
the place for her. Too loud, too busy, too callous. You hope she gets her
finances sorted out.
Shane gets up at the crack of dawn each morning to open the shop,
stays hours after you leave in the afternoon, comes home with dinner for
you both from somewhere on Lincoln—Hub’s or Quizno’s or Pizza Hut
or Burger King, where Tracy Flores works now as an assistant manager.
Work swallows up any space where Shane’s life might have been, and he
seems to want it that way. At least until he meets a new blonde.
Labor Day, riding your bike up Lincoln you see that a wrecking
ball has been through the Victoria Motel. A sign out front depicts a
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handsome mid-rise lined with window boxes of purple flowers. No
money down for qualified buyers. Someday soon it’ll be all condos, up
and down Lincoln, and Motel Row will be a memory. Or not even that;
a fantasy. At the beginning of the summer it seemed like something
was going to happen to you, something was just around the bend, off
down the side street, on the other side of the fence. But you missed it,
if it was ever there at all.
You work shifts at the garage after school, saving money for
your own place next year. You buckle down and do your homework
and build up your skills at work. At night you soak your sheets and
weary your arm thinking about the black-haired girl in the Victoria
kneeling on the floor to unzip a pair of charcoal jeans. And sometimes
you follow yourself out of the room with Stefan, down into the alcove
by the ice machine; and sometimes still you think of your plain exgirlfriends, and of Mom’s old roommate, though her image has grown
fuzzy in your memory. Sometimes you think of Hector.
You go to sleep imagining Cleveland, or Cincinnati, or Pittsburgh,
or Baltimore—some new city where you might take another stab at the
summer that slipped through your fingers. You might go out walking
one night and turn down a hazy alley or a shady one-way street, pass
beneath a burned-out streetlight, kicking gravel and garbage to the
side, peer into the shadows and find something staring you in the
face, cold and hard and sure as broken glass: You.
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Inheriting Pressure
As the sliding of cat’s shoulders, the sky stalked
above my father’s cotton shirt, ringed with sweat
and lined on the back where the blades came together
as a moth’s wings. The storm built in a tempo
that I knew, beat into heart rate and soil: Gorham
gone with Murphysboro’s children, downburst
plowing with a wide noise. They recited such stories
of the Tri-State Tornado or the funnel that took
the Chester Bridge two summers after my mother
was born, but when my time came, it was unlike clouds
that boiled along the horizon. First came the thrum
like a train rising up the hill from the Kaskaskia,
then the tulip tree reaching to me in supplication
and my father running to the cellar from the fields.
You will go, down in the earth, under topsoil, subsoil
and minerals, deep roots in rocks and bedrock, solid
and hidden. You will press along the north wall
where the furnace stands idle. The beams above
will breathe with the wind of it. As the heart contracts
and empties, blood echoes in the chambers, and you will
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force under green darkness, listening to the churn,
learning the lack of key and order. In the dark
powerless nights that follow, you will feel night roll
down your sides with the salt that was once in your body.
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Foundations on Plains of Grain
As the girl wanders the road, juniper common
to limestone increases above the floodplain.
		
Fort de Chartres’ stones repeat dry basil and ash.
Milkweed grows seeds built with silk to catch
the air as alfalfa sweetens to burning degrees.
		
I ran these foundations as a girl, and now,
as then, red admirals out from the nettle
rest along the guardhouse’s outer wall,
		
on garrison, bastions, cannons. We grew
in shadows of soft paste earthenware,
fried pigeon and spruce beer, fleur-de-lis,
		
dragon’s blood, syrup of licorice, chicory,
red clover, balm. Andalusians grazed the plain. Grain
traded for brandy, boots, and books, pages
		
holding ferns where earth filled pages. The French
quarried the bluff and ferried stone across the lake
to build the powder magazine and walls, upheaving
		
skeletons of ocean to guard the plain
near the river’s bend. The Mississippi
struck as amber flint gun spall. Build, fall,
		
build again—the floods recede from stone.
We have learned to open any lock. My children run
the foundations, past musket ports, in and out
		
of the guardhouse, near bending scarlet wings.
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Rememory
Jack Johnson
I’ve forgotten some prizefights,
the names of men I beat more
than they beat me, but how can
I forget Divine Intervention
with a scar dividing my thigh
like Wabash splits Chicago?
That horse back-kicked so hard
my leg bone broke, split skin
like a lazy plum. I layed back
in that stall bleeding & hollering
in the dirty hay, that horse looking
over his shoulder at me like
it was my fault & the flies
& the flies’ humming stuttering
like telegraph type until Jim
found me. I couldn’t tend horses
after that. The scar is purple now.
Jagged as a pant’s hem.
Even though the bone healed
all right, I rub the scar for luck.
Most times, I forget I’m rubbing
until Etta reminds me.
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the fidelity of disagreement
because there are seven kinds of loneliness
the receptionist keeps a basket of candy
by her desk. I keep my hair long
out of some poorly sublimated need
for tangible accomplishment. on Tuesdays,
the local crackhead calls me Miss America.
most afternoons, the jobless gather in pockets
to shout compliments to each other across Sheridan.
it sounds a great deal like seagulls calling
other seagulls over the lake, or more
accurately, around the raw ascending buildings
where they screech directions, one
to the other, headed for water that is not
the river, past the bridge and the Picasso,
over the heads of the unlisteners, headphones
tucked into our ear-beds, and this is the first
loneliness. in the dream, I pull away slowly,
and you stand there, very still. when I turn
the corner, you are still there, and the next,
still there in the rearview, then it’s not a car at all
but a movie, you’re in an airport in San
Francisco, on an ex-lover’s couch
in Seattle, it’s unseasonably cold
for October, even for Chicago.
there’s too much room on the mattress
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and your shoes sit panting in the closet.
what do I know about loneliness.
you’re on your way home to me
and a kitchen where the overhead light
sighs into a dim, the spoons tuck
their worn faces away. it’s best
to argue in person, so you can see
where to aim the knives. this is the third.
I don’t know what I would name a child. four.
across the train, a grown man memorizes the pattern
of a girl’s school uniform skirt. a shirt button
is about to come undone. he leans forward
in his seat, our traincar a compression chamber
draining. five. somebody says, you have
to show up early if you want to get
the chocolate. I want to name this
something other than sorrow, tell you
I have a bird behind each knee. one
is always in a panic. the other, most often
asleep. I wish I could tell you that I know
what I’m doing. was I ever a woman
who could shave her head without flinching?
I was. this is the sixth. we have time
for mistakes. the men on the street orbit
the employment office in a set rotation
visible to none of them. what loneliness
is left? you have the most beautiful face.
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Volta
It won’t take much for me to glide mad
forth across this flat wild terrain again:
maybe it’s a glint across someone else’s
news flash: a fox flash, let’s say, its brushtail tonguing risen grass; or I’m tending
a violet tangle on the porch: perilla,
magilla, dousing it daily, and then I’ll take a
walk: one foot and the other; or mount
the scooter, push off, a sole spinning
wheels across the manifest frontier.
You can drive here for hours
with no hairpin turn; but me,
it seems all I do is turn—turn, turn.
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In the Key of C
Her name was Edina and her hands
could turn a sheet of music in the dark,
though her house was always lit up and had an aroma
of powder and fish, as if she’d tried to start dinner
during someone’s lesson and forgotten the body
simmering on the stove, jumping a little in the grease,
and then burning a little in the heat, and then,
since fire extinguishers then weren’t high
on anyone’s list of things to have around the home,
she’d scampered into the bathroom and found a tin
of Jungle Gardenia dusting powder to smother
the growing flames. I went there once a week
for years, and for years, practiced at home a half an hour
every day, which made not a whit of difference
in the quality of my play. In the expectant hush
before recitals, you could hear her panty-hosed thighs
rub together as she walked across the stage
to introduce each of us and what piece we’d play.
Every now and then I’d miss a lesson, but
even blood-poisoning wasn’t enough to avoid
having to perform “Flight of the Bumblebee”
in front of a crowd of people all waiting to hear
someone else. I hope the torture of sitting
on the hard bench, back straight, fingers poised
in position, and her metronome pulling me along
as I stumbled and scrambled through each song
I hadn’t really learned at all helped my parents
decide eventually that I was wasting my time
and a lot of their money, especially since my brother,
whose hour preceded mine, and whose talent
dwarfed mine, could play almost anything
by ear and after hearing it only once. I sat outside
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her pink house and listened to Grieg, to Handel,
to Bach and Beethoven and Mozart, to the Beatles
and the Moody Blues slither out of the threshold,
and wished for some kind of destruction—tornado?
flood? murder? stroke?—to pre-empt the anguish.
There on the astro-turfed steps, I’d sulk.
The word wretched came to mind, and inept,
and misery, and, eventually, quitter.
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Going Back
We flew over mountains to flat lands, a patchwork of brown,
mottled gray, green, and dusted white. Every so often a dotting house,
barn and silo denoted a human family ordering the landscape below
us. The Midwest. I was born there. My seventeen-year-old, Julia,
napped against my shoulder.
As we flew, I thought about the last times I went back, once to
uproot my mother, whose withered mind needed the safety of care
near our home in California. After that, I returned twice to place ashes
in their designated spots. On the first trip, Doug and I landed and then
drove north to a cemetery in Wisconsin to place his father’s urn into
the earth next to his mother’s coffin. I took pictures as we sat there
remembering his parents, newly aware that he was now the patriarch
of our family. Two years later, I again transported an urn of ashes—my
mother’s. I took them to a hole in a rural cemetery surrounded by
markers with her family name. They were the graves of a family I had
only known through stories. I took pictures knowing I would never go
back to that place.
Years before all that happened, I had visited Puerto Rico where,
under roiling clouds I walked to an ocean-side cemetery situated
between tenements. On a site fit for a Four Seasons Resort, elaborate
statuary marked the resting place of entire families. I thought to
myself, “This is the most expensive place to bury the dead, a real estate
tribute.”
Now, I was back to my own roots. I drove into town passing the
hospital where I was born and Rockefeller Chapel where I was baptized
in a ceremony now memorable only because of a faded photo. Julia
and I were on a college tour so I advertised the route as “seeing the
University of Chicago.”
Julia said, “Impressive.”
We drove into town after a day at the University of Michigan
where she had simply said, “I don’t see myself here.”
The next day, we would tour Northwestern, a campus I knew well.
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I fell in love there and started my life in the way one who has come
into a certain age makes decisions that will define a future. We were
young, too young for much more than graduation and cohabitation,
which we did together for ten years before marrying. Along the way
we moved across country, bought and sold houses and cars, started
businesses, finally married and started a family. Our parents joined us
in California and lived nearby, increasingly accepting our care. They
died and we cared for their urns. My college sweetheart fought and
then succumbed to disease leaving two daughters and me to go on.
I had planned this winter trip to show our daughter another campus
on her list of potential colleges, and expose her to Chicago’s chill.
Julia and I had driven from Ann Arbor in a misty winter skimming
the ground between stands of leafless branches bunched together in
flat expanses, stark land divided by crooked lengths of fence, silvery
ponds and the occasional house and barn. I marked the milestones
and memories of our route—from car capital to the cereal capital of
the country, then Kalamazoo—a city name that sounds like its own
funky anthem, and a lakeside resort that brought to mind a photo
with my mother on a boat—the photo more real than any memory
of that childhood vacation. We rounded the southern tip of Lake
Michigan passing sand dunes I had never visited—no less vivid in my
imagination—then into Gary, Indiana. I opened my window sniffing the
air for a smell I knew well, one belched from smokestacks crowned by
flames, brilliant and defined as they reached skyward. The smokestacks
remained, barely discernable shadows in the night. Something familiar
found its way through my nose to the back of my throat. I wasn’t sure if
it was a lingering trace of industry or the imprint of memory.
We turned off on Garfield, passed through the University of
Chicago and turned north on Lake Shore Drive jogging onto the Outer
Drive which put us next to a black lake that was indistinguishable
from a black sky. I was curious and a bit exhilarated to be returning to
a place so filled with memories. I narrated: the Museum of Science and
Industry, the Field Museum, Aquarium and a renovated Soldier Field
that I didn’t recognize, Grant Park where I attended concerts and a
recently elected President accepted the nation’s call to leadership. The
city famous for its skyline held buildings I barely knew.
I turned toward the glittering downtown to make sure I didn’t
miss the turnoff to Michigan Avenue. We passed what used to be
Goodman Theatre, now a dimly lit entrance behind what must be a
new wing of the Art Institute.
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Wide trenches where engines crawled on railroad tracks once
defined Chicago’s days as a hub of cattle and commerce. Though I
didn’t say it as I grew up, those tracks parallel to Michigan Avenue
with their occasional inching engines were an expensive real estate
tribute to the city’s history. All that was gone now. In its place, a
polished steel structure flowered at the center of a park, real estate
now a gathering place and a monument to a different legacy of this
region: architecture mixed with gleaming public art. It was as if what
I didn’t recognize brought me to memories and treasures I had stored
and neglected, starting with a tiny childhood with my mother in a
gray stone apartment building on the Near North Side.
I remembered the strange order in the street names all around me
in those days. We went to church and shopped at Saks on Michigan
Avenue. A typical walk with my mother took us west on Division left
on State, forking left on Rush for a hamburger at the corner of Bellevue
or pancakes at the corner of Oak. From there we’d walk east returning
home on Lake Shore Drive turning west onto Division, satisfied with
our full circle. This patterned circle with a small park on Astor Street
nearby was my world as a child.
Just outside this circle, the House Un-American Activities
Committee’s hearings wound to a close in the former U.S. Court of
Appeals building around the corner on Lake Shore Drive. Sometime
later, I leaned into the almost-warm sand at Oak Street Beach finding
fleeting comfort as I pondered the assassinations of Martin Luther
King and Bobby Kennedy. And after that, Grant Park erupted, barely
containing protestors who challenged the morality of a war and were
met with billyclubs and tear gas. It was in these places that history and
personal story etched themselves forever into memory.
A new Michigan Avenue now shimmered before us as Julia and
I drove north to our hotel. Despite the familiar presentation, I found
that everything had changed, as if the years had picked up the stores
I remembered and shuffled them like little blocks into new places on
a board. Saks stood across the street from where it had been. The only
familiar things in this place were street names I knew well and the
anonymous sprawl of the brand name stores found in every city.
Our hotel at the corner of Michigan and Delaware was exactly
one block between Walton, where my mother lived when I was in
college, and Chestnut, where she lived until I moved her to California.
Fourth Presbyterian Church across the street looked and felt the same.
Without going in, I knew the hard wooden pews, the ever-present chill
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of stone floors and walls, the Anglican elegance of the woodworking
on the pulpit above the congregation, and the hopelessness of Calvin’s
original doctrine of predestination. I could revisit those memories
anytime without setting foot in the building. I gazed at my old church
from the forgiven perspective of a different religion, one in which I
was loved by God.
The next morning, Julia and I set out for Evanston, turning from
Walton to Michigan Avenue and the Outer Drive. We passed a patchwork
of snow and fencing where there is beach in the summertime, then a saltstained concrete walkway, and later still a desolate harbor that I pictured
full of boats berthed in their docks amid others anchored to brightly
colored, bobbing moorings. The familiar high rises on Lake Shore Drive
ended where Lincoln Park began, and then abruptly continued as we
passed the harbor and continued north.
“You’ll know we’re in Evanston when we pass a lakefront cemetery,” I
told Julia.
Before long, we passed the cemetery. I thought to myself, as I
had hundreds of times before, that no longer would anyone build a
cemetery on lakefront property.
“Your grandma wanted to buy a house in Evanston for years.
She wanted to rent out rooms to students so she could ‘swing it’—her
words for afford the mortgage,” I said a few minutes later. That’s pretty
much how the drive was, a running narration of what I remembered
and what had changed. The houses along Sheridan Road in Evanston
looked exactly as I had left them thirty years ago, yet I found myself
thinking that most had—without a doubt—been renovated inside.
Wide expanses of snowy lawn front and back were uninterrupted by
fencing that is common in other parts of the country.
Julia and I like to get to campuses well in advance of the tour to
poke around for ourselves. We continued on Sheridan Road, reaching
the campus and driving through it to Wilmette. Going around one
corner I said, “See that yellow house? Grandma tried to buy it twice.
She really wanted to but she couldn’t swing it.”
Sheridan turned again and I said, “We’ll go back in a minute but
I want to show you one thing.”
Before us rose a white filigreed dome with nine arches curving
inward to converge at the top. The dome rested like the top layer on a
larger structure and a still larger one that completed the wedding cake
architecture.
“It looks like the Mormon Tabernacle,” said Julia.
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“It’s a different religion—Bahai’i.”
“It’s amazing. Now can we go into town?” she said turning to the
glowing screen of her cell phone where a new speech bubble and a
“ding-ding” had called her back to another conversation.
We drove to downtown Evanston on Ridge Avenue and jogged onto
newly-added streets framed by high-rises where there had once been
low houses and stores.
“This is so cool, Mom.”
I pointed out the signature Marshall Fields clock at the corner of
Sherman Avenue, realizing that the building had been converted to a
retail galleria with loft condos above the second floor.
“We should probably get to the visitor center,” I spoke realizing that
the address said Hinman Avenue, not the administration building I had
pictured on Clark Street. I raced through a mental map that seemed to
fail me, trying to remember the location of a street I once knew well.
North-south my mind told me as we drove east, and then we were there.
The tour was typical and not so: buildings, a summary of student
life, a snapshot to be mulled and compared with other campus tours.
The familiar grid now included buildings where there had been
lakefront, land where there had been rocky waterfront. Once large
buildings were dwarfed by newer, larger structures.
As we walked, I recognized the familiar and timeless: crisp air,
whipping breezes, the white of dried salt on the sidewalks, the dusting
of snow on lawns, a thick lace of leafless branches. It dawned on me
that what happened inside the buildings was the same, a continuum of
learning in every landscape.
Our tour guide steadily narrated buildings and classrooms,
programs and majors, the library and student union, a philosophy
favoring the liberal arts. Suddenly I realized that Julia was asking
more questions than she had on any other college tour.
“Would you say this campus has a balance of academics and fun?
“Can you major in something else and still be on a pre-med track?
“Do you get used to the weather after a while?
“Do you like the quarter system?”
We hadn’t yet reached the visitor center when she turned to me
and said, “I love it.”
I looked at my blond, green-eyed California daughter who had
inherited and improved on qualities of diligence, competitiveness,
ambition, and high academic standards. I could see her thriving on this
campus despite the weather. It could be a new generation of memories
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for me—a daughter in the school where her parents met years ago, the
university her grandmother attended as well.
I wanted to do one more thing in Evanston before we left. We
turned the car in the direction of downtown and drove south on
Sherman Avenue, turning right on Lake.
“See that old house on the corner?” I pointed as I slowed the car.
“That’s where I had my first apartment in college.”
“Unfortunate-looking building.” Julia likes pretty houses and this
one was dirty frame and stucco.
Sadness and urgency rose in me as I repeated one word in my
mind. “Reba.”
I wanted to find Reba before we left town, to see the place where
the best parts of my life began. We continued and soon reached
Howard, putting us back in Chicago. I needed to find Reba before
leaving Evanston. I turned west and then north on Ridge, passing a
familiar hospital and street names. Reba was one-way in the direction
I couldn’t turn. I drove to the next block and turned right. A glimpse
into an alley reminded me of snowy mornings when we would shake
loose and lift the door of the rented garage so we could get in to warm
up the Fiat. I drove to the corner and turned again stopping at Reba.
It was a narrow street with cars on both sides, parked proof of
many apartments. I looked at the red brick building on the far right
hand corner and puzzled over fresh black paint and shiny glass—
new windows—on a building I knew. I recognized that second story
bedroom window, the place of morning laughter and silly love, the
kind that began a life together.
I looked to my left and easily found the three-story wood-frame
house, the next apartment where love turned serious, we turned
vegetarian and wondered what came after graduation.
“Dad lived there and then he moved there.” I gestured, pointing
out the two buildings. “This is where we began.”
Tears filled my eyes and rolled from the corners, full silent tears
for what was lost and what was yet to be lost, tears about change. I
couldn’t bring myself to turn onto Reba. I continued straight, passing
the street I had searched for, heading back to the city.
“Could we shop a little, Mom?”
We left the car at the hotel garage and took off down Michigan
Avenue, peering into windows stopping to notice where familiar stores
were newly placed.
“Where do you want to go?” I asked.
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“Well, the only thing we don’t have where we live is Saks, so let’s
go to Saks.”
It was newly-situated, vertical and narrow on a corner across from
where it once dominated an entire block. We swung round the revolving
door to be met by a blast of warmth and an offer of a perfume sample.
Escalating up, we circled floors pausing in denim—7 For All Mankind,
Citizens of Humanity, Joe’s Jeans, Rock & Republic and True Religion.
“You don’t have to follow me around, Mom.”
As Julia stopped to hold an Alice + Olivia top to her frame before
a mirror, I turned in the direction of Dior, where I ran my hand over
the familiar patterns on my way to a deep leather chair. In unspoken
thoughts, I mused that the push to adulthood was equally matched by
the way Julia relaxed into the comfort of her young age.
“Ok, I’m done. This Saks isn’t even as good as the one in San
Francisco.”
“It used to be a wonderful store. Many of my clothes as a child
came from Saks.” I could almost smell the combination of radiator
heat, genteel perfumes and mothballs that produced treasures like
shiny penny loafers, poofy crinolines and a millinery department with
seasonal displays of straw and feathers. I looked at the surrounding
brand names, the stores of every city, and then at Julia.
“You look tired. Want to get a coffee?”
Julia perked up, grateful. We revolved into the cold, and then into
another blast of warmth, and escalated to a wood-paneled restaurant
in Nordstrom, where she ordered hot chocolate.
“What do you want to do tonight?” It was Valentine’s Day and
despite my best efforts, we couldn’t get tickets to Second City. We’d
already seen Xanadu playing on the stage a block from our hotel. Julia
coughed hard and said, “I’m not feeling that good, Mom. Couldn’t we
please go home earlier tomorrow?”
I had planned that we would stay in Chicago through the next
day, leaving that evening. I felt a little surge of resistance to altering
my plan. “I’ll think about it. But what about tonight? What’s your
pleasure?”
“Let’s just get food from the food court and watch a movie in our
hotel room.”
The food court a block from our hotel offered sushi, stuffed
potatoes, stir-fry, soups, salads, and a deli case stocked with freshly
prepared continental dishes. We made our selections, carried them to
our room and turned on James Bond.
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The next morning, I awakened and went to get tea in the hotel
lobby. We were clearly done in Chicago. A sense of urgency to get
home had replaced my initial resistance to changing the plan.
Returning to our room, I picked up the phone. My laptop screen
displayed six flights, one of which was nonstop and closer to noon,
clearly the preferred choice to our 5:00 p.m. departure with one layover.
After waiting through tinny music and occasional advertising for the
airline, I began my inquiry. “I’m interested in standing by for an earlier
flight than the one I’m on and wanted to check seat availability.”
“There are eight seats on the flight you want and you will have to
pay the difference between what you paid and the full fare that would
be charged to you today.”
I calculated the two hundred fifty-dollar upcharge for flying four
hours earlier, and said, “No, I don’t think I’ll do that.”
Julia, who had not stirred, now sounded groggy and nasal. “What
about your frequent flier miles, Mom?”
I called back and was quickly connected to a crisp voice that said,
“You don’t have enough frequent flier miles, but you could pay fifty
dollars to reinstate the free ticket that expired.”
“So I’d pay fifty dollars for one, cancel the existing ticket and pay
a hundred seventy-five total which is a seventy-five-dollar delta from
the two-fifty I heard from the last agent.”
“Delta? What does Delta have to do with it?”
“Delta as in difference. Oh, I realize you’re in the airline business,
but I wasn’t talking about the airline. I was talking about the price
difference—a savings of seventy-five dollars from the two-fifty originally
quoted.”
“Well, no, actually. You’d cancel both existing returns and each of
you would use one leg of your round trip to fly on the earlier flight.”
So for fifty dollars, we would fly in three hours and arrive home
six hours earlier. We scrambled to pack, shuffle the luggage with us
to the check-out line, and collect the car. We would depart from the
unfamiliar southwest-side Midway Airport, whose restoration in the
last few decades had made viable what I thought of as a run-down
local clearinghouse in a shabby part of town.
We lifted our weekenders into the trunk and tucked ourselves into
the cold car. I turned east and put us on East Lake Shore Drive for one
more tour through the Loop, empty on this cold Sunday morning.
“These train stations look pretty run-down, Mom. There’s so much
they could do to clean them up.” Julia liked technology and polish. I
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well remember the dented metal stairs leading upward to dilapidated
benches where passengers waited for the next “EL.” The wear of the
stations seemed to match overcast weather and weary crowds. Newer
stations were an unusual break.
We turned west on Randolph and circled Daley Plaza and the
Picasso statue that had long ago turned to a dull shade of rust from the
orange color at its installation.
Heading west on Randolph, I said, “This area used to be known
as Skid Row. You had to lock your doors and be very careful because
drunks would lurch into the street in front of your car.”
I could see that all that had been cleaned up. The once-faded
brick buildings had been sandblasted to a true red with new windows
and doors, lofts and shops at the ready in yet another gentrified
neighborhood.
Soon we were on I-55, a freeway I didn’t know. I had no experience
on those west-side streets, though my imagination easily conjured
the old and rebuilt neighborhoods I knew were there—Polish, Irish,
Italian, African-American, Latino enclaves, a melting-pot amalgam
under flat gray skies. Canal Street, Halsted, Archer, Ashland, Damen,
Western, Kedzie, Pulaskie, to Cicero Avenue. I knew the names,
the grid on which they were arranged, the strict shape of memory
underlying all that had changed.
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Land of Infinite David
“Look at that,” said Mr. Carroll, my high school history

teacher. He either pointed or just squinted at the gray strip of highway
that led south, into the ocean-bottom flatness of rural Illinois. “That’s
your future.”
Clouds bunched against the press of sky like the underside of a
luminous table stuck with wads of gray gum. Highway exits curved
outward into the corn grid of industrial vegetables grown for their
chemical components. The highway narrowed to a hazy point at the
horizon, as blank as the silence I offered, a confusion so deep that it
would not cohere into a reply.
He meant to inspire, I think, to make me remember. And even now
I see this vision in grays. But the moment was like a Scantron career
aptitude quiz designed to awaken new hope that instead aggravates old
dread and stirs further hopelessness, like the career test printout with its
inscrutable oracles: Consider careers in agricultural communications
or children’s entertainment. Our journey in Mr. Carroll’s Suburban
would lead to a chipped concrete central Illinois college campus,
one facet of a day and a year and a young life in which people made
comments like this without explaining them.
The tires whined over a swath of ridged rumble strip highway, and
the van jolted every minute or two against splotches of asphalt patch
jobs and sections of slightly tilted uneven pavement. Cold pinched the
dust where glass met plastic in the far reaches of the Chevy Suburban
in 1989. Someone had spray-painted the words Trust Jesus on every
bridge embankment that cut across the highway. The script was
always the same, with the letters stacked in two layers, five columns.
You could look for hours at that phrase on each overpass until the
words dissolved into letters and the imagined early morning scene of
a faceless speaker leaving this graffiti felt like the loneliest thing in the
entire world.
uuu
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When writer David Foster Wallace killed himself in late 2008,
the Illinois in me got rung like a bell. I was apparently the only person
who didn’t even know he’d grown up in Philo on I-57, the town next
to Champaign-Urbana, where his father taught at the University of
Illinois. I had read Infinite Jest much too quickly and impatiently in a
post-undergraduate haze but somehow picked up the impression that
Wallace was east-coasty, brilliantly born in Ithaca, probably bred in
Manhattan with summers in Connecticut and prep school in New
Hampshire. Then he died. With his obituary like rain on the slick
windshield of my screen, I swerved through work but couldn’t let
that weather lift. Why he committed suicide was, on one level, easy to
answer: the sweet vulnerable wacky bigness at the heart of his writing
made him an easy mark for his own sadness. Beyond that was the
guilt. I worried about my small role in his large murder.
He taught at Illinois State University after Infinite Jest came out.
I worried that the Zen flatness of Illinois had killed David Foster
Wallace, that between the east coast and his sojourn in California
at Pomona College he stayed too long and the sadness seeped in. I
worried that somehow, by the transitive property, I was partially to
blame. I am not a glacier, of course, nor a crafter of large swathes of
geography. But as an obviously Olympic-contender codependent and a
lifelong maker of helpful flyers and bullet-pointed signs, I worried that
we, as Illinoisans, knew about the crashing and soul-crushing nature
of our state and—as usual—said too little. I worried that he had not
been adequately warned.
I worried I should have written a letter to my former state senators.
Dear Formerly Alive, Formerly Bow-Tied Senator Paul Simon: Maybe
tollbooth operators should hand out pamphlets to brilliant depressives,
such as “Wondering About How Illinois Will Affect Your Mental
Health?” This pamphlet might warn against the common myths. Even
if you think you know what you’re getting into, this version of the
Midwest is not the Scandinavian heaven of good music and culture in
Minnesota. It is not Dakota purity-of-flatness-and-cold, not Iowa-asan-Island, not Michigan-the-outdoorsy-mitten, not Sweet Indiana in
its own racetrack, not Ohio with its self-contained universe of semi-big
“C” cities. There is something more complex in the Illinois geographic
bottleneck of travel, its north-southness, its Chicago-and-not-Chicago
self-hatred, its roadtrip necessity, its Manhattan Project/Reagan-andRumsfeld-birthplace shame, its license-plate-Land-of-Lincoln-but-notLincoln’s-birthplace almostness, that might leave a person of a certain
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need abandoned out in the cold on the corn grid by himself. And
apparently this is all explained in David Foster Wallace’s “Westward
the Course of Empire Takes Its Way,” a novella that might make this
essay completely unnecessary, but as an Illinois-almost I have not yet
read that story and am a little leery of the confusion between “about
Illinois,” and “of Illinois.” So I aim not to look at the subject, but at
the ground which grew Wallace, grew me. And still I’ll venture to say
something small as Philo, simple as New Lenox.
uuu

That day in Mr. Carroll’s Suburban we were on our way to some
Honors history conference for high school students at Illinois State
University in Bloomington-Normal or Western Illinois University in
Macomb or University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. These events,
where we would listen to panels about the Black Death or present our
skits about Plato’s Elysian Fields or the Epic of Gilgamesh, seemed to
have been designed to titrate out the five nerdiest students from our
junior class of over seven hundred students. And I clung to them—
and to the math team weekend competitions, timed worksheets and
trophies for Venn Diagrams—because cool in our school meant
heavy metal and tons of eyeliner—softened with the flame of a plastic
lighter—and then getting pregnant and disappearing into the grid of
New Lenox, Illinois, a place which is south of Chicago, just west of
Joliet, yes, that place of the Blues Brothers and the state prison, where
destiny meant getting up at 6 a.m. to turn on the defroster and chip
ice off the windshield.
High school history teachers were the smartest people I knew. One
day earlier that year I had visited Mr. Miller, my sophomore history
hero, sweet and kind, curly-headed and hilarious. I sat in his cramped
office—shared with seven other teachers, stuffed to the ceiling with
papers and projects, unwindowed and grim—and I unfolded my
future shyly, the Fabergé egg of my jewel-encrusted longing. I want to
be just like you, I said, a high school history teacher. I wanted to go to
University of Illinois or Illinois State, go to a college with “Normal” in
the name, which I knew meant a teacher’s college. I would take on that
noble work. I felt the security and relief of finding access to normal, of
choosing a calling.
Mr. Miller lowered his brows over blue eyes and shook his head.
“No,” he said. “No. You can do better.” Ice-blue eyes searing me, so
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stern and almost angry, with something desperate in the way he
slammed shut that door for me, knowing my reverence for him and
my obedience would never allow me to open it again. It was the first
Zen koan of Illinois flatness. I wanted to weep. I probably did cry later.
Being the Zen soul he was, he did not fill in the blank. He left me to
wander rather than telling me to obey.
uuu

My future was the problem, and “future” means your job. The
solution was the road. I knew this from my father’s story; work was
the reason Dad moved from Subiaco, Arkansas, north to St. Louis and
then to New Lenox. When Mr. Carroll offered his solution by pointing
south through the windshield, he seemed to condemn me to reverse my
family’s northward ambitions. Wait, I wanted to say, the city is the other
way. Our list of books to read for college seemed to be all about road
trips to find work. I read Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle about immigrants
moving to Chicago to work in the stockyards, and So Big by Edna
Ferber, about a destitute farm girl heading to Chicago in poverty and
hope, getting destroyed there and heading away. We were always aware
of Chicago’s compass point as a north star, as a place where fires were
made and put out. In high school we routinely drove to the city at night
(sorry, Ma) with no destination at all. We had no idea what kind of place
we would want to go to in Chicago and no idea where to find—inside us
or in print or in faces—the kinds of things we might really like to do.
But mostly we drove to other places out on the corn grid, like Wallace
traveled the state for tennis. His essay “Derivative Sport in Tornado Alley”
catalogs how success and mobility unfold through the windshield from
towns like Champaign and Danville, like Pekin, “insurance hub and
home of Caterpillar Tractor; like the Midwest Junior Clay Courts at a
chichi private club in Peoria’s pale version of Scarsdale.” We took long
bus rides to do the things that mathletes and history club kids and band
nerds do. We arrived and took our tests and played our songs and read
our presentations from nervous sweat-stained notecards, and we were
always getting our asses kicked by northern suburbs like New Trier
High School, attended by both Donald Rumsfeld and Charlton Heston.
And when we were not performing or aiming for the blank
ahead, we drove aimlessly because the future was always somewhere
else, because Illinois is a road trip and cannot be otherwise. The furls
of the interstates wind around Chicago like a necklace, then curl
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southward at various angles toward St. Louis where they are cinched
at the state’s hip. Illinois is Miss America in a pretty dress, a ballgown
colored the lime electric green of the fields in spring, with accents of
pale purple chicory and a sash the gray of highway gravel.
Every highway angle from Chicago to someplace else is a comforting
chunk of your life measured in hours, like the five-hour diagonal
toward St. Louis.
As a child I rode through Philo several times a year on I-57
and I never waved. We rode toward and away from Arkansas on the
fourteen-hour trip down to the southern edge of the state, St. Louis
above us, crossing into Missouri at Charleston. The highways faded
to late nights in the backseat, the smell of vinyl and the neon of
travel plaza signs and the blur of sleep. We curled tight like puppies
to protect ourselves from the cold and dreamed of the slightly sweet
smell of exhaust, the crinkle of fast food wrappers. When we woke in
the early pink we watched for the green signs at the roadway’s right,
straining to see the name of the next city and the number of miles,
learning to divide by sixty to figure out the time, thinking as long as
we were awake that keeping track would make the time either shrink
or become more our own. In many senses, Mr. Carroll was right: That
highway formed the eyes and the head that would make and see my
future. It was my future because it was my spine and my past.
uuu

After David Foster Wallace died, a friend who loved his writing
brought me a book from the library that I had not known existed:
Everything and More: A Compact History of Infinity. The book lofted
way over my head into college math and beyond but left me thrilled
and adoring. It was this lovely little book, part math history, part math
humor, and partly the mechanics of Zen spirituality as the alphabet
soup of infinity, that sealed my devotion. Wallace’s clear obsession
with the abstract and yet visual elegance of functions and calculus
and the struggle to explain in forms and symbols the weirdness of
the internal and external universes showed him to be brilliant in a
grinding all-the-way-to-the-bottom fashion. I couldn’t follow, but I
could see in his dust tracks the true nature of his passionate mind: a
nerd, a math nerd, a guy who shunned the appearance of brilliance
and dove instead headlong into the subject matter. I felt a gentle
kinship with a man who loved the asymptote, one of those references
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you could try to work into conversation endlessly as a joke that always
fell flat. Asymptotes are curved lines that approach an axis but never
actually intersect, doing an erotic sort of dance with their guiding
line without ever touching it, the same way a road like I-57 seems to
cross into the Illinois horizon but never does.
In his “Derivative Sport…” essay, Wallace traces the geography of
Illinois, “the sharp intercourse of straight lines,” his love of tennis, and
the weather in Tornado Alley, a segment of eastern Illinois buffeted
with lake-effect extreme weather and wind: “The Illinois combination
of pocked courts, sickening damp, and wind required and rewarded
an almost Zen-like acceptance of things as they actually were, oncourt. I won a lot.”
In that part of Tornado Alley where I also grew up, the twisters
appear and zigzag like irrational functions on a sheet of graph paper.
A tornado tore through Joliet the day before my appointment with my
orthodontist. I followed detours that led past mountains of smoking
rubble. I passed a smoldering ditch, an improbably intact tanning
salon, blocked roads and flashing red lights. Bulldozers moved back
and forth, meditatively. As they pushed spindly piles of ripped boards
and snaking metal, their shovels rose and fell toward the center as if
they were bowing. One house sat turned on its foundation. Another
house with white aluminum siding was peeled like a banana.
uuu

The stereotype of the Midwest is zero, nothing. The stereotype
of Zen is peace, calm, a sales-pitch sip of green tea in a cruise-ship
spa. Anyone who does meditation knows it is industrial, hard-edged,
bottomless, roaring, and also jade-plant succulent. Novelist George
Saunders described Wallace as “a great American Buddhist writer,”
and his unfinished novel The Pale King gives us IRS employees sorting
through tax forms toward an awareness born of sustained concentration
at the particulars of this sometimes too-regular, sometimes too-gridded,
sometimes too-flat life. I have not read that book; Wallace imagines
them breaking through the grid into the ecstasy beyond.
Wallace left a typed note about the unfinished novel: “Bliss—a
second-by-second joy and gratitude at the gift of being alive,
conscious—lies on the other side of crushing, crushing boredom. Pay
close attention to the most tedious thing you can find (Tax Returns,
Televised Golf) and, in waves, a boredom like you’ve never known
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will wash over you and just about kill you. Ride these out, and it’s like
stepping from black and white into color. Like water after days in the
desert. Instant bliss in every atom.”
uuu

In the late 1980s as I drove the grid in high school loops, Wallace
left Philo, Illinois, to drive east to Amherst College in Massachusetts.
The New Yorker provided a pearl, a kernel: “Before Wallace left for
college, he took a long walk through the cornfields, to say goodbye to
the Midwest.”
You say secret things to corn. You cannot have an easy relationship
with that plant if you know Illinois. You know it is the reason for the
nitrate-saturated groundwater and the runoff and soil erosion and
the creeks foaming with green bubbles and the economic viability of
the small towns that trapped and nonetheless bred you. Yet you are
intoxicated with that beefy earth-and-biology smell in the springtime,
sex coming right from the ground, as if the corn itself is flipping the
bird in even rows to the factory farms and saying, Despite our utter
domestication we can still give off the elixir of wild raw monocot joy.
You hide in the corn and trip on the corn rows and scan the horizon
for threshers that will eat you up—you know Malachai and the other
Children of the Corn live somewhere in the rows, you hear the warnings
of “don’t get lost in there, you’ll lose your bearings when you can’t see
above the tassels” and you believe them. You never remember: is it
Knee-high by the Fourth of July or High as an elephant’s eye by the Fourth
of July? and you can’t ask anyone because that is like forgetting your
second cousin’s name. You ride past the blurring rows, watching from
the school bus window, and the green becomes the blur of days and the
rows spread out and collapse as you pass like a hypnotizing magic fan.
uuu

If I had known about Wallace in 1989, I could have pegged
myself as a slavish copycat. After the ride in Mr. Carroll’s Suburban
came the college applications. I attended a college like Amherst because
the brochures had nice fall foliage and heavy cardstock and pictures
of kids playing Frisbee and so I thought, okay. Then after college I
decided to move to the east coast because; because why? I don’t know.
Because life happens out there on the edges.
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Wallace moved to Boston in 1989, where he had a breakdown
and ended up on a locked psychiatric ward at McLean’s Hospital.
He lived in nearby Somerville and in a halfway house in Brighton.
He became immersed in the addiction community in Boston. He
moved to Syracuse, finished Infinite Jest, and got a job at Illinois State
University in 1993. He said he was happy to return to the Midwest.
Infinite Jest came out in 1996.
David Foster Wallace was brilliant, and I was working retail and
popping Klonopin and thinking I could handle being a social worker.
I moved to Boston in 1993 and lived in Allston next to Brighton and
in Somerville. I worked as a counselor, visited my patients at McLean.
I became immersed in the addiction community in Boston, first by
ferrying my charges to Narcotics Anonymous meetings, then by
ferrying myself to Al-Anon (the group for the families and friends
of alcoholics and addicts) to deal with my own recurring history and
penchant for close association with those folks. I just missed you,
David, though I’m sure your brilliance would have made me too shy
to ever even say hello. I moved back to Illinois in 1998.
My time in Boston thumped with the bassline of a forlorn song:
Oh, Illinois. Away from the Midwest I stumbled almost immediately
upon the thing people kept drawing my attention to: the Midwestern
accent, are you from Chicago, the flannel, wow, how did you end up
here. Without meaning to I became the worst Midwestern missionary,
first defending it like a surly child, a slight scowl and an awkward
silence at a potluck when someone made a comment. Then I could
laugh about it and describe it as a place to go instead of just to get
through on Interstate 80. But I played the hick schtick when I could
have just left it alone. I told people as only a half-joke that Wayne’s
World was my favorite movie, laughed and said, “Oh, it’s not that
bad” when what I mean is ecstasy of starlings against lilac sky, corn
tassel, burned-out steel mill truck stop.
And so because of my shame, it has taken me an essay to work
shyly toward what others probably know, but I need to present it as if
it’s something fancy like the Fabergé egg encrusted with the roadway
glitter of smashed-windshield jewels: Illinois is the land of David
Foster Wallace. He was born in Ithaca, New York, but Illinois is the
land he claimed as his own, and I understand myself through the lens
of him, he who takes the idea of cows-on-the-cover and farmtown
bucolic and looks at these ideas until they dissolve into exhaust.
Mine, ours, and thank you with deep gratitude. Birth does not equal
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destiny, but landscape helps produce the soul over time. Rest in peace,
son of the corn, cousin to tornadoes.
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Lincoln’s Watermelons
I never knew anything named Lincoln
that amounted to much.
			
—Abraham Lincoln
Once father packed us inside
his new station wagon,
not yet filled with samples,
and drove us to Springfield, Illinois,
to see Headquarters, his boss’s
mansion, and Lincoln’s tomb.
Coming back, we stopped
outside Lincoln at a farm stand
for a big, striped watermelon
that sat on the seat like a baby.
I kept my arm around it
so it wouldn’t roll,
my hip against the smooth curve.
Later, we ate it for supper,
cut into moon slices,
and saved the shiny seeds
to plant in mother’s garden
out near the cellar door—
a door set in the ground
like a grave with a handle.
Did the seeds ever come up?
Surely they froze that winter,
but today there’s one in my brain
suddenly sprouting
as I read about Lincoln
christening the town of Lincoln
not with champagne
but with watermelon,
choosing one from a wagonload,
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then slicing it with a pocketknife,
so he can break it neatly
across a pine board,
lifting one half of the melon
and with his large, bare hands,
squeezing the juice into a tin cup,
then pouring his libation,
into the thick Illinois topsoil
where he’d platted the lots
of the new town, named for him.
And afterwards everyone feasted
on watermelon, watermelon,
the juice cool and sweet
on a humid August morning,
fingers sticky, trousers spotted,
beards moist and dripping
as they ate the crisp wet slices
and spit out the seeds,
talking about the future
that must have resembled
the tall clouds on the plains,
building and vanishing,
where children not yet born
like him, like her, like me, like you
would do amazing things
a hundred years from 1853.
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Nostalgia
How could the Norway Spruce have grown so tall?
The man who planted it, at six or seven,
Looks up amazed into the massive boughs
Stretching up, it seems, halfway to heaven.
His family lived here. Then they moved to Texas.
He wants to photograph the giant tree
Because he dug the hole for the little sapling,
And of course that’s fine. No, he won’t come in.
He takes a camera out of his blue Lexus,
And I watch as he steps into the empty street
To frame the giant trunk and distant crown.
And then I remember—his little pteranodon!
Gray plastic, with sharp wings and webbed feet,
Wrinkled and ugly, a nightmarish swan
A child could fling up, or hide in a fist,
I found it under the baseboard-heat pipe
After I moved in. The boy must have missed
Packing it up with his other dinosaurs,
And I used to keep it on the windowsill
of the laundry room until my cats, thrilled,
Chose it over their favorite mouse to lick
One year, chewing the head, leaving teeth pricks.
Wouldn’t this man love to have his toy back,
Grasp something solid from his lost childhood?
So I rush to find it, pulling open drawers
Full of wires and batteries and paper sacks,
And nails, half-remembering where I tried
To hide it—yes, it’s here—after the cats died.
By the time I hurry to the front door,
He’s gone! I’m alone with the pteranodon
Sitting on my palm, its real wing span
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Stamped across its belly—27 feet.
I grab it by its distinctive skull crest,
Hold it against the spruce, and my perspective
Shifts, and now the huge beast flies over
My bustling town, this new geographic zone
Of highways crossing basins of ancient lakes,
And sinks down on powerful leathery pinions
Confused, amazed, looking for his home.
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To Illinois’s Gold Star Mothers
By 1936 Congressional Resolution, the last Sunday
in September is designated as Gold Star Mothers Day
to honor those mothers who have lost a son or
daughter in war.
You know these names as more than polished stone,
more even than ink on white parchment.
		 You know the child awash with chocolate,
			 the lanky one whose knees no jeans could hold.
			 You know the face you’ve framed upon the wall,
those eyes as lush as June lilies, that hair
as wild as the river after spring rains.
You know the one who shouldered burdens
asked of him. You know sacrifice because
		 she gave you the word whole, in act and deed
			 of hour upon lonesome hour. You know these,
			 and shall not forget the way you learned by heart
what it means to birth and give away. Mothers
know how mothers greet sun’s yellow umbrella
unfolding from Kankakee to Cairo,
Watseka to Buffalo Grove to Rock Island—
		 arcing from there to Tokyo and Seoul,
			 Berlin to London, Kabul to Baghdad.
			 You know why sunrise portends sunset, realm
of the asked and given. Your nation’s born of
more than stone, more than ink on white parchment.
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Rolling Acres
Like long-ago patrons of Florence,
the once-thriving, onceaugust developers of this subdivision called
the streets here after their daughters: Crystal
Lane, Gail Place, Susan Trail. It’s almost sixty now, this
tired neighborhood, and its gritpitted blacktop roads wind
and crumble and entwine
the acreage that is aging in much the same
way their namesakes likely are. For decades, citizens
of this patchwork place have seen feminine
names inscribed on their street signs
and road maps, their valentines
and telephone bills. Residents
of this town attend schools dedicated to presidents,
and the branches of the post office are
named after civic leaders
but, here in Rolling Acres, people save
their fondest civic feelings for those whose names
are road posts. And just
as natives of Florence must
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feel a small tug of pride as they walk past the tall
basilica and duomos named to recall
their statesmen and saints, it is a similar
comfort we feel tonight, as our car
travels slowly past the rows of small houses with their rusty
swing-sets and dusty
backyards, as we drive down Crystal, and
take a right on Susan.
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Six Prayer Kites over Rock Island
Night retraces its steps
from the river,
pacing chert-slippered
down the same path, touching
the girandole at its throat,
leaving only handprints
frosted on windows….
South wind’s afflux heavy
with mimosa, the blue moon
silvers the earth into pear leaves
& tree roots veined in the yard.
Emblems of an absence here,
a pair of shoes at the door
& an extra setting at the table.
Salt spilled on the table
like fantails of snow,
the voiceprint of the swan’s
first song. Some bad luck,
that’s all, we tell ourselves,
an unexpected current—
that’s life, we tell ourselves.
No one’s ever prepared
for the river’s greed—
not even the moon is enough,
shimmering in its depths,
nor the half-rotten rowboat.
Not the gold earring, nor
one red boot—
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Nor the color in lips.
It’s true, a death
hides here, as it hides
behind all lives, between
two moons, one
hovering just above a dream
Above withered fields,
the second moon setting
deep in the river. The wind
picks up & there is nothing
in the river, no moon,
not even a wing tip, only
the wet prints on the bank.
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Fellowship at Lake Michigan
“Flee by the sea this wretched place.
Say you believe, and by your words
be saved.” A street preacher, bent
over the waterfront, casts communion
wafers to winter gulls, each fistful
swallowed mid-air. Finally, a flock
whose faith equals his own. Sylvia Plath,
eight years old, upon her father’s death
swore never to speak to God again.
That was Cape Cod, 1940, five decades
before I did the same. Now the Lord
and I trade missives through my wife—
her poor, honest prayers. “Tell him he’s a grifter,”
I say, “a Gypsy card shark, the original flim-flam.”
“What was your name again?” he asks.
Growing up, I watched my father draw each dawn
to prayer, his 10-year chip catching the light
that, sober, he no longer feared to face. It’s about
giving up, he told me once, and my wife, caught
kneeling in the backyard, says the same.
“But you do not do,” I tell the Lord. “Your poets
play ostrich in gas ovens. My father drowned
in his own blood.”
		
		
“There are 1,473 kinds
of cheese in the world,” the Lord replies.
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“You have tasted only nine.” The wind
shifts westward, and the street preacher,
his arm exhausted, slumps beside his cart,
bottle in hand. Were she here, my wife
would leave her coat at his feet. My father
would perch along the rail. And the Lord?
The Lord would watch the sun
spike this tainted water blue and gold,
then walk blamelessly
down Michigan Avenue, stopping
at each department store window to admire
the pea coats and ladies’ shoes,
that attention to detail we call fashion.
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The Spirit of Nauvoo
I have a thing for Joseph Smith, founder of the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints. I can’t say exactly when or how it happened,
but it’s clear I’ve fallen into a kind of love with him. I’m sure I’m not
the only one this has happened to. Post mortem, I mean. Everyone
knows how many women loved him when he walked the Earth.
Joseph Smith came from a family of dreamers. His father and brothers
had important dreams, premonitions. Joseph Smith had a stone that he
would place into the bottom of one of the deep hats that were fashionable
in his day. He would cover the opening of the hat with his face, blocking
all the light, and he would see the locations of buried treasure. He did this
for people for a fee. This was his business. It must have been not unlike
looking into his hat when he looked into the darkness of his attic bedroom
one night and saw a robed figure. It must not have been too strange for
him to say to his family the next morning, “I’ve had a vision.”
Joseph Smith was raised in the country. At the turn of the 19th
century, Vermont, New Hampshire, and much of New York State were
considered the frontier. Places like Ohio and Illinois were the Wild
West and the land beyond the Mississippi may as well have been on the
moon. Joseph Smith was born into a time when science and pseudo
science and religion were all intertwined. Something was up, and it
seemed everyone in the countryside was having visions. Every town
had a witch or a prophet or at least someone with a divining rod. Every
town had a boy like Joseph Smith with a seer stone. Everyone wanted
to find a Spanish coin or an Indian burial ground or a glimpse into the
underworld. Read today, the Book of Mormon story seems absolutely
preposterous, but in 1831 America was more than ready for such a story,
for such a mythology. America was perfectly ripe for its own religion.
The Book of Mormon is about buried treasure, or rather the
Book itself was buried treasure. Joseph Smith found the book fully
written on golden plates, buried in a hillside. When the angel Moroni
visited Joseph in the farmhouse room where he slept, he told the kid
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simply where to dig. Joseph was a poor teenager and motivated by
money. Golden plates! Ancient treasure! Let me at it! But this Joseph
Smith—the one who was arrested for false claims and charging people
for information about bogus treasure—has been carefully re-shaped
over the years. And the ghosts and crystals have been written out of
the story completely. Now the story is about a curiously devout boy
who prays a very sincere prayer and is chosen by God for his pure
heart to receive a splendid secret. Now the ghost is an angel and the
buried treasure, a testament of Jesus Christ. And the savvy teenage
boy with his head full of dreams and jewels is a prophet.
But this is the modern story, the one the Church will tell you today.
Back then, Mormonism was a grand adventure. By 1831, the farm boy
Joseph Smith had become a man with a plan. His Book of Mormon—the
one he translated from Egyptian hieroglyphs—was gaining popularity
and notoriety. It was a good story. In it, Jesus came to the New World
after he died on the cross an ocean away. The gloriously resurrected
body of Jesus Christ came to the wildly lost people of the Americas
so that they too could have the hope of salvation. Suddenly the Bible
seemed so ancient, so out of context. Mormonism was modern and
relevant, and Joseph Smith was a kick in the pants.
Just sixteen years after Joseph’s farmhouse vision, he found
himself in Nauvoo, Illinois, in exile and with a rather large following of
believers in his vision—tens of thousands of Latter-day Saints. He had
already been tarred and feathered. Many of his Saints had already been
killed—shot point blank or hacked to death with farm implements. They
were endlessly persecuted by the Americans who had quickly grown
weary of all the fake religions New England seemed to be cranking out.
It seemed some Americans were not taken with Joseph’s homegrown
version of Christianity. When the tired and beaten Saints arrived at a
swampy bend in the Mississippi River, Joseph Smith declared it would
be their new home. He called it “Nauvoo,” from the Hebrew—his own
translation—meaning “a beautiful plantation.” He had the swamp
drained and laid out a city in a perfect Mormon grid. He created order
out of chaos—something he was quite good at, something that made
him not unlike God. Their tents were eventually replaced with more
permanent dwellings—first log homes, then brick. Crops were planted,
Main Street was designated, and plans were made for the construction
of an enormous temple. Utopia was forming in front of their eyes. The
Latter-day Saints had finally found a resting place.
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That was 1839. Seven years later the streets of Nauvoo were all
but deserted. The temple was gutted by arsonists’ fire. The Prophet lay
dead in an unmarked grave. The footprints of nearly twenty thousand
people led down to the river, reappearing on the other side, forming a
trail all the way to the deserts of the West.
Nauvoo is pretty much deserted at 6:30 on a Sunday evening
in March. Who knows where the people are. They aren’t standing in
front of the temple where I am standing with my friend, Mike, looking
out over the river with a statue of Joseph Smith and his brother, Hyrum.
The bronze men are on horseback. Later I am to find out they are riding
to their deaths, but right now I imagine they have just arrived, that they
are seeing this site for the first time just like I am. The temple is up on a
hill, safe from floods, and not unlike a lighthouse or beacon for the city
below. The light of the setting sun paints the whole little town of Nauvoo
with dusty gold. Even the velvety brown water of the Mississippi has
glitter on its surface. Behind me, the temple feels like it’s on fire.
Big bronze Joseph Smith says to no one in particular, “It is a
beautiful site and it shall be called ‘Nauvoo.’” I want to tell him he is
full of it, that he doesn’t speak Hebrew, but he says this with such an
air of authority, I eat it up. “Nauvoo is a beautiful name,” I tell him.
Deep down we both know this whole thing has gotten out of
hand. Deep down he knows this is where it ends for him. I know this
because I’ve read the future. I know from history that this is where
the Prophet will die, but I can imagine I know it too from the look on
his face. He knows he can’t run anymore. His lies are catching up to
him, even if he doesn’t know they are lies. It has gotten too big, even
for a prophet of God.
There are forces bigger than Joseph Smith, forces like the United
States government, forces like the people of Illinois who don’t want the
Mormons around. Joseph Smith knows this. I know this. Those forces
will defeat him in 1844, but there is something that is bigger than a
prophet, bigger than the government, bigger than my faith in any of
this—the Spirit of Nauvoo.
In contemporary Nauvoo, they throw this phrase all over the
reconstructed, reenacted, refabricated town. They sing songs about it.
They tell you they hope you find it here on your two- or three-day
vacation. The Spirit of Nauvoo is a hokey tourist-trap slogan, but it has
a power that has somehow made the Mormon Church what it is today.
When Joseph Smith was martyred, some of the people he left behind
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took on superhuman strength. They didn’t have enough money for
oxen, so most of them dragged all of their belongings in wheelbarrowlike handcarts across the unknown expanse of plains, deserts, and
mountains. They went even though there wasn’t anywhere to go. They
left their brick homes abandoned. They buried their children along the
way. They followed without asking questions.
Nauvoo is a town of just one thousand residents. Only fifteen percent
of the permanent residents are LDS. After the mass exodus of the Mormons
from Nauvoo, there were about two thousand left. They slowly trickled
out and went west until there were no more. The temple was completed in
1846, two years after Joseph Smith’s death, and in 1848, when most of the
Saints were gone, it was reduced to a charred shell by arsonists. A tornado
two years later finished it off (many Mormons believe the tornado was
sent by God so that no one could desecrate the sacred building they had
to leave behind). But that didn’t mean that Nauvoo wasn’t still a sacred
place. Many of the early Saints’ homes still stood, some of them still fully
furnished. As early as 1853, the first “tourists” came to Nauvoo. Many
converts and missionaries on their way from Europe and the East Coast
stopped as pilgrims in Nauvoo on their way to Salt Lake City to catch up
with the Church in its new home.
Nauvoo was just another small Midwestern town on the
Mississippi in the frontier years of the late 19th century. The Mormons
didn’t return to Nauvoo until 1956, when the great-grandson of an
important early Mormon leader, Heber C. Kimball, purchased his
great-grandfather’s house to use as a summer home. So many pilgrims
came to Leroy Kimball’s vacation home that he soon donated it to the
Church to use as a historical site. He organized Nauvoo Restoration,
Incorporated, in 1962, and by 1971, the LDS Church had established
a visitor’s center and a yearly pageant commemorating the Mormons’
years in Nauvoo and their brave flight across the Mississippi to Utah.
Since the rebuilding of the Nauvoo temple, which was dedicated
in 2002, Nauvoo has become a sort of “Mormon Disneyland.” Nearly
four hundred thousand people flooded into Nauvoo for the dedication.
Nauvoo Restoration, Inc., and the Church have purchased many of
the original buildings and restored or completely rebuilt them from
original plans. Each little storefront or home on “Mormon” Main
Street is run by an elderly missionary who tells a little story about the
Saints who lived there or worked there in the days when a prophet of
God walked the streets of Nauvoo.
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I have come to Nauvoo for spring break, dragging my dear
friend Mike with me because we are too broke to go anywhere else and
I am in love with Joseph Smith, have a lot of religious emotional baggage,
and feel very strongly that I need to visit this small, unimportant Midwest
town that was, in its heyday, the most impressive Mormon metropolis
to exist until Salt Lake City. However, I am also a grad student and it
is spring break, after all. My friends are on the Gulf Coast drinking
daiquiris and snorkeling. It’s still cold in Illinois and Nauvoo is about
as far from the Florida Panhandle as we can be. But Mike is an IrishCatholic from Milwaukee. He is a redheaded fiction writer, who burns
easily. He is the perfect companion for such a bizarre pilgrimage and
signed on immediately without question when I asked, “Hey, what are
you doing for spring break? Want to go to Illinois? My treat.”
We are staying in a “homestead” I found advertised on the web for
thirty dollars a night. It was described as an authentic 19th-century log
cabin the owners hauled in pieces from Wyoming to be reconstructed
in this makeshift pioneer town in Illinois. We get into town after dark
with no directions to the place. The owner told me on the phone that
I’d know it when I saw it, and sure enough about a mile from the
temple, there is a structure on an otherwise empty lot that looks about
the size of a doghouse.
We check it out. The grounds around the shed are immaculately
manicured with soft green grass growing for about two feet around its
perimeter and a baby evergreen tree out front. There is a note on the
door: “Welcome, Jennifer. Key is under the mat.” It is a skeleton key, of
course, but the door is unlocked.
The “homestead” has log bunk beds, a bathroom door fashioned
like an outhouse, and a huge mural of “Old Nauvoo.” It is absolutely
cozy. We move in and go into town to find something to eat, only to
find that there are no restaurants in Nauvoo. At least not at this time of
year. This is the off-season. Nauvoo waits for all the Mormon children
to get out of school for the summer, and then they come in droves. In
early spring, there’s only a gas station that serves microwaved pizza
and a donut shop we pray will be open in the morning. We take our
soggy pizza back to the homestead and watch satellite TV. We find out
that being early-American religious exiles isn’t so bad.
We practically have Nauvoo to ourselves, and each missionary
we encounter seems to be glad to have us to him- or herself. The
first Mormon-themed attraction we visit after coffee and donuts the
next morning is the “Family Living Center.” It is a large room like a
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community center, and a man in period clothes—suspenders and a
floppy felt hat—is playing the recorder. We stand around awkwardly
while he finishes his song.
“Well, hi there, young pilgrims! Welcome to Old Nauvoo.”
I’m pretty sure he thinks we’re married. I’m pretty sure we should
let him think that.
“Would you like to know how things were done here in Old Nauvoo?”
Mike shoots me a look. I shoot the look to the man in the floppy
hat, which he interprets as a yes.
“Well, come over here and I’ll show you.”
An hour later we’ve learned how to spin flax into weaveable threads,
to make rugs from old quilts, to make barrels for storing liquids and
grains (they are very different), to make rope, and to make bread in a
bustle oven. So far, Nauvoo isn’t so bad. We haven’t been confronted
with any nasty secrets or touchy parts of history. I haven’t really even
thought about Joseph Smith and why I’m here. We’re supposed to
come back in an hour to partake of the bread we helped make, so we go
on a Conestoga wagon tour of the city in the meantime. At the end of
the tour, the wagon-driver says, “It’s not what you see here in Nauvoo,
it’s what you feel. I hope you feel the spirit here in Nauvoo. Remember,
folks, a prophet of God walked these streets.” At these words, I feel
something—a sense of awe that a prophet of God walked these very
streets, a prophet of a God I don’t even believe in, and I know that I’m
getting caught up in the Spirit of Nauvoo.
In the afternoon, we visit the brick maker. We are the only two there
for his brick-making demonstration. Not only is he convinced that we’re
married, but he’s also convinced we’re Mormon. I start to wonder what
it is that makes us seem Mormon and then I realize that he must think
we’re Mormon by default—why would a young non-Mormon couple
spend three days at what is essentially a Mormon theme park?
After his demonstration, I ask him about his mission experience
in Nauvoo.
“Oh, it’s just wonderful. We just love it here. You must have met
my wife earlier; she’s the gingerbread lady.”
I tell him that if I were on a mission, I would choose to be a brick
maker, and he says, “Oh, no no no, we don’t let sisters do this kind of
work. It’s much too dirty.” He’s not joking one bit. “We let them do
the baking and stuff, you know.” I don’t point out the fact that the
bricks are baked in an earthen oven that looks exactly like the one
they bake cookies in.
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He then asks Mike where he was sent on his mission. Mike is clearly
old enough to have been on a mission and returned missionaries are
usually the ones to score wives. But when the brick maker asks this,
Mike immediately looks down at his shoes. When I step in and answer
that neither of us has been on a mission, it is clear that we are either
not Mormons, or not good ones.
“Maybe we’ll wait until we’re retired and come serve in Nauvoo,”
I say. I give him a big smile and grab Mike’s hand for emphasis. I avoid
any further questions by mentioning that we still have a blacksmith
and a printmaker to visit before 5:00 as we back out the door.
Every evening, the geriatric crew puts on a musical drama called
“Rendezvous in Old Nauvoo” where they don period clothes and sing
out-of-tune old-timey songs accompanied by an exhausting oomp-pah
on an upright piano. It’s like a children’s Christmas play, only with old
people. No one has a good voice. It is over an hour long and pretty much
the worst musical play I’ve ever seen. Mike and I can hardly stand it. If
I look over at him sitting next to me in the small auditorium, we both
start laughing those laughs that come forcibly out your nose when you
try to hold them in. I cover my snorts with some fake coughs and try to
pay attention to the story.
When we step outside after the play, I immediately apologize to Mike,
whom I can’t believe I’ve dragged along on this ridiculous expedition.
“Oh God, I bet you wish you were in Florida right about now.”
“No way. Are you kidding? That was amazing.”
But instead of remembering funny things about the play and
laughing some more when we’re outside, we are both surprisingly
quiet, and I feel inexplicably sad.
When we get back to the homestead to watch trashy TV and drink
beer, I feel horribly embarrassed. I tried to convince us both that this
would be a fun trip—a silly road trip to a quirky Illinois town that
two broke writers might find an entertaining alternative to staying in
our dead college town for a week. But I have a problem with religion. I
have some serious questions and I am looking in some very dangerous
places for answers and nothing about it seems very silly.
“I’m sorry I’m so crazy, Mike. This is a crazy trip to drag you along
for.”
“You’re not nearly as crazy as any of the Mormons we met today.”
He’s kind of joking. “You don’t believe in it, Jen, that’s what makes you
different from real Mormons.”
“So, I’m a fake Mormon? And that’s not crazy?”
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“Okay, it’s a little crazy, but you’re only asking the questions that
we all ask. You’re just using a specific setting and a specific language
to tell the stories we are all trying so hard to tell,” Mike says.
“Spoken like a true fiction writer. But this isn’t fiction. This is my
life. I’m not a journalist. I’m not investigating the Mormons to write a
story about them. This is a story about me. I can’t look at Mormonism
objectively anymore. When did this become so personal? What the
fuck is wrong with me?”
He says, “I think it’s impossible to look at any religion objectively.
It’s all about emotion. I mean, even ‘Rendezvous in Old Nauvoo.’ They
want you to feel something and it works, even if it’s fake.”
“Mike, I’m seriously in love with Joseph Smith. I seriously want to
live here in the 1840s and have a Prophet to believe in. I chose to come
to Illinois for spring break, because I don’t have anything like this in my
life. I don’t believe in anything.”
“Well, you’re trying. It’s more than the rest of us are doing. And
Illinois is a fine place to come for spring break. This homestead is
awesome.” He opens another beer and flops back down on his bunk.
“So much better than Florida.”
When we wake up, I look over and see Mike under his comforter
printed with wagon wheels.
“I had fucked up dreams last night,” he says.
“Welcome to Mormon-mania,” I say, and he starts singing the song
“Welcome to Nauvoo” from the play last night in his scratchy morning
voice, which makes him sound convincingly like a septuagenarian.
“Only two more days of this,” I say, recognizing just how long
those two days are going to be and wondering if maybe we should just
move on to St. Louis, where I have friends and where we can go on
the Budweiser brewery tour instead and at least get free beer instead of
gingerbread cookies.
While the vibe in Nauvoo today is distinctly LDS, what I’ve
read about the Nauvoo days of the Church reveals that it was not the
white-bread eating, trampoline-owning Mormonism of Utah. Nauvoo
in the 1840s was a club you wanted to belong to. It was exclusive; and
to get in, you had to believe. And once you were in, you were privy to
all kinds of secrets. Some of the wackiest things in Mormonism came
about during the Nauvoo years. Like polygamy. It seems there was plenty
of hedonism in Nauvoo, like so many other communes. Joseph Smith
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might have been messing around with the attractive female followers of
his Church before Nauvoo, but it was here that someone came to him
with an interesting doctrinal question.
The belief in eternal marriage was already there. The woman you
married would be yours well past death do us part. Your family unit would
become your universe and you could reign over all your descendents for
eternity. The story goes like this: A Nauvoo man whose wife had died had
remarried. He came to Joseph asking which of the two wives would be his
companion in the afterlife. Somehow, Joseph hadn’t thought of this before,
so he paused for a brief moment, then said, “Well, I guess both of them.”
Then, it was like a new universe of possibilities suddenly illuminated. If
you could have multiple wives in Heaven, why wait for death? Why not get
a head start? What better way to populate your planet than to have a bunch
of wives making a bunch of babies here on Earth?
At first, the new doctrine of plural marriage was a secret.
Only a few high Church officials were let in on the Prophet’s latest
“revelation.” So, the polygamists of Nauvoo were not parading around
in public with a beautiful wife on each arm. Joseph knew his wife,
Emma, would never go for such a thing, so women were “sealed” to
Joseph in secret ceremonies. He would send one of his close officials to
a young woman he fancied to explain the revelation of plural marriage.
Most of the women couldn’t argue with God’s will, and many of them
couldn’t wait to be with the most powerful man on Earth, and so night
after night, Joseph “married” these girls and made them promise not
to tell a soul. It was a pretty brilliant plan, but gossipy girls couldn’t
keep their passionate moment with the Prophet to themselves, so more
and more people were let in on the secret. After Emma found out and
flipped out (Joseph was supposedly sleeping with a teenage girl who
was boarding with the family), the Prophet denounced the practice
according to many of the Mormons who stayed in Illinois. It was
Brigham Young, taking power after Joseph’s death, who made plural
marriage an “open secret” and acknowledged the institution after the
group left Nauvoo and traveled to Utah, which ended up causing a lot
of problems.
So Nauvoo was a pretty rockin’ place in the mid-19th century, with
scandals on the prairie and lots of good juicy secrets. Of course, like
the story of the Church’s origins, the Nauvoo days are whitewashed as
well. Today, no one talks about this side of the Prophet. They still talk
about his charisma, his tall frame, sharp nose, piercing eyes. They talk
about the trance people seemed to fall into whenever he addressed the
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masses. But no one dares to think that Joseph Smith would have ever
used his powers for something as selfish as sexual satisfaction. No, he
was a moral and just latter-day Moses who never led his people astray.
So, the LDS version of the story isn’t nearly as good as the historic
truth and history has played out strangely in Nauvoo since Joseph was
there. There are two Nauvoos these days on the Mississippi, and today
Mike and I will visit the other side.
When Joseph Smith died, there was a split in the Church over
who was to be the next prophet. One group believed they should
wait until the Prophet’s son, Joseph Smith III, who was eleven at the
time of his father’s death, came of age and anoint him the successor.
They were greatly outnumbered by the other group, which followed
Brigham Young into the desert. The group that stayed in Nauvoo
included Joseph Smith’s wife, Emma, and his children, and they called
themselves the Reformed Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
In 2002, the Reformed LDS Church changed its name to Community
of Christ, further separating itself from the Utah Mormons.
Nauvoo is a city divided. In the historic district, somewhere
between Parley Street and Water Street, there is an invisible line drawn
in the manicured lawn. This line separates the historic sites owned by
the LDS Church (most commonly called the Mormons—the ones who
followed Brigham Young) from those owned by the Community of
Christ (formerly known as the Reformed LDS Church—the ones who
stayed in Nauvoo).
The LDS side of Nauvoo is staffed by three hundred missionaries
who live in a little community of brick buildings that look just like
the revamped period homes of the Mormons who lived in Nauvoo in
the 19th century. The retiree missionaries will make you a gingerbread
cookie or a horseshoe or a commemorative brick if you stay and listen
to their stories of “Old Nauvoo.” Most of them will tear up when they
get to the part where the brick maker or the blacksmith or the baker has
to leave his home and business and pack up a handcart and head out
across the frozen Mississippi River toward the new promised land.
The Community of Christ, on the other hand, doesn’t need to
recreate Old Nauvoo because the sites they own have been preserved
since the mid-19th century and stayed in the Smith family until they
were donated to the Church. And they only have one tour guide. Alma
Leeder is seventy years old, wears a suit and a ball cap, and carries a
cane that he uses to point with more than he uses to help him walk. I
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try to ignore the fact that his name is Alma and that he is like a ghost
from the past leading us through some of the most intimate historical
sites I’ve ever been to.
Alma has no song-and-dance routine, no free souvenirs, no acting.
But he has the key to Joseph Smith’s house and he can let me in, which
beats anything I’ve seen in Nauvoo so far. This is where the Prophet
tucked in his boys at night. This is where he talked to God. This is
the bed where Emma conceived the Prophet’s child. This is where she
cooked him breakfast the morning after she found out he had taken
dozens of other wives. This is the table where he ate his meals and
thanked God for all the blessings an egomaniac can list. This is a full
picture of the Prophet with all the details of his humanity mixed in
with his undeniable powers. It is tempting while walking his hallways
to think he was just a man. He had closets and dishes and paintings
and chairs and fireplaces like the rest of us. He had a family. But if he
was just a man, why do I feel such awe? Why am I so thrilled to breathe
the same air as Joseph Smith or walk the same pathways from room to
room? Why am I so grieved that he had to walk out these front doors
for the last time and ride off to die?
Alma says little on the tour. He tells us what is original and what
is not. He tells the simple story of how the Church came to own these
structures. He tells anecdotes about Joseph and Emma’s home life.
He also tells a story that the man pretending to be an Old Nauvoo
printer on the other side of that invisible line forgot to tell. Alma
comes right out and says that there was a rival newspaper in Nauvoo
called the Expositor and that it published unfavorable things about
the Saints and that Joe Smith had it destroyed. Just like that. When I
asked the missionary in the print shop if there were other presses in
Nauvoo, he said no. It is an embarrassing story. The Prophet abused
his powers and acted rashly.
But it seems like the Community of Christ likes this more human
version of the Prophet. Joseph Smith is a man to them, albeit a very
special man. He isn’t a superhero. There is something I really love about
people who believe wholeheartedly in a prophet who they know was an
adulterer. Emma stayed with this branch of the Church after Joseph was
martyred. It is good to be reminded that Emma stayed with any kind of
church after her husband died. It is amazing to think she still believed
in Joseph’s dream. It’s easy to admire the power of her denial.
Alma Leeder has made Mike and me feel better about Nauvoo.
Mike agrees that the Community of Christ is far less creepy than the
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LDS Church. We love Alma. We want him to be our grandpa. We want
to sit on the floor next to his easy chair: “Tell us more stories about the
old days, Grandpa. Tell us more about Old Joe Smith. What was it like
when the Prophet walked the streets of Nauvoo?”
Joseph Smith was shot about twenty miles from Nauvoo in the
county seat of Carthage. He was charged with riot and disrupting the
peace when he ordered the Expositor’s press be destroyed. He was never
arrested. He rode to Carthage unbound and willingly. In Carthage,
there was to be a trial. Thomas Ford, the Governor of Illinois, said
he just wanted to talk, but Joseph knew otherwise, and when he said
goodbye to Emma in front of their house he could not promise her he
would return. Joseph knew that if he didn’t go to Carthage there would
be a civil war in Nauvoo. The county had gathered a militia that needed
no more reasons to invade the Mormon city; infringing on freedom of
the press was a serious offense, and, added to the rumors of polygamy
and the fact that Nauvoo was printing its own currency and organizing
its own army, there were plenty of reasons the local government wanted
to take Smith down. Joseph Smith was a true martyr. He gave his life in
order to save his people who he knew would have been annihilated if
the angry mob couldn’t have his head on a plate.
Not long after Joseph Smith was shot, Carthage jail became a
private residence, and it stayed as such until the LDS Church bought
it and turned it into a historic site. It’s really just a house, though,
furnished domestically with period furniture. The “martyrdom room”
looks just like a bedroom, complete with a bed, a fireplace, and three
windows, each large enough for a prophet to fall out of. On the sill of
every window and on the mantel above the fireplace is a strategicallyplaced box of tissues. The bed is not the one where Joseph slept the
night before he was killed, but the hole in the wooden door is the one
the bullet made that went into his brother’s face and killed him. I can’t
help but want to touch the small hole, stick my finger through it, expect
to feel something.
My three-person tour group is led through Carthage Jail by
Sister Ann, a Mormon missionary from Utah. She must take ten tours
through the jail every day, and I’m sure that ours isn’t special and that
she cries on the others like she does on ours. It’s not that the tears seem
rehearsed or that they don’t seem genuine; it’s just that the version of
Joseph Smith she mourns seems weak and powerless. Poor Joseph, she
says, killed in cold blood. He didn’t deserve to die. But he did deserve to
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die. He knew he deserved to die. He knew he had gotten away with more
than he ever expected. It wasn’t like the angry mob materialized from
thin air or that bullets started flying from out of the blue. The tragedy
of Joseph’s death isn’t that it was a complete surprise to him. The game
was over. He just got tired of running. As far as I am concerned, Joseph
Smith was a son of a bitch and that is why I love him and why I get a
little worked up every time I’m forced to think about his death.
At Carthage Jail, the Mormons make you listen to a reenacted
audio drama of what it would have sounded like on June 27, 1844,
in the martyrdom room. The men sing hymns when they know their
time has come. Bullets start whizzing about the room. Hyrum is
struck in the face and says, “I am a dead man!” The mob is yelling. I
am unaffected.
On the tour I wish I could take of the jail, everything is a little
quieter. I hear no bullets, no yelling. I picture Joseph Smith alone,
silhouetted in the window, thinking, oh shit, it is finally happening. He
has no regrets. He is sorry it has to end, but he also feels overwhelmingly
relieved. On my imaginary tour, the Prophet’s ghost appears in the
room and explains everything to me. We are alone and he tells me the
truth about his many wives, about his love for Emma, about the golden
plates, about the temple ceremonies, about how to get to Heaven, about
how to spend our days on Earth. And after he explains all this to me, the
ghost of Joseph Smith kisses me on the mouth then jumps lightly out
the window. There are white curtains and they are billowing around me
when I lean out and look for him. Of course he is gone. Of course it was
all a dream. Of course I am left with my unanswered questions.
Joseph Smith was shot when he went to jump out the window.
Some accounts say he made the Masonic sign of distress right before
he was shot in the back. He survived the first bullet wound. He
survived the fall. His last words were, “Oh Lord, my God,” as he fell. I
hear them as more of an expletive than a prayer, or maybe a last ditch
effort at redemption.
Sister Ann likes to believe that the Prophet was dead before
he hit the ground. She says she knows in her heart his spirit never
touched the dirt—that it somehow flew out of him mid-air. I’m not
sure why she imagines it this way. Maybe somehow it seems less defiling
to think of him sprouting wings and flying off toward the Celestial
Kingdom than to think of his body crashing into the ground. But, as
several accounts go, Joseph was alive when he hit the pavement. He
mumbled and twitched and rolled over onto his face. He died when
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four members of the militia shot him point-blank.
Joseph’s and Hyrum’s bodies were brought back to Nauvoo.
Because there was still a bounty on Joseph’s head—dead or alive—the
caskets of the martyrs were filled with sandbags for the public burial,
and the actual bodies were secretly buried at an undisclosed location.
The remains of the Smith brothers were hidden for over eighty years,
when they were finally excavated (along with Emma’s remains) and it
was safe for them to have marked graves.
The graves all received new shiny headstones in 1991, and so to
stand before the grave of the Prophet Joseph Smith is a bit of a letdown.
I had imagined the crumbling antiquity of an old graveyard. I had
imagined a crypt, a gothic shrine built around the grave. I imagined
pilgrims would have left wilting flowers at his feet.
I think I would like it better if the graves were still unmarked.
There is something exciting about knowing Joseph Smith’s body could
be anywhere, that I could have walked right over him and never have
known. He is more like Jesus that way. It’s nice to think of Joseph Smith
as a risen savior. It’s nice to think that he could still be out there or up
there or living in me.
I buy a pamphlet at Alma Leeder’s suggestion that tells the story
of the exhuming of the bodies and the reburial. In the pamphlet, there
is a black-and-white picture of three skeletons lying in three whitelined caskets. They are the remains of Joseph, Hyrum, and Emma.
When I see this photograph, I am very harshly struck for the first time
with the humanity of Joseph Smith. A myth doesn’t have a skeleton.
Because it is a photograph and not a painting, because it is bones and
not a closed casket, I am seeing Joseph Smith as just a man for the very
first time. It’s sort of embarrassing for me. I have never really thought
of Joe Smith as just a guy. It’s really something to see him looking like
hell, all rotten and decayed. It makes me want to cry. He’s just a guy.
It’s all just a bunch of lies.
But I realize that without glorifying Joseph Smith, without the
mass exodus to Utah, without Brigham Young’s unyielding dominion
over the Saints, without the woe-is-me attitude that the Mormons have
carried with them since the day Joseph died, Mormonism is just like
any other Christian church and Nauvoo is just like any small Midwest
town whose boom days are long over. To walk through the streets of
Nauvoo with Alma Leeder ahead of me and my friend Mike by my side
is to know the true Spirit of Nauvoo in 1844, to know it in a context
that makes sense to me. And while it’s not a religious experience, it’s
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something special, something that makes me feel changed.
I imagine we grab a beer from the bar in Joe Smith’s living room.
We watch him wrestle with the young men of the Church, which Alma
tells us is something he liked to do. Joseph was quite agile and athletic
and he usually won these wrestling matches, which somehow further
asserted his dominance and his chosenness. We listen to Joseph Smith
tell us what to do and how to be happy. He has some radical ideas, but
we are happy. We are just minding our own business, trying to be the
best humans we can be. We have fun. We have our indiscretions. We
have forgiveness. And we’ll all be together in the afterlife. We’ll have
our wives and our husbands and our children and our prophets by our
sides—it will be just like we remember Old Nauvoo.
In her definitive biography on Joseph Smith, Fawn Brodie says,
“‘Nauvoo’ had the melancholy music of a mourning dove’s call and
somehow matched the magic of the site.” When I tell people I went to
Nauvoo for spring break, they repeat the name like it is something from
science fiction. They ask, “Isn’t that the planet in Star Wars?” Nauvoo
is melancholy to me and it is like something from outer space.
It’s somehow depressing leaving Nauvoo. I’m tempted to believe
this is what it must have felt like for those settlers to leave their lovely
little community, their temple, their prophet, their home.
“I feel exactly how they want me to feel,” I tell Mike. I feel manipulated
and somehow content.
“Yeah, this religion is really fucked up. I can see why it fascinates
you, but maybe you should give it a rest,” Mike says.
I already have plans to spend the whole summer in Utah, but I
don’t tell him this.
Fourteen hours later, we are back in our college town and
I arrive at my apartment with the song, “Welcome to Nauvoo” still in
my head with its obsessive heavy downbeats. It’s driving me crazy, but
I feel just like a pilgrim should upon returning from a trip. I have my
relics—a stupid brick, some rope I made, a secret recipe for Mormon
gingerbread cookies, a horseshoe. I have a bumper sticker on my car
that says “I love Nauvoo.” I don’t have a clue what to do with these
things. But I won’t throw them away. I took pictures of Joseph Smith’s
house, of his grave, of the window he fell out of. I will look at them
over and over. And I’ll probably go back to Nauvoo some day. The
blacksmith told me to come back, to bring my children, to bring my
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children’s children to experience Old Nauvoo, lest we forget what we
once had and had taken from us. He said this because he thought I
was a Saint; he thought we were both Saints. And right now, I feel like
an honorary Mormon. I have learned to talk like them; I have learned
their history; I can ask all the right questions. I have even learned to be
sincerely and terribly moved by their historical sites. I even feel a little
bit like a martyr. I even feel a little mad at that angry mob for killing
my Prophet, for making everything stop in 1844, trapping me there.
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Pearl, Upward
Chicago. Say it. Push out the three sighs, don’t let such a
huge wish languish. Her world, so big she didn’t know its edges, suddenly
not enough. She’s heard the dreams out loud, the tales of where money
flows, and after you arrive it takes what, a minute? to forget that Alabama
ever held sugar for you.
She wants to find a factory where she can work boredom into her
fingers. She’s never heard a siren razor the dark. She wants Lucky Strikes,
a dose of high life every Friday, hard lessons from a jukebox. Wants to
wave goodbye to her mama and a God not particular to ugly. Just the
word city shimmies her. All she needs is a bus ticket, a brown riveted
case to hold her dresses, and a waxed bag crammed with smashed slices
of white bread and doughy fried chicken splashed with Tabasco. This
place, Chicago, is too far to run. But she knows with the whole of her
heart that it is what she’s been running toward.
Apple cheeks, glorious gap-tooth fills the window of the Greyhound.
For the occasion, she has hotcombed her hair into shivering strings and
donned a homemade skirt that wrestles with her curves. This deception
is what the city asks. I dream her sleeping at angles, her head full and
hurting with future, until the bus arrives in the city. Then she stumbles
forth with all she owns, wanting to be stunned by some sudden thunder.
Tries not to see the brown folks—the whipcloth shoe shiners, the bag
carriers—staring at her, searching for some sign, craving a smell of
where she came from.
How does a city look when you’ve never seen it before? Grimace
and whisper hover everywhere. It is months before she realizes that no
one knows her name. No one says Annie Pearl and means it.
She crafts a life that is dimmer than she’d hoped, in a tenement
flat with walls pressing in hard and fat roaches, sluggish with Raid,
dropping into her food, writhing on the mattress of her Murphy bed.
In daytime, she works in a straight line with other women, her hands
moving without her. Repeat. Repeat. When her evenings are breezy
and free and there is change in her purse, she looks for music that
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whines, men in sharkskin suits, a little something to scorch her throat.
Drawn to the jukebox, she punches one letter, one number, hears her
story sung over and over in indigo gravel. And she cries when she
hears what has happened to homemade guitars. They’ve forgotten how
much they need the southern moon.
At night when she tries to sleep, Alabama fills her head with a
cruel grace, its colors brighter, and its memory impossibly wide. She
remembers the drumbeat she once was.
My mother, Annie Pearl Smith, never talks with me of Annie Pearl
Connor, the girl she was before she boarded that Greyhound, before
she rolled into the city. The South, she insists, was the land of clipped
dreaming, ain’t got nones and never gon’ haves. Alabama only existed
to be left behind. It’s as if a whole new person was born on that bus, her
first full breath straining through exhaust, her first word Chicago.
But from her sisters I heard stories of what a raging tomboy she
was, how it seemed like she was always running.
Whenever I dream her young, I see red dust on her ankles and
feet. Those feet were flat and ashy, steady stomping, the corn on her
baby toe raw and peeled back. No shoes could hold them. Those feet
were always naked, touched by everything, stones asked her to limp
and she didn’t. Low branches whipped, sliced her skin, and they urged
her to cry and she wouldn’t. Blood dripped and etched rivers in rust.
She was a blazing girl, screech raucous and careening, rhymes and
games and dares in her throat. Her laugh was a shattering on the air. Playing
like she had to play to live, she shoved at what slowed her, steamrolled
whatever wouldn’t move. Alabama’s no fool. It didn’t get in her way.
What was down south then, then where she romped and ran?
Slant sag porches, pea shuck, twangy box guitars begging under blue
moons. Combs spitting sparks, pull horses making back roads tremble,
swear-scowling elders with rheumy glares fixed on checkerboards.
Cursed futures crammed into cotton pouches with bits of bitterroot
and a smoldering song. Tragic men buckling under the weight of the
Lord’s work, the grim rigidity of His word. The horrid parts of meat
stewed sweet and possible. And still, whispers about the disappeared,
whole souls lost in the passage.
There was nothing before or beyond just being a southern girl,
when there was wind to rip with your body and space to claim. Her
braids always undid themselves. She panted staccato, gulped steam,
and stopped sometimes to rest her feet in meandering water. But why
stop when she was the best reason she knew to whip up the air?
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And yes, she also owned that slower face. She could be the porchswinging girl, good to her mama and fixed on Jesus, precious in white
collar ironed stiff and bleached to the point of blue. She could make
herself stand patient in that Saturday morning kitchen assembly line,
long enough to scrape the scream from chittlins and pass the collards
three times under the faucet to rinse away the grit. She could set the
places at the table and straight sit through endless meals she doesn’t
have time to taste.
She wore that face as Saturday night’s whole weight was polished
and spitshined for Sunday morning. Twisting in the pew and
grimacing when her mother’s hand pushed down hard on her thigh in
warning. Girl, how many times I got to tell you God don’t like ugly? To
her, righteousness was a mystery that rode the edge of an organ wail.
She’d seen the holy ghost seep into the old women, watched as their
backs cracked, eyes bulged, careful dresses rose up. She wondered how
God’s hot hand felt in their heads, how they danced in ways so clearly
beyond them. Decided there would be time enough for this strange
salvation. First she had to be young.
All the time her toes tapped, feet flattened out inside her shoes. The
sun called her name and made her heart howl. She was a drumbeat,
sometimes slow and thoughtful on deep thick skins, most times asking
something, steady asking, needing to know, needing to know now, taking
flight from that rhythm inside her. Twisting on rusty hinge, the porch
door whined for one second ’bout where she was. But that girl was gone.
I dream her brave, unleashed, naughty the way free folks are.
Playing and frolicking her fill, flailing tough with cousins and sisters,
but running wide, running on purpose, running toward something. She
couldn’t name this chaos, but she believed it knew her, owned her in a
way religion should.
At night, the brooding sky pushed down on her tired head, made her
stay in place. She sweated outside the sheets. Kicked. Headed somewhere
past this.
Anybody know how a Delta girl dreams? How the specter of a city
rises up in her head and demands its space and time? How borders and
boxes are suddenly magic, tenements harbor pulse, and the all there
is must be a man with a felt fedora dipped lazily over one eye? She was
turning into a woman, tree trunk legs, exclamation just over her heart.
Alabama had to strain to hold on.
Oh, her hips were always there, but suddenly they were a startling
fluid and boys lined the dust road and she slowed her run to rock
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them. Soon she was walking in circles. Then she was barely moving at
all. Stones asked her to limp and she did. She was scrubbing her feet in
river water and searching for shoes.
Chicago.
Chicago.
The one word sounded like a secret shared. And, poised in that
moment before she discovered the truth, Annie Pearl Connor was
catch-in-the-breath beautiful. She was sweet in that space between
knowing and not knowing.
Months later, her face pressed against a tenement window, she is a
note so incredibly blue only the city could sing it.
She has to believe that love will complete her.
And so she finds him, a man who seems to be what Chicago lied
and said it was. He smolders, gold tooth flashing. He promises no
permanence. She walks into the circle of his arms and stands very still
there. There must be more than this, she believes, and knows she must
fill her body with me, that she must claim her place in the north with
a child touting her blood. Hot at the thought of creation, she is driven
by that American dream of birthing a colorless colored child with no
memories whatsoever of the Delta.
It is a difficult delivery, with no knife slipped below the bed to cut
the pain. In a room of beeping machines and sterilized silver, she can’t
get loose. Her legs are bound. Her hands are being held down. She
screams, not from pain but from knowing. My mother has just given
worry to the world.
There will be no running from this.
This child is a chaos she must name.
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County. Her recent work appears or is forthcoming in Redivider, roger,
South Dakota Review, and Southern Indiana Review, among others.
A recipient of an individual artist fellowship from the Arkansas Arts
Council, she teaches in Little Rock.
Adrian Matejka is the author of The Devil’s Garden (Alice James Books)
and Mixology (Penguin USA), which was a winner of the 2008 National
Poetry Series. “Rememory” is from his manuscript-in-progress, The Big
Smoke: Jack Johnson Tells It. He teaches at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville.
Marty McConnell’s work has been published recently in literary
journals including Salt Hill Review, Rattapallax, and RATTLE, and is
forthcoming in Booth Magazine and Bestiary. She is the founder of Vox
Ferus, a Chicago-based literary nonprofit dedicated to empowering
individuals and communities through the written and spoken word.
Ian Morris is a writer and editor living in Chicago. His essays, stories,
and reviews have appeared in various national magazines, including,
most recently, Creative Nonfiction, and he has won Chicago Public
Radio’s Stories on Stage competition. He was the Associate Editor of
TriQuarterly magazine for thirteen years.
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Jennifer Pemberton currently lives in Sweden. Other pieces from her
manuscript about her adventures with the Mormons have appeared in
Maisonneuve and the Utne Reader.
Richard “Pete” Peterson is Professor Emeritus of English at Southern
Illinois University Carbondale and one of the founding editors of Crab
Orchard Review. He is the author of five books, including the memoir,
Growing Up with Clemente (Kent State University Press). His essays and
stories have appeared in numerous publications, including the Chicago
Tribune and his hometown Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
Leslie Pietrzyk is the author of two novels, Pears on a Willow Tree (Avon
Books) and A Year and a Day (William Morrow). Her short fiction
has appeared in many journals, including Shenandoah, New England
Review, Iowa Review, and The Sun. Her undergraduate degree is from
Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, and she dreams of one
day living in Chicago.
Christina Pugh is the author of Restoration (Northwestern University
Press) and Rotary (Word Press). A recipient of the Lucille Medwick
Memorial Award from the Poetry Society of America and a fellowship
in poetry from the Illinois Arts Council, she is an associate professor of
English at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Margot Schilpp’s third book of poems, Civil Twilight, will be published
in 2012 by Carnegie Mellon University Press. She was raised in
Carbondale, Illinois. She currently lives and writes in New Haven,
Connecticut.
Chad Simpson lives in Monmouth, Illinois, and teaches fiction writing
and literature classes at Knox College. He is the author of a chapbook
of very short stories, Phantoms, and his work has appeared or is
forthcoming in several magazines, including McSweeney’s Quarterly,
Orion, and The Sun.
Patricia Smith is the author of five books of poetry, including Blood
Dazzler, a finalist for the 2008 National Book Award, and Teahouse
of the Almighty, a National Poetry Series selection. Her work has
appeared in many literary journals, including Poetry, Paris Review, and
TriQuarterly, and she has received a Pushcart Prize. She is currently at
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work on a dance/theater production based on “Blood Dazzler” and the
verse memoir “Shoulda Been Jimi Savannah.” Smith is a professor at the
City University of New York/College of Staten Island, and she is on the
faculty of both Cave Canem and the Stonecoast MFA program at the
University of Southern Maine.
Richard Sonnenmoser lives in Maryville, Missouri. In 2008, he received
his MFA from the University of Massachusetts Amherst. He teaches
creative writing at Northwest Missouri State University, and he is the
co-editor of the Laurel Review. He’s published fiction and poetry in
Harvard Review, West Branch, Permafrost, and elsewhere. His chapbook,
Science-Magic School, won the 2010 Midnight Sun Poetry Contest.
Maura Stanton was born in Evanston, Illinois, and lived in Peoria until
she was sixteen. She has published six books of poetry, most recently
Immortal Sofa with the University of Illinois Press. She teaches at
Indiana University Bloomigton.
Kevin Stein is the author of five collections of poetry (the last four
published by the University of Illinois Press). His most recent collection
is Sufficiency of the Actual. His fourth full-length collection, American
Ghost Roses, was awarded the Society of Midland Authors 2006 Poetry
Award. He has edited two anthologies devoted to Illinois poetry: Bread
& Steel (Café Press, 2007) is the first-ever audio CD presentation of
the state’s poets, gathering 24 authors reading from their works; Illinois
Voices (University of Illinois Press, 2001) offers a comprehensive
anthology of 20th-century Illinois poetry selected by Stein and his
co-editor, the late G.E. Murray. Stein has received numerous awards,
most recently the Vernon Louis Parrington Medal for Distinguished
Writing. He has been awarded Poetry’s Frederick Bock Prize, the 1998
Indiana Review Poetry Prize, and four Illinois Arts Council Literary
Awards for his poetry. In addition, he has been the recipient of the
National Endowment for the Arts Poetry Fellowship and three such
fellowships awarded by the Illinois Arts Council. He was named 1989
Bradley University Professor of the Year for excellence in teaching,
and Stein is Caterpillar Professor of English and Director of Creative
Writing Program at Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois. In December
2003, the Governor of Illinois named Kevin Stein the state’s fourth
Poet Laureate. Stein assumed the position previously held by Howard
Austin, Carl Sandburg, and Gwendolyn Brooks.
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Elizabeth Klise von Zerneck’s poems have appeared in Cincinnati
Review, Measure, Ninth Letter, Notre Dame Review, The Pinch, Potomac
Review, Spoon River Poetry Review, and Water~Stone Review. Her recent
work was honored with the Robert Frost Foundation Poetry Award,
an International Publication Prize from Atlanta Review, and an Illinois
Arts Council Fellowship Award in Poetry.
Mark Wagenaar is currently teaching film and composition at the
University of Virginia and Sweet Briar College. His poems have been
accepted or published by Subtropics, Southern Review, New Ohio
Review, Antioch Review, South Carolina Review, North American Review,
Phoebe, Tar River Poetry, and Poetry East. He recently won an Academy
of American Poets Prize at the University of Virginia, and this Fall he’ll
begin his Ph.D. at the University of Utah.
Chris Wiberg’s work has appeared in Folio, Ninth Letter, and North
Atlantic Review. He received his MFA from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. Currently he teaches for the Writer’s Studio at
the University of Chicago Graham School, and he is at work on a novel
titled Safe Places.
Johnathon Williams is a writer and web developer living in Fayetteville,
Arkansas. His poems have most recently appeared in Tar River Poetry,
Best New Poets 2009, and The Morning News. He edits and publishes
Linebreak.org, a weekly online magazine of original poetry.
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Crab Orchard Series
In Poetry
2010 OPEN
COMPETITION AWARDS
Announcement
Crab Orchard Review and Southern Illinois University Press
are pleased to announce the 2010 Crab Orchard Series in
Poetry Open Competition selections.
Our final judge, Michael Waters, selected The Black Ocean
by Brian Barker and Smith Blue by Camille Dungy as the
winners. Both winners have been awarded a $2000 prize
and will receive $1500 as an honorarium for a reading at
Southern Illinois University Carbondale as part of the 2011
Devil’s Kitchen Fall Literary Festival. Both readings will
follow the publication of the poets’ collections by Southern
Illinois University Press in June 2011.
We want to thank all of the poets who entered manuscripts
in our Crab Orchard Series in Poetry Open Competition.
Crab Orchard Review’s website has updated information on
subscriptions, calls for submissions, contest information and
results, and past, current, and future issues. Visit us at:

CrabOrchardReview.siuc.edu
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Southern Illinois
University Press
2010 Crab Orchard Series in Poetry
Open Competition Awards
final judge: Yusef Komunyakaa

Two winners – $3500 and publication each
All unpublished, original collections of poems written in English by United
States citizens and permanent residents are eligible* (individual poems may
have been previously published). (*Current or former students, colleagues, and
close friends of the final judge, Yusef Komunyakaa, and current students and
employees of Southern Illinois University and authors published by Southern
Illinois University Press are not eligible for the Open Competition.) Two
volumes of poems will be selected from an open competition of manuscripts
postmarked October 1 through November 16, 2010. The winners will each
receive a publication contract with Southern Illinois University Press. In addition,
both winners will be awarded a $2000 prize and $1500 as an honorarium for a
reading at Southern Illinois University Carbondale. Both readings will follow
the publication of the poets’ collections by Southern Illinois University Press.
All submissions must be accompanied by a $25 entry fee. For complete
guidelines, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

		
		
		
		
		
		

Jon Tribble, Series Editor
Crab Orchard Open Competition Awards
Department of English
Southern Illinois University Carbondale
1000 Faner Drive
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

the Crab Orchard Series
in Poetry
2009 Open Competition Award

Series Editor, Jon Tribble

Strange
Land
Poems by
Todd Hearon
“Todd Hearon’s engaging, inventive
language penetrates to what he calls ‘the
dark of your memory,’ a region where
dreamlife and language overlap, where
occulted feelings find the chords and
discords of speech.…This is a first book
of rare mastery.” —Robert Pinsky,
former U.S. Poet Laureate
“These are beautiful uncompromising
poems.”—David Ferry, author of Of No
Country I Know: New and Selected Poems
and Translations
“At once inventive and elegant, hungering and
assured, immediate and literary, visceral and
visionary, the poems of Strange Land range broadly
across the idiomatic and the oracular with a lyric
economy that is as deftly accomplished as it is
exhilarating. Strange Land is an exceptional first
book, ambitious and necessary.”—Daniel Tobin,
author of Second Things
Copublished with
Crab Orchard Review
88 pages, $14.95 paper
ISBN 0-8093-2966-2
978-0-8093-2966-3

Available at major retailers and independent bookstores, or from

southern illinois university press
Orders & Inquiries • TEL 800-621-2736 • FAX 800-621-8476
www.siupress.com

the Crab Orchard Series
in Poetry
Series Editor, Jon Tribble

2009 Open Competition Award

Threshold
Poems by
Jennifer Richter
“Threshold weaves domestic details
—children, neighbors, ordinary
moments—into an extraordinary account
of pain and survival. But what appears
to be, at first, a fractured narrative of
turmoil, heals in the craft of these poems,
into an account of a mind growing in
and through language.”—Eavan Boland,
author of Domestic Violence: Poems
“Throughout this lovely book, the
music of survival and transcendence
undergirds a song of the body in its
changes. ”—Natasha Trethewey,
author of Native Guard
“Threshold sparkles with a shaped brilliance.
Each poem is intensely believable because there
isn’t a decorous flare of language here. To cross
the threshold is to (pro)claim the metaphysical
that resides in the everyday.”—Yusef Komunyakaa,
author of Warhorses: Poems

Copublished with
Crab Orchard Review
88 pages, $14.95 paper
ISBN 0-8093-2965-4
978-0-8093-2965-6

Available at major retailers and independent bookstores, or from

southern illinois university press
Orders & Inquiries • TEL 800-621-2736 • FAX 800-621-8476
www.siupress.com

Crab Orchard Series
In Poetry
FIRST BOOK AWARD
Rookery
Poems by
Traci Brimhall
“With a stunning mastery of
metaphor, linguistic precision, and a
soulful determined vision, Brimhall’s
work reveals an artist tuned to the
significance of everyday experience,
from the panicking heartbeats of
birds to the spiking pulse of mice.”
—Dorianne Laux, author of Facts
about the Moon
“This emotionally articulate, intense
debut gives us the myth of self in its
various incarnations: elegiac, surreal,
meditative, erotic, dreamlike. I love
[Brimhall’s] luscious verbal texturing
and lyric slipperiness, an assertive
voice, a sensuality, a glow. A beautiful
book.” —Ilya Kaminsky, author of
Dancing in Odessa
80 pages, $14.95 paper
ISBN 0-8093-2997-2
978-0-8093-2997-7

Copublished with Crab Orchard Review

2009 Winner

Available at major retailers and independent bookstores, or from

southern illinois university press
Orders & Inquiries • TEL 800-621-2736 • FAX 800-621-8476
www.siupress.com

the Crab Orchard Series
in Poetry
Series Editor, Jon Tribble

2009 Editor’s Selection

Persons
Unknown
Poems by Jake Adam York
“Elegiac and epic, these poems
broaden the limits of the American
imagination on the subject of
Jim Crow, an era as worthy of
mythologizing as the War of
Independence or World War II.
I am grateful that York is applying
his prodigious talent to this history
and I am profoundly shaken by
the result.” —Anthony Grooms,
author of Bombingham

“Jake Adam York’s beautiful poetry reclaims the voices of America’s disappeared. This
elegant victory of memory offers us a map to justice and hope if we but heed the call.”
—Susan M. Glisson, author of The Human Tradition in the Civil Rights Movement
“These poems are corrosive, blunt, historical as photographs we know from frontpage news, but they have also the depth and tang of sweet dawn before anything has
happened, before the lynchings, the blood…. Persons Unknown is bravely done work
and Jake Adam York is, now, a necessary poet among us.”—Dave Smith, author of
Little Boats, Unsalvaged: Poems, 1992–2004

Persons Unknown

Copublished with Crab Orchard Review

104 pages, $14.95
paper, ISBN 0-8093-2998-0
978-0-8093-2998-4

Available at major retailers and independent bookstores, or from

southern illinois university press
Orders & Inquiries • TEL 800-621-2736 • FAX 800-621-8476
www.siupress.com

“A magazine writers admire
and readers enjoy.”
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Crab Orchard Review, the national
literary magazine from Southern
Illinois University Carbondale,
has received awards from the
Council of Literary Magazines
and Presses and the Illinois Arts
Council. A subscription to Crab
Orchard Review is $20 for two
issues. Subscribe now for some of
today’s best new writing.

Fiction
◆

Poetry
◆

Essays
◆

Book Reviews

Crab Orchard Review is supported, in part,
by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council,
a state agency, in partnership with
the National Endowment for the Arts.

Subscription to Crab Orchard Review

___ 1 year ($20)			
2 years ($30)			
3 years ($40)			
Single copy ($12)		
Single copy International ($22)

___
___
___
___
___

Supporting Subscriber ($35/yr)
Donor ($70/2 yrs)
Patron ($100/3 yrs)
Benefactor ($300/Lifetime)
1 year Subscription Intl. ($35)

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Please begin my subscription with Volume

Number

Send payment to: Crab Orchard Review, Jon Tribble, Managing Editor, Dept. of English,
Mail Code 4503, Southern Illinois University, 1000 Faner Drive, Carbondale, IL 62901.
Phone: (618) 453-5321		
Fax: (618) 453-8224

A Call for Submissions
Special Issue: New & Old ~
Re-Visions of The American South
Crab Orchard Review is seeking work for our Summer/Fall 2011 issue focusing
on writing exploring the people, places, history, and new directions that have
shaped and are reshaping the American South.
All submissions should be original, unpublished poetry, fiction, or literary
nonfiction in English or unpublished translations in English (we do run
bilingual, facing-page translations whenever possible). Please query before
submitting any interview.
The submission period for this issue is August 1 through November 1, 2010.
We will be reading submissions throughout this period and hope to complete
the editorial work on the issue by the end of March 2011. Writers whose work
is selected will receive $25 (US) per magazine page ($50 minimum for poetry;
$100 minimum for prose) and two copies of the issue. Mail submissions to:

Crab Orchard Review
American South issue
Faner 2380, Mail Code 4503
Southern Illinois University Carbondale
1000 Faner Drive
Carbondale, IL 62901
USA

Address correspondence to:
Allison Joseph, Editor and Poetry Editor
Carolyn Alessio, Prose Editor
Jon Tribble, Managing Editor
For general guidelines, check our website at:
		

CrabOrchardReview.siuc.edu/guid2.html
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